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I. A SIMPLE IDEA FOR THE REGULATION OF RISK:
IN CASE OF DOUBT, BE CAUTIOUS
In their ordinary lives, many people try to avoid any situation
involving risk that could cause themselves harm. On the other
hand, others assume risk with greater facility because they are not
sufficiently aware of it, or because they know that the probability of
resulting damage is very low. Overwhelming worry in the face of
any kind of risk would be paralyzing (we would not leave the house,
eat in any restaurant outside of our home, drive, or fly). On the
contrary, an attitude absolutely heedless of risks would end up caus-
ing innumerable damages, some of them irreparable. Common
sense suggests to us that we should face daily risks in a reasonable
and sensible manner.
In the scope of normative regulation in the hands of parlia-
ments and governments, something similar happens. Excessively
protectionist regulation in the face of risks can be a brake or an ob-
stacle to economic progress. In contrast, the uncontrolled release of
technological innovation can generate irreparable harm for human-
ity and the world. The idea of caution when dealing with risk is
generally shared by jurists. In fact, "law" is pure caution, prudentia
iuris.
The precautionary principle' integrates this notion of caution in
the face of risk, and concretely establishes the idea that scientific
uncertainty about a risk should not be an obstacle to the adoption of
measures when there exists the probability that it will result in grave
and irreparable damage. As some authors have indicated, the pre-
cautionary principle is a concept constructed from new social ten-
dencies regarding the appropriate role of science, economics, poli-
tics, and the law in the anticipated protection of the environment,'
and is now being applied in a variety of contexts. "[P]recaution is
1. A short list of recommended works on the precautionary principle: Roberto
Andorno, The Precautionary Principle: A New Legal Standard for a Technological Age, 1
J. INT'L BIOTECH. L. 11 (2004); REINTERPRETING THE PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE (Tim
O 'Riordan & James Cameron eds., 2001); Jos6 Lufs da Cruz Vilaca, The Precaution-
ary Principle in EC Law, 10 EUROPEAN PUB. L. 369 (2004); Nicolas de Sadeleer, The
Precautionary Principle in EC Health and Environmental Law, 12 EUR. L.J. 139 (2006);
Elizabeth Fisher, Is the Precautionary Principle Justiciable?, 13 J. ENVTL. L. 315 (2001);
Giandomenico Majone, What Price Safety? The Precautionary Principle and Its Policy
Implications, 40 J. COMMON MKT. STUD. 89 (2002); Miguel A. Recuerda, Risk and
Reason in the European Union Law, 5 EUR. FOOD & FEED L. REv. 270 (2006); CASS R.
SUNSTEIN, LAws OF FEAR: BEYOND THE PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE (2005).
2. See Tim O'Riordan et al., The Evolution of the Precautionary Principle, in
REINTERPRETING THE PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE, supra note 1, at 9.
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nowhere of greater salience than in the field of food safety .... .
For this reason, some consumers' groups are advocating a "better
safe than sorry approach," arguing that food safety should be subject
to a more strict precautionary approach
The precautionary principle as a legal tool assimilates the con-
tent of other institutions typical of law such as authorizations, the
burden of proof, presumptions, cautionary measures, or propor-
tionality. The techniques of limitation that have been developed by
administrative law have in many cases sustained an obligation of
precaution, assumed by both legislators and the administration in
the application of the law.' It is enough to think about the authori-
zations, inspections, or administrative sanctions in matters related to
health, food safety, consumer product safety, industrial facilities, or
pharmaceutical products.
In the European Union, the precautionary principle has been
recognized as a general principle of law, but this view is not univer-
sally shared. At the core of the precautionary principle is the idea
that scientific uncertainty about risks to health or the environment
must not be invoked to paralyze decision-making, since avoiding
risks must be the main concern. Controversy related to the precau-
tionary principle arises when individual parties try to fix the re-
quirements for its application, the measures than can be adopted by
its application, and the limits of this principle. Such issues include
whether the principle must apply to any kind of risk (grave ones or
not, with high or low probability of causing damage), whether they
must take into account the economic consequences of the measures
they adopt, how to and who must assess the risk, what kind of meas-
ures must be adopted, and the scope of the judicial review of the
decisions based on the precautionary principle.
II. CLARIFYING CONCEPTS
The words used to explain the application of the precautionary
principle, and even its very definition, have been subjects of debate.
The first problem is the distinction between "prevention" and "pre-
3. Andy Stirling et al., A Framework for the Precautionary Governance of Food
Safety: Integrating Science and Participation in the Social Apprisal of Risk, in
IMPLEMENTING THE PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE: PERSPECTIVES AND PROSPECTS 284
(Elizabeth Fisher et al. eds., 2006).
4. See GLOBAL FOOD TRADE AND CONSUMER DEMAND FOR QUALITY 26 (Barry
Krissoff et al. eds., 2006).
5. See JERRY L. MASHAW ET AL., ADMINISTRATIVE LAW: THE AMERICAN PUBLIC LAW
SYSTEM, CASES AND MATERIALS 17-20 (5th ed. 2003).
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caution." These two terms are related notions that create confusion
because, in the common language, there is no clear difference be-
tween them. However, at least in the European Union, the principle
of prevention is one thing, and the precautionary principle another.
The principle of prevention applies to risks that can be quanti-
fied in probabilistic terms. An example of the application of the
principle of prevention is the regulation of maximum levels for cer-
tain contaminants which are considered to be genotoxic carcinogens
in foodstuffs. The risks posed by these contaminants are well-
known, so preventive measures must be applied.' Nevertheless, the
precautionary principle also applies to unknown and unquantifiable
risks such as those posed by nanomaterials.
The second problem arises from the very idea of precaution
and its different meanings. Precaution is a commonsensical idea
related to the virtue of prudence For Aristotle, the prudent man
was the one with the trained faculty of choice.' Precaution is also an
ethical value and a legal rule, because every person is responsible for
his or her free choices in the moral and legal orders. Moreover,
precaution is a political idea with roots in the "green" thinking that
originated the concept of the precautionary principle and the pre-
cautionary approach. For that reason, the precautionary principle
has a strong political component that affects the diverse conceptions
of it. At the root of this principle are at least the ecological cri-
tiques,' environmental ethics,'" intergenerational ethics," and the
ethics of responsibility.1
2
6. See Regulation 1881/2006, 2006 O.J. (L 364) 5 (EC) (setting maximum levels
for certain contaminants in foodstuffs).
7. See ARISTOTLE, THE NICOMACHEAN ETHICS 149-50 (Wordsworth 1997).
8. Id.
9. See generally RACHEL CARSON, SILENT SPRING (Houghton Mifflin 1994) (1963);
D.H. MEADOWS ET AL.,THE LIMITS TO GROWTH (1972).
10. See generally Holmes Rolston, Is There an Ecological Ethic?, 85 ETHICS 93
(1975); Andrew Brennan, The Moral Standing of Natural Objects, 6 ENVrL. ETHICS 35
(1984); Michael Freeden, Political Theory and the Environment: Nurturing a Sustainable
Relationship, in MORAL AND POLITICAL REASONING IN ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICE 30-
39 (Andrew Light & Avner de-Shalit eds., 2003).
11. See generally Joel Feinberg, The Rights of Animals and Unborn Generations, in
PHILOSOPHY AND ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS (W.T. Blackstone ed., 1974); RICHARD
SYLVAN & DAVID BENNETT, THE GREENING OF ETHICS (1994).
12. See generally CARL MITCHAM, cQu9 ES LA FILOSOFIA DE LA TECNOLOGIA? (1989);
CARL MITCHAM, THINKING THROUGH TECHNOLOGY: THE PATH BETWEEN
ENGINEERING AND PHILOSOPHY (1994). The following works are also excellent
sources of information on this subject: KARL OTro APEL, LA TRANSFORMACION DE
LA FILOSOFIA (1985); KARL OTTO APEL, TOWARDS A TRANSFORMATION OF PHILOSOPHY
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As previously noted, the origin of the precautionary principle is
closely linked to the "green" thinking that started to have a strong
political influence in the 1960s." The book Silent Spring written by
Rachel Carson and published in 1962 in the United States, is in
some ways a precursor to the precautionary doctrine; the author
criticized the use of DDT while there was scientific controversy
about the safety of this product." The preoccupation with the ability
to harm not only existing individuals, but also future generations
and humanity as a whole is also a key intellectual factor in the de-
velopment of the precautionary principle."
The distinction between the "precautionary principle" and a
"precautionary approach" is diffuse and, in some contexts, contro-
versial. In the negotiations of international declarations, the United
States has opposed the use of the term "principle" because this term
has special connotations in legal language, due to the fact that a
"principle of law" is a source of law. This means that it is compul-
sory, so a court can quash or confirm a decision through the appli-
cation of the precautionary principle. In this sense, the precaution-
ary principle is not a simple idea or a desideratum but a source of
law. This is the legal status of the precautionary principle in the
European Union.
On the other hand, an "approach" usually does not have the
same meaning,'6 although in some particular cases an approach
could be binding. A precautionary approach is a particular "lens"
used to identify risk that every prudent person possesses. Precau-
tion, as an approach, has been present in the last few years in all of
the debates on environmental policies, and it has been extended to
all those matters in which there was a potential to affect health
rights. In Europe, the precautionary principle has been an omni-
present phrase, a vague slogan for risk regulation. It has achieved so
much importance that it has been introduced into EU primary legis-
lation and in many EU regulations, and it has been recognized by
(Glyn Adey & David Frisby trans., 1980); HANS JONAS, THE IMPERATIVE OF
RESPONSIBILITY: IN SEARCH OF AN ETHICS FOR THE TECHNOLOGICAL AGE (1984).
13. J.C. Hanekamp, G. Vera-Navas & S.W. Verstegen, The Historical Roots of Pre-
cautionary Thinking: The Cultural Ecological Critique and the Limits to Growth, 8J. RISK
RES. 295, 299-300 (2005).
14. See generally CARSON, supra note 9.
15. Andorno, supra note 1, at 11-12.
16. During the meetings of the Codex Alimentarius Commission, the U.S. dele-
gation has always lobbied heavily to avoid the use of the term "precautionary prin-
ciple."
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the Court of First Instance as a general principle of law.'7 A general
principle of law is a source of law different from a rule. A general
principle is abstract, while a rule is concrete. Principles do not set
out legal consequences that automatically result from them, while
rules, because of their specificity and concrete character, stipulate
answers. However, general principles must be applied by courts in
order to interpret the rules and to fill in gaps.'" In EU Law, the pre-
cautionary principle is not only an abstract general principle of law
recognized by the courts, but also a principle incorporated into nu-
merous legal texts.
On the contrary, in the United States, the precautionary princi-
ple is not generally understood as a principle of law, but as an ap-
proach. In fact, the American point of view is still skeptical of the
precautionary principle.'9 This does not mean that Europe is more
precautionary than the U.S.' ° For example, Europe is more cautious
of some possible risks, like genetically modified organisms, while the
U.S. is more cautious of others like pesticides. However, the Euro-
pean authorities have the dangerous tendency to take measures
without clear evidence of risk, or even against the scientific opinions
of its scientific bodies, such as the cases involving the use of hor-
mones 2 and virginiamicyn' as growth promoters in livestock. As
Cass Sunstein has said,
[i]t is simply wrong to say that Europeans are more precautionary than
Americans. As an empirical matter, neither is "more precautionary."
Europeans are not more averse to risks than Americans. They are more
17. SeeJoined Cases T-74/00, T-76/00, T-83/00, T-84/00, T-85/00, T-132/00, T-
137/00, & T-141/00, Artegodan GmbH v. Comm'n of the European Communities,
2002 E.C.R. 114945.
18. RONALD DWORKIN, TAKING RIGHTS SERIOUSLY 24 (1994); see also TAKIS
TRIDIMAS, THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF EU LAW (2006).
19. See CATHRINE BuTrON, THE POWER To PROTECT: TRADE, HEALTH AND
UNCERTAINTY IN THE WTO 125-29 (2004).
20. See John S. Applegate, The Precautionary Preference: An American Perspective on
the Precautionary Principle, 6 HUMAN & ECOL. RISK ASSESS. 413, 413 (2000); Peter H.
Sand, The Precautionary Principle: A European Perspective, 6 HUMAN & ECOL. RISK
ASSESS. 445, 446 (2000); Aaron Wildavsky, Richer is Safer, THE PUB. INTEREST, Sum-
mer 1980, at 23, 28-30 (discussing the improvements in safety and reductions in risk
in the U.S. in recent decades).
21. See Dispute Settlement, United States-Continued Suppression of Obliga-
tions in the EC-Hormones Dispute, WT/DS321/12 (June 2, 2008) [hereinafter
Dispute Settlement, United States]; Dispute Settlement, Canada-Continued Sup-
pression of Obligations in the EC-Hormones Dispute, WT/DS321/12 (June 2,
2008) [hereinafter Dispute Settlement, Canada].
22. See Case T-13/99, Pfizer Animal Health SA v. Council of the European Un-
ion, 2002 E.C.R. 3305.
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averse to particular risks, such as the risks associated with global warm-
ing; but Americans have their own preoccupations as well. In the early
twenty-first century, for example, many Americans have been highly
"precautionary" about the risks associated with aggressive regulation it-
self-fearing that costly steps, designed to combat global warming and
other environmental problems, will lead to unemployment and excessive
prices of energy, including gasoline. Whether or not that fear is justi-
23
fied, it is, in its own way, highly precautionary.
III. TECHNOLOGY'S COLLATERAL EFFECTS
The western world has experienced a formidable transforma-
tion during the last century of which few dreamed possible in earlier
times. The economic and social well-being of developed countries is
a reality that is dependent on many factors; among these is the spec-
tacular development of science and technology. But the highway of
progress has been built during most of the twentieth century with-
out proper attention to technology's "collateral effects," or what
others have called the "threats of side effects." 4 Paradoxically, while
technological development has eliminated numerous barriers and
reduced innumerable hazards that have historically afflicted the
human race, it has also brought about newer, more sophisticated
hazards that are the source of so-called technological risks or manu-
factured risks. 5 The German sociologist Ulrich Beck has called
these worldwide, uncertain, and technological risks "civilization
risks." 6 Potential risks such as genetically modified organisms
(GMOs) and novel foods, the use of antibiotics in animals as growth
promoters, hormones, irradiation of food, nanotechnology, and
cloning, to give only a handful of examples, have become major so-
cial concerns in the last few decades and are good examples of these
new risks.
These new products and technologies have both positive and
negative aspects. On the positive side, they generate important
benefits, but on the negative side they generate uncertain risks. The
use of drugs and additives in feed for animals is a good example of
these new risks. In the well-known case of virginiamycin, the use of
this antibiotic as a growth promoter for animals has positive effects,
but it could also have negative effects as well. On one hand, the use
23. SUNSTEIN, supra note 1, at 14.
24. See generally ULRICH BECK, RISK SOCIETY: TOWARDS A NEW MODERNITY (Mark
Ritter trans., 1992); ULRICH BECK, WORLD RISK SOCIETY (1999).
25. See generally ANTHONY GIDDENS, RUNAWAY WORLD: How GLOBALIZATION IS
RESHAPING OUR LIVES (2003).
26. BECK, RISK SOCIETY: TOWARDS A NEW MODERNITY, supra note 24, at 28-30.
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of this substance in animals improves growth and weight gain, so
that the animals need less food and time to fatten up, and it also
prevents diseases and improves the quality of the meat. On the
other hand, there is uncertainty about the possible adverse effects
on human health, especially where a possible transference of antim-
icrobial resistance from animals to humans is concerned." Geneti-
cally modified foods are also a useful example of these new risks.
While GMOs bring significant benefits to the production of food,
there are also concerns about the tendencies to provoke allergenic-
ity and the potential for gene transfer and outcrossing."8
These effects, which are in some cases uncertain and perhaps
catastrophic, give the precautionary principle its raison d' tre. In
Richard Matheson's novel, I Am Legend, the last healthy human in
New York City, and possibly in the entire world, works to find a vac-
cine against a degenerating virus of devastating power, unintention-
ally developed as a result of research to cure cancer. 9 This novel
provides a clear, although fictional, example of why these new risks
can only be managed with the very science and technology that has
created them, since science and technology are as much the source
of the potential impacts as the means for their elimination or reduc-
tion.
Hazards and risks are not an invention of the modern age, nor
are they an exclusive consequence of technology. Human beings
have always been threatened by natural hazards that they have tried
to eliminate through science and technology. Disease has been
remedied with medicine, and scarcity of food with agricultural inno-
vations and the domestication and breeding of animals. Science and
human intervention in the natural order have generated a better
knowledge of natural hazards, their causes, and their effects.' Now
the etiology of many diseases is known. But, as a result of new
technologies, a new category of hazard has been created.
Another example of a technological hazard is provided by the
case of Spanish oil of orujo (unrelated to Spanish consumer olive oil
products), which has not only caused a minor food crisis in Spain,
27. WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION (WHO), THE MEDICAL IMPACT OF THE USE OF
ANTIMICROBIALS IN FOOD ANIMALS 1-2 (1997).
28. WHO, MODERN FOOD BIOTECHNOLOGY, HUMAN HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENT:
AN EVIDENCE-BASED STUDY 14-17 (2005).
29. RICHARD MATHESON, I AM LEGEND (1964).
30. A clear example is the sanitary dangers that are associated with certain foods.
Technology has eradicated many of these dangers through new systems for process-
ing and conserving foods.
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but has also completely ruined the Spanish oil of orujo industry."
The problem arose when a new production system was adopted to
avoid the creation of a noxious by-product, alpechin, which was pro-
duced by the traditional system of production. After being sepa-
rated from the oil and thrown away," alpechin became a secondary
environmental hazard, contaminating riverways. But paradoxically,
the new production system generated carcinogenic substances in
orujo oil called polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), which led
to the early removal from the market of batches of the offending
product."
IV. MANUFACTURED RISKS, SCIENTIFIC UNCERTAINTY,
AND RISK ASSESSMENT
A prudent attitude ' is maintained when the cause-effect rela-
tionship of these new risks is analyzed to adopt rational measures to
avoid their effects. It is important to point out that the essential
peculiarities of these new risks are that they are created by man, that
scientific uncertainty surrounds them, and that they can produce
irreversible, global, and catastrophic effects.
Manufactured hazards differ from natural hazards in that man
has a direct role in their creation. Some of the manufactured haz-
ards are global in character and, as such, can produce serious and
irreversible effects that are devastating, given the range of territory
and population that can be impacted almost immediately.' Any
death is irreversible, but the irreversibility of the manufactured haz-
ards can also mean that the change is permanent at a species or en-
vironmental level. But does this mean that all kinds of irreversible
change are significant? To some people, an irreversible change in a
31. The problem has not affected the marketing of Spanish domestic or overseas
food products, but has virtually eliminated the oil of orujo market in Spain.
32. See generally IGOR KOBEK, TDC OLIVE, WASTE TREATMENT, available at
http://www.tdcolive.net/documents/booklet/D14kWasteTreatmentVI.0.pdf.
33. Food Standards Agency, Olive Pomace Oil: Your Questions Answered,
http://www.foodstandards.gov.uk/multimedia/faq/olivepomoilqa (last visited Mar.
7, 2008).
34. Precaution has to do much with prudence, with practical wisdom or phronesis
described by Aristotle. The prudent man is the one who carefully observes reality,
distinguishing all the possible alternatives to choose the best one-the one than
provides the greatest possible good. See ARISTOTLE, supra note 7.
35. GIDDENS, supra note 25.
36. See BECK, RISK SOCIETY: TOWARDS A NEW MODERNITY, supra note 24, at 28.
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single species is significant, but for others the importance of the
change depends on its overall magnitude.
Scientific uncertainty is a very complex issue, and its quantifica-
tion depends on the variables selected, the measures made, the
samples taken, and the models and causal relationships used. For
many health problems, it is impossible to make definitive cause and
effect links because science has its own limitations. Scientific uncer-
tainty can also result from controversy about existing data or from
the lack of some pertinent data.37 Risk evaluators, who must assess
risks in order to inform risk managers, accommodate these uncer-
tainty factors by incorporating prudential aspects:' reliance on
animal experiments to establish potential effects in man, or adop-
tion of levels as a basis for certain toxic contaminants (like the
ALARA standard-"as low as reasonably achievable"). But in some
cases, scientists do not have sufficient data to apply these prudential
aspects, such as in cases in which extrapolations cannot be made, or
when cause and effect relationships have not been demonstrated. In
cases like these, decision makers face the dilemma of having to
choose between action and inaction. The emergence of unpredict-
able, uncertain, and unquantifiable risks has been one of the reasons
for the development of anticipatory decision-making models" like
the precautionary principle that, in situations of uncertainty, follow
the "safer" option. °
In EU law, there is a functional separation between risk assess-
ment, which is performed by independent agencies such as the
European Food Safety Authority (EFSA),41 and risk management,
37. Comm'n of the European Communities, Communication from the Commission
on the Precautionary Principle 13-14, COM (2000) 1 final.
38. ANDREW STIRLING, EUROPEAN COMM'N JOINT REs. CTR., ON SCIENCE AND
PRECAUTION IN THE MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGICAL RISK (1999). Some people
have said that these prudential factors are an example of the application of the
precautionary principle; however, the European Commission states that the precau-
tionary principle can be applied in risk management but not in risk assessment. See
Comm'n of the European Communities, supra note 37, at 12.
39. Some authors have stated that the precautionary principle is not a good
decision-making model because it offers no guidance. See, e.g., SUNSTEIN, supra note
1, at 14.
40. See Recuerda, supra note 1.
41. Following a series of food scares in the 1990s, including bovine spongiform
encephalopathy and dioxin, which undermined consumer confidence in the safety
of the food chain, the EU concluded that it needed to establish a new scientific
body charged with providing independent and objective advice on food safety is-
sues associated with the food chain. Its primary objective would be to "contribute
to a high level of consumer health protection in the area of food safety, through
which consumer confidence can be restored and maintained." Commission White
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which is the province of the political branches. Nevertheless, it is a
naivety to believe that scientific consensus is always possible. There
are controversies within the scientific committees and, in some cases
even within the same committee, its members have the right to
make a dissenting opinion. Scientific consensus on some types of
risks is unlikely to be achieved given the complexities of the risks
and the different margins of safety or prudential factors taken into
account. In the case of nanotechnology, the Royal Society and the
Royal Academy of Engineering have recommended a prohibition on
the use of free nanoparticles in some applications until the devel-
opment of clearer scientific data." On the other hand, American
researchers are working in this area in ways that do not conform to
the European recommendations. This difference in attitude is
based on the decision making model: cost-benefit analysis in the
United States," and risk analysis and the precautionary principle in
the European Union. Another example is the dispute over the use
of hormones in beef. While the Joint Expert Committee on Food
Additives (JEFJA) found that hormones used at low levels were safe,
the European Commission decided to ban the import of meat from
animals treated with hormones.45
What often happens in the real world is that it is not always
possible to arrive at an accurate comprehension of the hazards'
causes and effects, and for that reason, it is also not always possible
to assess the risk that is assumed. Uncertainty46 is more than statisti-
cal error or inexactness of numbers. Uncertainty involves quantita-
tive and qualitative inexactness.47 The interpretation of scientific
data is also a problem because scientific uncertainties can be easily
magnified.
Paper on Food Safety 16, COM (1999) 719 final. The result was the European Food
Safety Authority (EFSA). The EFSA is clearly inspired by the United States' Food
and Drug Administration (FDA), although the EFSA has less power than the FDA.
42. See Commission Regulation (EC) No 178/2002, 2002 O.J. (L31).
43. THE ROYAL SOCIETY & THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING (UNITED
KINGDOM), NANOSCIENCE AND NANOTECHNOLOGIES: OPPORTUNITIES AND UN-
CERTAINTIES 47 (2004).
44. See generally RICHARD L. REVEZ & MICHAEL A, LIVERMORE, RETAKING
RATIONALITY: How COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS CAN BETTER PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT
AND OUR HEALTH (2008).
45. See Dispute Settlement, United States, supra note 21; Dispute Settlement,
Canada, supra note 21.
46. See generally DAVID LINDLEY, UNCERTAINTY: EINSTEIN, HEISENBERG, BOHR, AND
THE STRUGGLE FOR THE SOUL OF SCIENCE (2007).
47. SILvio FUNTOWICZ & JEROME RAVETZ, UNCERTAINTY AND QUALITY IN SCIENCE
FOR POLICY 15-16, 22-23 (1990).
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Motor vehicles are a source of great danger since they can easily
injure or kill both occupants and pedestrians. The risk of a traffic
accident during a period of time can be measured or quantified; it is
possible to determine its probability statistically. For instance, in
Spain in 1992 there were 4,290 deaths from traffic accidents; in
2007, there were 2,416 deaths from traffic accidents.48 On the basis
of certain variables and determined indices, risk can be assessed for
the possibility of suffering a traffic accident. This is how insurance
companies do it; their job is to see that risk is accompanied by in-
surance. The assumption of this type of risk is not complex, insofar
as it is made mainly by virtue of a balance between cost-benefit and
probability. This kind of risk and its positive and negative effects are
not unfamiliar-we assume them voluntarily.
But, as I have explained, other risks exist that are quite differ-
ent than this behavioral example, whose origins are found in techno-
logical hazards, so their effects are not so easily quantifiable. The
effects of this latter type of risk are so unpredictable and impor-
tant-for that reason, they are excluded generally in insurance con-
tracts-that the prudence and responsibility reflected in their man-
agement must be increased. The consequences of these risks are
unfamiliar and an exact balance between pros and cons cannot be
made.
It could be said that it is not possible to demand prudence and
responsibility in the face of the materialization of a risk of this type
when it has its origin in the forces of nature, far from human inter-
vention, and therefore, is a stranger to the law. Nevertheless, we
cannot embrace that affirmation without clarifying it, because the
adoption of technical measures to avoid natural risks even today
constitutes a social exigency as soon as these risks become predict-
able or, in other words, when they fall within the reach of scientific
knowledge and available technology. The aftermath of Hurricane
Katrina is a useful example: we should place the responsibility for
the damage upon the hurricane, and not upon the U.S. government.
However, as President Bush said, "so long as any life is in danger, we
have work to do ... .
48. Dept. of Transp. (Spain), Estadistica e indicadores, Ntimero anual de accidentes
mortale, http://www.dgLes/portal/es/seguridadvial/estadistica/accidentes_24horas/
evolucion_naccidentes (last visitedJuly 28, 2008).
49. Press Release, The White House, President Visits Louisiana, Thanks Volun-
teers at Shelter (Sept. 5, 2005), available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/
releases/2005/09/20050905-9.html.
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V. THE CONCEPTS OF RISK AND HAZARD IN A LEGAL CONTEXT
At this point in the discussion, it is essential to make some con-
ceptual distinctions. In this article, the terms "hazard" and "risk"
are used in their conventional senses; however, because they have
been formulated from different cognitive perspectives, they may
sometimes generate enormous confusion. This often occurs when
concepts which historically have been developed within another
academic discipline, such as sociology or ethics, are used in a discus-
sion of law. The history of their use distorts the independent con-
crete meanings that such ideas should have in the legal field." Fur-
ther complicating the issue, the nature of risk has changed over
time."
A "hazard" is a source or a factor of danger. Hazards may be
natural, such as the sea's red tide which can be toxic to fish and mol-
lusks, or technological, such as benzopyrene, which can appear in
foods as a result of a flawed production process." Both red tide and
benzopyrene constitute hazards regardless of their natural or human
origin.
"Risk"" is the combination of the probability of a detrimental
effect and the magnitude of that effect as a result of a factor of haz-
ard. 4 The concept of risk defined in this way has its origin in the
mathematical theory of probability used by insurance agencies in
50. Miguel A. Recuerda, El origen 6tico y la relevancia juridica del principio de pre-
cauci6n, XIIIJORNADAS DE SALUD PUJBLICA Y ADMINISTRACION SANITARIA (2005).
51. See generally MARY DOUGLAS, RISK AND BLAME: ESSAYS IN CULTURAL THEORY
(1992).
52. See generally JAMES P. COLLMAN, NATURALLY DANGEROUS: SURPRISING FACTS
ABOUT FOOD, HEALTH, AND THE ENVIRONMENT (2001).
53. The concepts of "uncertainty" and "impact," which are typically present in
conceptions of risk, are understood differently in each discipline that uses the con-
cepts. Their meaning depends on the partner-political context in which they oper-
ate. See Ortwin Renn, Concepts of Risks: A Classification, in SOCIAL THEORIES OF RISK
55-56 (Sheldon Krimsky & Dominic Golding eds., 1992); Elizabeth Fisher, The Rise
of Risk Commonwealth and the Challenge for Administrative Law, PUB. L., Autumn 2003,
at 467.
54. DEP'T OF ENV'T, TRANSp. & THE REGIONS, UNITED KINGDOM, GUIDELINES FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL RISK ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT (2000), available at
http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/risk/eramguide. "Risk" is defined as "a
combination of the probability, or frequency, of occurrence of a defined hazard
and the magnitude of the consequences of the occurrence," while "hazard" is de-
fined as "a property or situation that in particular circumstances could lead to
harm." Id.
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their actuarial charts," and is clearly differentiated from the concept
of "hazard" upon which it is based. Semicarbazide, found in many
foods, is a source or factor of hazard; it is a dangerous chemical
probably introduced into foods by the use of certain packaging pro-
cedures, perhaps the vacuum sealing of metallic package covers.56
However, it does not constitute a relevant health risk given the in-
significant amount of the substance present in foods." Toxic fungi58
and marine biotoxins,5 on the other hand, are natural hazards that,
when present in food at even low levels, carry a risk of death.
Although the definition of risk elaborated above will be used in
this discussion, one should keep in mind that this definition of risk,
founded on technical or scientific ideas, has been criticized in other
academic fields such as sociology by those who maintain that the
calculation of risk requires consideration of consumer confidence,
fairness and other ethical considerations, and social acceptance.'
Indeed, this is happening now, as the possible application of irradia-
tion for the preservation of foods is being evaluated in Europe.61
From a strict perspective of safety, ionizing radiation does not con-
stitute a particular health risk,6" and would in fact eliminate many
55. See generally PETER L. BERNSTEIN, AGAINST THE GODS: THE REMARKABLE STORY
OF RISK (1996) (providing a study on the history of the risk concept).
56. WHO, Semicarbazide, http://www.who.int/foodsafety/chem/sem/en/
index.html (last visited Mar. 7, 2008).
57. See generally Scientific Comm. of the AESA (Spanish Food Safety Agency),
Opini6n del Comit6 Cientffico de la AESA sobre una cuesti6n planteada por la
Presidencia de la AESA, en relaci6n con el riesgo de la presencia de Semicarbazida
(SEM) en algunos productos alimenticios envasados en tarros de vidrio con tapas
de metal con juntas de PVC, AESA-2003-006 (May 12, 2004).
58. See Ctr. for Food Safety & Applied Nutrition, United States Dep't of Agric.,
Mushroom toxins, http://www.cfsan.fda.gov/-mow/chap40.html (last visited Mar. 7,
2008).
59. See generally Hajime Toyofuku,Joint FAO/WHO/IOC Activities to Provide Scien-
tific Advice on Marine Biotoxins (Research Report), 52 MARINE POLLUTION BULL. 1735
(2006), available at http://ioc.unesco.org/hab/Documents%20for%20web%
20site/Toyofuku-2006.pdf. The danger and the risk of marine biotoxins is great
enough that specific norms have been approved by the European Union. See Euro-
pean Commission Decision 2002/225/CE, 2002 O.J. (L 75/62).
60. Steve Rayner & Robin Cantor, How Fair is Safe Enough? The Cultural Approach
to Societal Technology Choice, 7 RISK ANALYSIS 3, 3-9 (1987).
61. See Council Directive 1999/2/EC, 1999 O.J. (L66) (addressing foods and
food ingredients treated with ionizing radiation); see also Council Directive
1999/3/EC, 1999 O.J. (L66) (discussing the establishment of a Community list of
foods and food ingredients treated with ionizing radiation).
62. See WHO, SAFETY AND NUTRITIONAL ADEQUACY OF IRRADIATED FOOD (1994);
WHO, HIGH-DOSE IRRADIATION: WHOLESOMENESS OF FOOD IRRADIATED WITH DOSES
ABOVE 10 KGY, TECHNICAL REPORT SERIES No. 890 (1999); INST. OF FOOD SC. &
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sanitary hazards associated with certain foods such as Salmonella,
one of the main causes of foodborne illness in Europe." In the
United States, irradiation is widely utilized without substantial con-
troversy or unreasonable concern.' Nevertheless, in Europe this
system, like many other new technologies, has encountered strong
social opposition from consumer groups. Experts have stated re-
peatedly that ionizing radiation is completely safe and highly benefi-
cial for food safety.' In scientific terms, the effects of irradiation do
not constitute any known risk. But if a broader conception of risk is
used, with connotations of consumer confidence and social accep-
tance, the question becomes a different one-an innocuous product
or a safe production process could be rejected for purely subjective
reasons.
In this case, law should not employ a subjective conception of
risk. Put forth in an absolute and unilateral form, a subjective con-
ception of risk would lead to arbitrariness and legal uncertainty.
Moreover, it is the function of scientists, as it is of science, to assess
risk based solely on scientific criteria. It would be outside the scope
of their authority for the scientists in charge of risk assessment to
make decisions based on subjective considerations.
VI. THE ORIGIN OF THE PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE AND ITS BASIS
Most scholars point to the German concept of vorsorge as the
origin of the precautionary principle.' Some other authors have
said that the first use of the precautionary principle appears to be in
the Swedish Environmental Protection Act of 1969.67 The notion of
TECH., INFORMATION STATEMENT: THE USE OF IRRADIATION FOR FOOD QUALITY AND
SAFETY (2006), available at http://www.ifst.org/uploadedfiles/cms/store/
ATIACHMENTS/Irradiation.pdf.
63. Press Release, EFSA, EFSA-ECDC annual report on animal infections trans-
missible to humans (Dec. 19, 2007), available at http://www.efsa.europa.eu/
EFSA/NewsPR/pr-zoonosesefsa-ecdc en, 1.pdf.
64. See John Henkel, Irradiation: A Safe Measure for Safer Food, FDA CONSUMER
MAG., May-June 1998, at 12-17.
65. See J.F. Diehl, Achievements in Food Irradiation during the 20th Century, in
IRRADIATION FOR FOOD SAFETY AND QUALITY: PROCEEDINGS OF THE
FAO/IAEA/WHO INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ENSURING THE SAFETY AND
QUALITY OF FOOD THROUGH RADIATION PROCESSING 4-5 (P. Loaharanu & Paul Tho-
mas eds., 2001).
66. See generally ECKARD REHBINDER, DAS VORSORGEPRINZIP IM INTERNATIONALEN
VERGLEICH (1991).
67. Per Sandin, Dimensions of the Precautionary Principle, 5 HUM & ECOL. RISK
ASSESS. 889 (1999).
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vorsorge is very broad and controversial, but in essence it states that,
as far as humanly possible, damage must be prevented before it is
done even when scientific evidence is insufficient, inconclusive, or
uncertain.' At its origin, the precautionary principle formed part of
a political strategy to respond to the negative consequences of hu-
man action in spite of the uncertainty that existed about the reality
of hazards and technological risks.' In those first moments, this
principle was no more than a desideratum or an attitude to guide
political action. Almost a dozen different meanings of vorsorge have
been found in German policy-evidence that the idea of precaution
is not clear.7" The concept of vorsorge roughly corresponds to the
Anglo-Saxon aphorism "better safe than sorry" or to the maxim, "err
on the side of safety." In this sense, precaution implies the antici-
pated detection of all hazards to health and to the environment, the
careful consideration of their possible negative effects, and the
measures available to avoid them, giving precedence to the protec-
tion of health or the environment over other interests.
The precautionary principle means "foresight." It was intro-
duced in certain legislative measures adopted in Germany in the
1970s, such as the Federal Law of Emissions (Bundesimmissionss-
chutzgesetz) of 1974, in order to protect the environment. This ap-
proach later influenced the content of EU environmental action
programs and was introduced into EU law not only in its environ-
mental regulations, but also in the area of health protection. The
Federal Law of Emissions addressed the problem of regulation be-
yond the prevention of known hazards using the vorsorge prinzip. In
other countries, this principle has been called principe de pricaution,
principio di precauzione, and principio de precaucidn o de cautela.
The principle was used in the 1980s as a justification for estab-
lishing energy policies to deal with the problems of global warming,
acid rain, and the contamination of the North Sea. It not only
meant looking ahead to eventual environmental impact, but also
using the best technologies available to prevent contamination. Fol-
lowing this principle, the German government designed a strategy to
reduce unquantifiable environmental risks, acceding to the demands
68. Luis Gonzalez Vaqu6, La Aplicaci6n del Principio de Precauci6n en la Legislaci6n
Alimentaria: Una Nueva Frontera de Protecci6n del Consumidor?, 209 ESTUDIOS SOBRE
CONSUMO 11 (2000).
69. See generally HANS-MARTIN BEYER, DAs VORSORGEPRINZIP IN DER
UMWELTPOLMK (1992).
70. See EcKARD REHBINDER, DAS VORSORGE PRINZIP IM
INTERNATIONALEMVERGLEICH (1991).
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of the environmentalist movement that, sensitized to environmental
issues, attempted to bypass the classic cost-benefit analysis in order
to confront the problems of the deterioration of habitats.
Some critics, such as Lisa Heinzerling and Frank Ackerman, ar-
gue that cost-benefit analysis is "a deeply flawed method that repeat-
edly leads to biased and misleading results."71 According to these
authors, cost-benefit analysis ignores the concerns of citizens and
does not pay attention to what the future might hold in store for
us.' And the concern for future generations and for the future of
humanity as a whole is one of the key elements of the precautionary
principle.
VII. DIFFERENT VERSIONS
There are many versions of the precautionary principle, and
these different versions may have different effects. As this article
has explained, the precautionary principle in the United States is
merely an approach, yet not an obligatory rule 7 -although the pre-
cautionary principle is being progressively introduced in some
norms of American cities like San Francisco.74 Of course, as previ-
ously discussed, this is not the case in Europe. There are several
distinctions between the different versions of the precautionary
principle. Sunstein, from an original classification made by Stewart,
differentiates between weak and strong versions of the precaution-
ary principle.75 The defenders of the principle's weak versions pro-
pose that the lack of decisive proof in regard to the possibility of
grave harm must not be a reason to negate adopting regulatory
measures. This weak version was adopted by the Rio Declaration
which states, "[i]n order to protect the environment, the precaution-
71. LISA HEINZERLING & FRANK ACKERMAN, GEORGETOWN ENVrL. LAW & POL'Y
INST., PRICING THE PRICELESS 1 (2002), available at
http://ase.tufts.edu/gdae/publications/c-b%20parnphlet%20final.pdf.
72. Id.
73. Applegate, supra note 20; Sand, supra note 20.
74. SAN FRANCISCO ENVIRONMENT CODE (2003), available at http://
www.takingprecaution.org/docs/SFEnvironmentCode.pdf; see also WHITE PAPER:
THE PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE AND THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO, avail-
able at http://www.takingprecaution.org/docs/PP white-paper.pdf.
75. See SUNSTEIN, supra note 1, at 18-19, 21; see also Richard Stewart, Environ-
mental Regulatory Decision Making under Uncertainty, in AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
LAW AND ECONOMICS OF ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY: ISSUES IN INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN
71, 78 (Timothy Swanson ed., 2002).
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ary approach" shall be widely applied by States according to their
capabilities. Where there are threats of serious or irreversible dam-
age, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for
postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degra-
dation."77
The requirements for the application of this version are the ex-
istence of a serious or irreversible risk (not just any kind of risk),
and lack of full scientific certainty (but some kind of scientific
knowledge is required). The limits for the application are the capa-
bilities of the States (economical or technical), and the cost-benefit
analysis. A prudent person should not postpone cost-effective
measures taken to protect health or the environment where there
are threats of serious or irreversible damage, even if there is no full
scientific certainty. This version of the precautionary principle is
generally accepted and it is not reasonable to oppose it.
7
8
The strong versions of the precautionary principle refer to all
kinds of risks (from insignificant to grave, reversible or irreversible),
even if some cause and effect relationships are not scientifically es-
tablished and do not take economic consequences into considera-
tion. The Wingspread Statement is an example of the strong ver-
sion: "When an activity raises threats of harm to human health or
the environment, precautionary measures should be taken, even if
some cause and effect relationships are not established scientifically.
In this context the proponent of the activity, rather than the public,
should bear the burden of proof."79 The requirements for the appli-
cation of this version are the existence of a risk (any kind of risk),
and ignorance or a very vague and imprecise suspicion. What are
the limits? There are no limits!
The Wingspread Statement is more "protective" or more "ag-
gressive," depending on the point of view, than the Rio Declaration
because it is not limited to threats of serious or irreversible damage.
It does not require a cost-benefit analysis and places the burden of
proof upon the proponent of the activity.
In any case, what is useful in the real word is to know the con-
tent and nature of the main texts that recognize the precautionary
76. The Spanish version uses the phrase "precautionary principle" rather than
"precautionary approach."
77. Rio Declaration on Environment and Development principle 15, June 14,
1992, A/CONF.151/26 (Vol. I).
78. See SUNSTEIN, supra note 1, at 15; Majone, supra note 1.
79. Wingspread Statement on the Precautionary Principle, January 1998, avail-
able at http://sustainableproduction.org/precaution/stat.wing.html.
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principle and its judicial application and interpretation made by
courts of law. For this reason, two useful criteria which classify the
precautionary principle versions can be established: content and
legal status. Content consists of: a) the kind of risk (all kinds of
risks, serious, insignificant, reversible, irreversible, short-term, long-
term); b) the rights protected (environmental, human health, oth-
ers); c) the degree of scientific uncertainty; d) the burden of proof;
and e) other criteria (including such factors as proportionality, cost-
benefit analysis, and balancing of rights). Legal status may be either
compulsory or non-compulsory.
VIII. WHAT IS THE STATUS OF THE PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE
IN INTERNATIONAL LAW?
For more than twenty years, precaution has been present in an
explicit or implicit form in most of the celebrated international trea-
ties that have dealt with the protection of the environment.' In all
of them pulsed the idea of controlling activities that could have
negative consequences in nature, and the necessity of thorough
studies that could clear away doubts about technological hazards
and risks. The World Charter for Nature not only demanded that
activities with potential consequences to nature be controlled, but
also insisted on the utilization of the "best available technologies" to
minimize serious hazards to the environment." In addition, it made
it obligatory that those activities that could involve serious hazards
for the environment be preceded by an "exhaustive examination."
82
80. Some excellent works on the precautionary principle in international law:
David Freestone, The Precautionary Principle, in INTERNATIONAL LAW AND GLOBAL
CLIMATE CHANGE (Robin Churchill & David Freestone eds., 1991); James Cameron
& Juli Abouchar, The Precautionary Principle: A Fundamental Principle of Law and
Policy for the Protection of the Global Environment, 14 B.C. INT'L & COMP. L. REV. 1
(1991); Ellen Hey, The Precautionary Concept in Environmental Policy and Law: Institu-
tionalizing Caution, 4 GEO. INT'L ENvTL. L. REV. 303 (1992); HAROLD HOHMANN,
PRECAUTIONARY LEGAL DUTIES AND PRINCIPLES OF MODERN INTERNATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW (1994); THE PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE AND INTERNATIONAL
LAW: THE CHALLENGE OF IMPLEMENTATION (David Freestone & Ellen Hey eds.,
1996); Owen McIntyre & Thomas Mosedale, The Precautionary Principle as a Norm of
Customary International Law, 9J. Envtl. L. 221 (1997).
81. G.A. Res. 37/7, 11, U.N. Doc. A/RES/37/7 (Oct. 28, 1982). "11. Activi-
ties which might have an impact on nature shall be controlled, and the best avail-
able technologies that minimize significant risks to nature or other adverse effects
shall be used...." Id.
82. Id. "11 (b) Activities which are likely to pose a significant risk to nature shall
be preceded by an exhaustive examination; their proponents shall demonstrate that
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The Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer
established that, in relation to the obligations of the parties, parties
must
[a]dopt appropriate legislative or administrative measures and co-
operate in harmonizing appropriate policies to control, limit, reduce or
prevent human activities under their jurisdiction or control should it be
found that these activities have or are likely to have adverse effects re-
sulting from modification or likely modification of the ozone layer.83
Also, all parties were committed to making systematic investigations
and observations on "the physical and chemical processes that may
affect the ozone layer." '
The Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone
Layer, known as the Montreal Protocol, addressed "the appropriate
measures to protect human health and the environment against ad-
verse effects resulting or likely to result from human activities which
modify or are likely to modify the ozone layer."' They included
"precautionary measures to control equitably total global emissions
of substances that deplete it, with the ultimate objective of their
elimination on the basis of developments in scientific knowledge,
taking into account technical and economic considerations and
bearing in mind the developmental needs of developing countries. " '
Many other international declarations have mentioned precau-
tion in some form as an instrument for the protection of the envi-
ronment. This is the case in the Convention on the Prevention of
Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter (the
London Convention)," the Second International Conference on the
expected benefits outweigh potential damage to nature, and where potential ad-
verse effects are not fully understood, the activities should not proceed...." Id.
83. Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer art. 2.2(b), Sept.
22, 1988, 1513 U.N.T.S. 324.
84. Id. at art. 3.1(a). Article 3.1 also includes an undertaking to assess: "human
health and other biological effects deriving from any modifications of the ozone
layer," climatic effects, effects on "natural and synthetic materials useful to man-
kind," the cumulative effects of "substances, practices, processes and activities" that
could affect the ozone layer, alternative substances and technologies, and related
socio-economic matters. Id. at art. 3.1(b)-(g).
85. Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer preamble,
Jan. 1, 1989, 26 I.L.M. 1541.
86. Id.
87. International Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dump-
ing of Wastes and Other Matter art. VII, Dec. 29, 1972, 1046 U.N.T.S. 120. "Each
Party shall take in its territory appropriate measures to prevent and punish conduct
in contravention of the provisions of this Convention." Id.
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Protection of the North Sea,' the Bergen Declaration,' the Conven-
tion on the Protection of the Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea
Area,' the Convention on the Protection and Use of Transboundary
Watercourses and International Lakes, 1 the Rio Declaration on the
Environment and Development,' the Convention on Biological Di-
versity, 3 the Kyoto Protocol,' the Wingspread Statement, " the
88. Second International Convention on the Protection of the North Sea, Minis-
terial Declaration art. VII, Nov. 25, 1987, 27 I.L.M. 835. "Accepting that, in order
to protect the North Sea from possibly damaging effects of the most dangerous
substances, a precautionary approach is necessary which may require action to con-
trol inputs of such substances even before a causal link has been established by
absolutely clear scientific evidence. . . ." Id.
89. Bergen Declaration, Fifth International Conference on the Protection of the
North Sea 10, Mar. 21, 2002.
Recognizing that the release of genetically modified marine organisms is
an emerging issue in the North Sea owing to the inherent, potentially se-
vere, irreversible and transboundary effects, and the need to apply the
precautionary principle, the Ministers agree to take all possible actions, in
accordance with the requirements of the Directive 2001/18/EC and com-
parable national legislation, to ensure that the culture of genetically modi-
fied marine organisms is confined to secure, self-contained, land-based fa-
cilities in order to prevent their release to the marine environment. Id.
90. Convention on the Protection of the Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea
Area (Helsinki Convention) art. 3, 2, 1992.
The Contracting Parties shall apply the precautionary principle, i.e., to
take preventive measures when there is reason to assume that substances
or energy introduced, directly or indirectly, into the marine environment
may create hazards to human health, harm living resources and marine
ecosystems, damage amenities or interfere with other legitimate uses of
the sea even when there is no conclusive evidence of a causal relationship
between inputs and their alleged effects. Id.
91. Convention on the Protection and Use of Transboundary Watercourses and
International Lakes art. 2, 5(a), Mar. 17, 1992, 31 I.L.M. 1312.
The precautionary principle, by virtue of which action to avoid the poten-
tial transboundary impact of the release of hazardous substances shall not
be postponed on the ground that scientific research has not fully proved a
causal link between those substances, on the one hand, and the potential
transboundary impact, on the other hand .... Id.
92. Rio Declaration on Environment and Development principle 15, June 14,
1992, A/CONF.151/26 (Vol. I). "In order to protect the environment, the precau-
tionary approach shall be widely applied by States according to their capabilities.
Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific
certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to
prevent environmental degradation." Id.
93. Convention on Biological Diversity preamble, June 5, 1992, 1760 U.N.T.S.
143. "Noting also that where there is a threat of significant reduction or loss of
biological diversity, lack of full scientific certainty should not be used as a reason
for postponing measures to avoid or minimize such a threat." Id.
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Lowell Statement,' the Cartagena Protocol on BioSafety,97 and the
Stockholm Declaration on Persistent Organic Pollutants," among
others.
The precautionary principle was most strongly consecrated in
the international arena at the Rio Declaration on Environment and
Development,' celebrated in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. The Preamble
to the Convention on Biological Diversity states that when there ex-
ists "a threat of significant reduction or loss of biological diversity,
the lack of full scientific certainty should not be used as reason for
postponing measures to avoid or minimize such a threat.""t° An-
other example is the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change:
The Parties should take precautionary measures to anticipate, prevent or
minimize the causes of climate change and mitigate its adverse effects.
Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full
scientific certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing such
measures, taking into account that policies and measures to deal with
climate change should be cost-effective so as to ensure global benefits at
the lowest possible cost. To achieve this, such policies and measures
should take into account different socio-economic contexts, be compre-
hensive, cover all relevant sources, sinks and reservoirs of greenhouse
gases and adaptation, and comprise all economic sectors. Efforts to ad-
dress climate change may be carried out cooperatively by interested Par-
ties.
01
The precautionary principle is also seen in Article 1 of the Cart-
agena Protocol on BioSafety, adopted in Montreal in 2000:
In accordance with the precautionary approach contained in Principle
15 of the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, the objec-
tive of this Protocol is to contribute to ensuring an adequate level of
protection in the field of the safe transfer, handling and use of living
94. Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change, Dec. 10, 1997, 37 I.L.M. 22.
95. Wingspread Statement on the Precautionary Principle, Jan. 1998, available at
http://sustainableproduction.org/precaution/stat.wing.html.
96. Lowell Statement on Science and the Precautionary Principle, Dec. 17, 2001,
available at http://sustainableproduction.org/precaution/stat.summ.html.
97. Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety to the Convention on Biological Diversity,
Jan. 29, 2000, 39 I.L.M. 1027.
98. Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants, May 22, 2001, 40
I.L.M. 532.
99. Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, supra note 77, at princi-
ple 15.
100. Convention on Biological Diversity, supra note 93.
101. United Nations Framework on Climate Change art. 3, 3, May 9, 1992, 31
I.L.M. 849.
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modified organisms resulting from modern biotechnology that may
have adverse effects on the conservation and sustainable use of biologi-
cal diversity, taking also into account risks to human health, and specifi-
cally focusing on transboundary movements.'02
But what is the legal status of the precautionary principle in in-
ternational law? As Sadeleer has pointed out, with respect to the
nature of this principle and its true legal reach in the international
order, it is necessary to examine every declaration, case by case; the
principal
is in fact a norm of indeterminate content that offers public authorities
some room for [maneuver]. It is precisely this distinctive feature of
principles-norms of indeterminate content allowing for a broader un-
derstanding-which proves to be all the more indispensable in the light
of the heterogeneous nature of the factual situations that have to be
regulated.'0 3
One thing is certain-in spite of the great number of international
declarations in which the precautionary principle has been incorpo-
rated, this principle continues to be, in the international order,
vague and imprecise. It is possible to say, generally, that the precau-
tionary principle is being tried out by some public authorities to
make decisions in matters where scientific uncertainty exists and
that could involve irreversible damages. The dimension of the pre-
cautionary principle goes beyond the problems associated with a
short- or medium-term approach to risks. It also concerns the long
run, and the well-being of future generations. A decision to take
measures without waiting until all the necessary scientific knowledge
is available is clearly a precaution-based approach.'"
Although this principle has been included in many interna-
tional treaties and declarations' 5 and has been invoked in the inter-
national courts, it is not clear whether the precautionary principle is
actually a part of customary international law. McIntyre, Mosadale,
and Judge Weeramantry reached the conclusion that it is customary
international law.'" The EU considers the precautionary principle to
102. Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety to the Convention on Biological Diversity,
supra note 97, at art. 1.
103. Nicolas de Sadeleer, supra note 1, at 165.
104. See Comm'n of the European Communities, Communication from the Commis-
sion on the Precautionary Principle, COM (2000) 1 final.
105. James Cameron, The Precautionay Principle, in TRADE, ENVIRONMENT AND THE
MILLENNIUM 288-89 (Gary Sampson & W. Bradnee Chambers eds., 2d ed. 2002).
106. See Australia v. France, 1974 I.C.J. 253; New Zealand v. France, 1974 I.C.J.
457; Order of September 22, 1995, I.C.J. Reports 1995; see also McIntyre & Mose-
dale, supra note 80.
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be a general principle of international law."7 Other scholars think
that some supporters of the precautionary principle have gone so
far as to claim that the precautionary principle is becoming a bind-
ing part of international law.' 8
The recognition of a customary international law has two requi-
sites: usus (use of the custom), and opinio iuris (the belief that a be-
havior was displayed because it was a legal obligation). In this case,
we cannot state that the precautionary principle is uniformly under-
stood as a legal duty. If the precautionary principle is a customary
international law, the next questions to be answered are: What is
the content of this principle? In which cases must it be applied?
What are the requisites for its application? What kind of measures
can be adopted by applying the precautionary principle? And fi-
nally, could a court review these measures? We are not going to
answer these questions at this point in the discussion, because the
precautionary principle is not understood in a uniform way in inter-
national law, but the will be answered through the explanation of
the interpretation of this principle in European Union Law.
Further, the role of the precautionary principle in the jurispru-
dence of the international courts is certainly not clear. For example,
in the World Trade Organization (WTO), on the subject of the
European restrictions on the importation of bovine meat treated
with hormones coming from the United States and Canada, the EU
invoked the precautionary principle as justification for its ban.'°9
The ban was imposed by the EU on the imports of bovine meat
coming from animals treated with hormones to stimulate growth,
supposedly based on health concerns. According to the WTO, the
EU ban was not sustained in a scientific evaluation of risk and in-
fringed Article 5.1 of the Agreement on Sanitary and Phytosanitary
Measures (SPS)."' The ban also infringed upon Article 5.5 of the
SPS, because the level of protection demanded for the meat treated
with hormones was superior to the one required in comparable
107. See Comm'n of the European Communities, COM (2000) 1 final.
108. SUNSTEIN, supra note 1, at 16.
109. See Dispute Settlement, United States, supra note 21; Dispute Settlement,
Canada, supra note 21.
110. The SPS Agreement states, "[m]embers shall ensure that their sanitary or
phytosanitary measures are based on an assessment, as appropriate to the circum-
stances, of the risks to human, animal or plant life or health, taking into account
risk assessment techniques developed by the relevant international organizations."
WTO Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures art. 5,
1, Apr. 15, 1994.
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situations."' These differences in treatment were arbitrary and con-
stituted discrimination and a covert restriction on trade."' It was
significant that the EU on the one hand tried to prohibit the import
of this meat coming from animals treated with hormones, but on
the other hand and in a contradictory manner, allowed higher levels
of the same hormones in endogenous production in untreated meat
and other foods, the use of the same hormones with therapeutic
aims and from management of herds, and the use of other growth
stimulants in the production of pork. For this reason, some people
suspect that the EU is hiding behind the precautionary principle,
which conveniently does not require scientific proof, in order to ban
a product and that this issue is more political than scientific in
Europe.
111. See id. at 5 (stating that, "[w]ith the objective of achieving consistency in the
application of the concept of appropriate level of sanitary or phytosanitary protec-
tion against risks to human life or health, or to animal and plant life or health, each
Member shall avoid arbitrary or unjustifiable distinctions in the levels it considers
to be appropriate in different situations, if such distinctions result in discrimination
or a disguised restriction on international trade .. ").
112. See Dispute Settlement, United States, supra note 21; Dispute Settlement,
Canada, supra note 21. A "sanitary or phytosanitary measure" is defined as
any measure applied:
(a) to protect animal or plant life or health within the territory of the
Member from risks arising from the entry, establishment or spread of
pests, diseases, disease-carrying organisms or disease-causing organisms;
(b) to protect human or animal life or health within the territory of the
Member from risks arising from additives, contaminants, toxins or disease-
causing organisms in foods, beverages or feedstuffs;
(c) to protect human life or health within the territory of the Member
from risks arising from diseases carried by animals, plants or products
thereof, or from the entry, establishment or spread of pests; or
(d) to prevent or limit other damage within the territory of the Member
from the entry, establishment or spread of pests.
Sanitary or phytosanitary measures include all relevant laws, decrees, regu-
lations, requirements and procedures including, inter alia, end product cri-
teria; processes and production methods; testing, inspection, certification
and approval procedures; quarantine treatments including relevant re-
quirements associated with the transport of animals or plants, or with the
materials necessary for their survival during transport; provisions on rele-
vant statistical methods, sampling procedures and methods of risk assess-
ment; and packaging and labelling requirements directly related to food
safety.
WTO Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures, An-
nex A.
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According to the WTO, the EU was not protected by Article 5.7
of the SPS which allowed the adoption of provisional measures"3 in
situations of scientific uncertainty. The WTO understood in this
case that recourse to the "precautionary principle" did not annul the
obligations of a country within the framework of the SPS. Actually,
the EU's scientific studies did not endorse the prohibition imposed
on the meat treated with hormones, and the United States and Can-
ada affirmed that there were no studies revealing adverse effects on
human health.
The EU maintained that when doubt exists about the safety of a
food product, even if the risk has not been completely evaluated scientifi-
cally, the interests of the consumer must be favored above those of
the producer when adopting precautionary decisions."4 This asser-
tion of the EU represented an attempt to apply the precautionary
principle in the risk assessment phase. Therefore, the EU main-
tained before the WTO that the precautionary principle was not
only applied in the risk management phase (the phase of adoption
of decisions), but also in the earlier phase of risk assessment-
scientific evaluation-and that in that previous phase it was necessary
to consider not only scientific opinions, but also consumer fears
according to a concept of subjective risk. Nevertheless, the WTO
rejected this interpretation of the precautionary principle as a clear
introduction of subjective elements which generated a great legal
uncertainty, and in addition believed that this principle did not dis-
place any of the commitments of the countries in the international
order."5 Legal certainty presupposes a comprehensible norm, which
generates confidence by citizens as well. If the precautionary prin-
ciple pursues anything it is clearly safety, avoiding the damaging of
the greater good, in the aim of the interpretative limit, human
113. See WTO Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary
Measures art. 5, 7.
In cases where relevant scientific evidence is insufficient, a Member may
provisionally adopt sanitary or phytosanitary measures on the basis of
available pertinent information, including that from the relevant interna-
tional organizations as well as from sanitary or phytosanitary measures ap-
plied by other Members. In such circumstances, Members shall seek to
obtain the additional information necessary for a more objective assess-
ment of risk and review the sanitary or phytosanitary measure accordingly
within a reasonable period of time..
Id.
114. See Jan Bohanes, Risk Regulation in WTO Law: A Procedure-Based Approach to
the Precautionary Principle, 40 COLUM.J. TRANSNAT'L L. 323, 336 (2002).
115. The EU has been very critical of the WTO's position, as can be seen in the
Resolution on the conclusions of the special "hormones" group of the WTO.
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health. And so this goal of safety, the last feature of the precaution-
ary principle, canconsiderably modify the classic parameters of legal
certainty.
A tacit recognition of the precautionary principle is in Article
5.7 of the SPS."6 According to the SPS, the EU Member States have
the right to take sanitary measures to protect health, based on scien-
tific evidence and risk assessment techniques, while taking into ac-
count other different factors. But in cases where scientific evidence is
insufficient, the States may provisionally adopt sanitary measures
based on the available information, according to Article 5.7 of the
SPS. The European Union interpreted the term "provisional" con-
tained in Article 5.7 of the SPS in a very broad way as "until com-
plete scientific information is obtained." However, the WTO inter-
preted the term "provisional" as a temporary measure-"within a
reasonable period of time."
IX. A NEW GENERAL PRINCIPLE OF LAW IN THE EUROPEAN UNION
A. The Precautionary Principle in EU Hard Law and Soft Law
The express recognition of the precautionary principle in EU
Law is in Article 130r of the Maastricht Treaty of 1992 (article 174
of the EC Treaty), which established that
Community policy on the environment shall aim at a high level of pro-
tection taking into account the diversity of situations in the various re-
gions of the Community. It shall be based on the precautionary princi-
ple and on the principles that preventive action should be taken, that
environmental damage should as a priority be rectified at source and
that the polluter should pay.... In this context, harmonisation meas-
ures answering environmental protection requirements shall include,
where appropriate, a safeguard clause allowing Member States to take
provisional measures, for non-economic environmental reasons, subject
to a Community inspection procedure. In preparing its policy on the
environment, the Community shall take account of available scientific
and technical data; environmental conditions in the various regions of
the Community; the potential benefits and costs of action or lack of ac-
tion; the economic and social development of the Community as a
whole and the balanced development of its regions.1
7
116. See Ilona Cheyne, Gateways to the Precautionary Principle in WTO Law, 19 J.
ENVrL. L. 155, 158-63 (2007).
117. Treaty of Amsterdam Amending the Treaty on European Union, the Trea-
ties Establishing the European Communities and Certain Related Acts, Oct. 2,
1997, O.J. (C 340) 1 (1997).
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In 1997, the European Commission opened a public debate on
European food law as a reaction to mad cow disease. These debates
ended with the approval of the well-known General Food Law which
recognized the precautionary principle as a principle of the Euro-
pean Food Law. This was the path followed in the EU until the ap-
proval of a later relevant regulation on food safety. In April 1997, in
its communication on consumer health and food safety, the Euro-
pean Commission indicated that, "the Commission will be guided in
its risk analysis by the precautionary principle, in cases where the
scientific basis is insufficient or some uncertainty exists.""8
With greater exactitude the precautionary principle is set forth
a Green Paper, General Principles of Food Law in the European Union,
in which the European Commission reiterated that
the Treaty requires the Community to contribute to the maintenance of
a high level of protection of public health, the environment and con-
sumers. In order to ensure a high level of protection and coherence,
protective measures should be based on risk assessment, taking into ac-
count all relevant risk factors, including technological aspects, the best
available scientific evidence and the availability of inspection sampling
and testing methods. Where a full risk assessment is not possible,
measures should be based on the precautionary principle. 9
On April 13, 1999, the European Council adopted a resolution urg-
ing the Commission, inter alia, "to be in the future even more de-
termined to be guided by the precautionary principle in preparing
proposals for legislation and in its other consumer-related activities
and develop as priority clear and effective guidelines for the applica-
tion of this principle."" ° The White Paper on Food Safety also takes on
the precautionary principle in express form and indicates that
the use of scientific advice will underpin Food Safety policy, whilst the
precautionary principle will be used where appropriate. The ability to
take rapid, effective, safeguard measures in response to health emergen-
cies throughout the food chain will be an important element ....
Where appropriate, the precautionary principle will be applied in risk
management decisions.'2 '
118. Communication from the Comm'n, Consumer Health and Food Safety, COM (97)
183 final.
119. Comm'n Green Paper, General Principles of Food Law in the European Union,
COM (97) 176 final.
120. Communication from the Commission on the Precautionary Principle, at 7, COM
(2000) 1 final.
121. Comm'n of the European Communities, White Paper on Food Safety, COM
(99) 719 final.
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As the application of the precautionary principle began to gen-
erate fierce debates at the end of the 1990s, as much within Europe
as outside, the European Commission approved a Communication
attempting to clarify its position regarding the use of the precau-
tionary principle-the Communication from the Commission on the pre-
cautionary principle.ln The Communication is soft law. The Com-
mission tried to develop a rational and balanced framework for the
application of the precautionary principle to avoid protectionist
measures within the Community and unjustified limitations on the
freedom and rights of individuals, industry, and organizations, while
protecting health and the environment. It is important to point out
that the application of the precautionary principle made by the
European courts is not determined by the content of this Commu-
nication. Furthermore, this Communication is so vague and impre-
cise that it is only a good guide for arbitrariness or paralysis. The
essential ideas brought together in this Communication on the ap-
plication of the principle are the following: "
1. Factors triggering recourse to the precautionary principle: '24
a. Risk-identification of potentially negative effects on the envi-
ronment, or human, animal or plant health, resulting from a
phenomenon, product, or process. It does not distinguish be-
tween different kinds of risks.
b. Risk assessment and uncertainty-risk assessment should be as
complete as possible. Sometimes scientific evaluation does not
allow the risk to be determined with sufficient certainty.
c. Plausibility-some scientific evidence, even if a minority, is re-
quired (hypothetical risk is not enough).
2. Measures that can be adopted when applying the precautionary
principle:
a. Deciding what is an "acceptable" level of risk for society is an
eminently political responsibility. There are no general guide-
lines.
b. Decision makers must decide to act, or not to act (discretionary
powers)."
c. Decisions should be based on acceptable risk, scientific uncer-
tainties, and public concerns.




125. These powers are limited to cases of manifest error, misuse of power, or
where their powers of appraisal are manifestly exceeded.
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d. Measures are subject to review in light of new scientific data.
3. Principles guiding the application of the precautionary principle:
a. Proportionality-measures should be proportional to the de-
sired level of protection and must not aim for zero risk. Use of
less restrictive alternatives should be considered.
b. Nondiscrimination-comparable situations should not be
treated differently.
c. Consistency-measures should be consistent with the measures
already adopted in similar circumstances or used in similar ap-
proaches.
d. Examination of the benefits and costs of action or lack of ac-
tion-an economic cost-benefit analysis should be made where
appropriate and possible.
e. Examination of scientific developments-reevaluation of the
data when appropriate.
4. Burden of proof:
a. Prior approval procedures of some products-novel food, drugs,
additives, etc.
b. Reversing the burden of proof case by case-it is not a general
rule.
The inversion of the burden of proof is one of the most contro-
versial issues in the application of the precautionary principle, for it
underlies the battle that the United States has gone through to pre-
vent this principle from being introduced in European regulation of
chemical products. This touches upon European Regulation
1907/2006 concerning the Registration, Evaluation, Authorization,
and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) that became effective on
June 1, 2007.126 So that there is no room for doubt regarding the
application of the precautionary principle in this matter, the cited
regulation begins by stating in Article 1.3, "[t]his Regulation is based
on the principle that it is for manufacturers, importers and down-
stream users to ensure that they manufacture, place on the market
or use such substances that do not adversely affect human health or
the environment. Its provisions are underpinned by the precaution-
ary principle.'
2 7
What it most worrisome to the chemical industry is that the
manufacture of chemical substances, in general terms, is condi-
tioned by an evaluation, performed by the manufacturers, of the
risks to prove that the substances that are going to be produced do
126. Council Regulation (EC) No. 1907/2006, 2006 O.J. (L 396) 1.
127. Id. at art. 1.3.
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not constitute a risk to either health or the environment. In this
respect, Article 14.1 of the Regulation establishes that "[w]ithout
prejudice to Article 4 of Directive 98/24/EC, a chemical safety as-
sessment shall be performed and a chemical safety report completed
for all substances subject to registration in accordance with this
Chapter in quantities of 10 tonnes or more per year per regis-
trant.' 
2
The precautionary principle has not remained anchored under
the aegis of the environment, but rather, has been experiencing an
extraordinary expansion to issues such as the protection of human
health, food production, international trade, telecommunications,
and the well-being of animals. EU law has opened its doors to the
application of the precautionary principle in all areas in which hu-
man health or the environment are affected. It deals with fields as
extensive as agriculture, food service, foods production, pharmaceu-
ticals, new technologies, and other fields that presuppose a greater
degree of complexity than the precautionary scheme of environ-
mental protection. Additionally, this principle is being progressively
incorporated into numerous legal texts in the European Union cov-
ering matters such as general product safety,' 9 the use of additives
in animal nutrition, 0 the incineration of waste,' the regulation of
genetically modified organisms, and the regulation of chemical sub-
stances. Further, it has been introduced into the unborn EU Consti-
tution.
The most relevant important example in food safety is Article 7
of the Regulation (EC) 178/2002 of the European Parliament and of
the Council of January 28, 2002, laying down the general principles
and requirements of food law, establishing the European Food
128. Id. at art. 14.1.
129. Council Directive 2001/95, art. 8, 2000 O.J. (L 11/4) 1, 2-3 (EC).
[W]hen the competent authorities of the Member States take measures
such as those provided for in paragraph 1, in particular those referred to
in (d) to (f), they shall act in accordance with the Treaty, and in particular
Articles 28 and 30 thereof, in such a way as to implement the measures in
a manner proportional to the seriousness of the risk, and taking due ac-
count of the precautionary principle.
Id. at whereas 2.
130. Council Regulation No. 1831/2003, 2003 O.J. (L 268/29) 1 (EC). "Action by
the Community relating to human health, animal health and the environment
should be based on the precautionary principle." Id. at whereas 6.
131. Council Directive 2000/76, 2000 O.J. (L 332/91) 1 (EC). "In accordance
with the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality as set out in Article 5 of the
Treaty, there is a need to take action at the level of the Community. The precau-
tionary principle provides the basis for further measures." I& at whereas 5.
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Safety Authority and laying down procedures in matters of food
safety:
In specific circumstances where, following an assessment of available in-
formation, the possibility of harmful effects on health is identified but
scientific uncertainty persists, provisional risk management measures
necessary to ensure the high level of health protection chosen in the
Community may be adopted, pending further scientific information for
a more comprehensive risk assessment.... Measures adopted on the
basis of paragraph 1 shall be proportionate and no more restrictive of
trade than is required to achieve the high level of health protection cho-
sen in the Community, regard being had to technical and economic fea-
sibility and other factors regarded as legitimate in the matter under con-
sideration. The measures shall be reviewed within a reasonable period of
time, depending on the nature of the risk to life or health identified and
the type of scientific information needed to clarify the scientific uncer-
tainty and to conduct a more comprehensive risk assessment.
3
2
In European Law, a regulation is a kind of law that has general
application and that is compulsory in its entirety and directly appli-
cable in all Member States. The Regulation (EC) 178/2002 estab-
lishes the following requirements for the application of the precau-
tionary principle in food safety cases: 1) risk assessment, 2) possibil-
ity of harmful effects on health although scientific uncertainty per-
sists, 3) provisional measures, 4) proportionality (no more restrictive
of trade than is required to achieve the high level of protection cho-
sen; the measures adopted must be technically and economically
feasible), and 5) a high level of health protection.'
B. The Application of the Precautionary Principle by the European Court
ofJustice and the Court of First Instance
Before 1992, when the precautionary principle was introduced
in the Treaty of Maastricht, the logic of this principle was applied by
the European Courts and by many other courts in several cases
without expressly mentioning the precautionary principle. In fact,
the logic of the precautionary principle is quite ancient and has al-
ways been applied to protect public health against risks by means of
different legal tools such as authorizations, presumptions, the bur-
den of proof, cautionary measures, or the principle of proportional-
ity. It is evident in the regulation of medicine and its precautionary
132. Commission Regulation (EC) No 178/2002, 2002 O.J. (L31).
133. MIGUEL A. RECUERDA, SEGURIDAD ALIMENTARIA Y NuEvos ALIMEN-
TOS.RGIMENJURIDIco-ADMINISTRATIVO (2006).
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logic. Before the precautionary principle was called by that name,
we did not live in a state of absolute irresponsibility."n
The European Courts have heard cases involving scientific un-
certainty and the free movement of goods. The principle of free
movement is basic for the European single market and implies that
national barriers to trade within the European Union must be re-
moved. In the absence of harmonization of legislation applicable to
one particular product, Articles 28 to 30 of the European Commu-
nity Treaty forbid Member States to impose trade barriers within the
Community, except in special circumstances."' One of these cir-
cumstances is the protection of health. But these restrictions or
prohibitions may not constitute a means of arbitrary discrimination
or a disguised restriction on trade between Member States; they
must be proportionate, and of course should protect health, other-
wise the measures would violate the Treaty."
In Officier van justitie v Koninklijke Kaasfabriek Eyssen B V,37 which
addressed a Dutch prohibition on the use of nisin to process cheese,
there were uncertainties regarding the maximum level acceptable.
Nisin is an antibiotic formed by certain types of lactic bacteria which
occurs naturally in varying quantities in most varieties of cheese. It
preserves the product for a longer period by slowing the deteriora-
tion of the cheese due to the presence of butyric bacteria. The addi-
tion of nisin to processed cheese was not uniform in the laws of the
Member States. While it was prohibited in the Netherlands, it was
permitted in other Member States with prescribed maximum levels
or without restrictions. The studies conducted up to that time had
not reached definite conclusions on the maximum quantity of nisin
that a person could consume daily without serious risk to his health.
In spite of the scientific uncertainty and the lack of uniformity in the
national laws of the Member States regarding the use of this pre-
servative, the court found that the Dutch prohibition was justified
for health reasons.'8 So without mentioning the precautionary prin-
ciple, this judgment was a model of precautionary thinking."39
134. See Jos6 Esteve Pardo, Principio de precauci6n. El Derecho ante la incerteza
cientifica, 102 REVISTAJURIDICA DE CATALUIfA 698 (2003).
135. Treaty Establishing the European Community art. 36, Nov. 10, 1997, 1997
o.J. (C 340).
136. Id.
137. Case 53/80, 1981 E.C.R. 409.
138. Id.
139. Alemanno suggests that contrary to conventional wisdom, the first manifes-
tation of the precautionary principle in EC law occurred much earlier than when
the Maastricht Treaty introduced it as one of the guiding principles of the EC envi-
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Another example of scientific uncertainty appeared in the San-
doz case. ' While the company was lawfully selling, in some Member
States, certain food and beverages to which vitamins had been
added, the Netherlands started criminal proceedings brought
against Sandoz for selling those products in its territory without
prior authorization. The company had applied for authorization,
but it had been rejected on the ground that the vitamins A and D
added to the products represented a danger to public health. The
court found that,
[i]n view of the uncertainties inherent in the scientific assessment of the
harmfulness of vitamins, national rules prohibiting, without prior au-
thorization, the marketing of foodstuffs to which vitamins have been
added are justified on principle within the meaning of Article 36 of the
Treaty on grounds of the protection of human health.
4
1
The court admitted that in this case it was difficult to make a
risk assessment of the addition of vitamins, so the Community
should permit national rules prohibiting the marketing of these
foodstuffs without prior authorization.'2 In these two examples, it is
evident that the European Court of Justice has allowed national
measures based on the protection of public health in situations of
scientific uncertainty.
4
Scientific uncertainty was also the main problem related to the
crisis of mad cow disease. In a situation of great uncertainty, deal-
ing with an urgent and serious risk, the Commission adopted a tem-
porary ban on the export of bovine animals from the United King-
dom. The European Court of Justice stated that"[w]here there is
uncertainty as to the existence or extent of risks to human health,
the institutions may take protective measures without having to wait
ronmental policy in 1992. Alberto Alemanno, The Shaping of The Precautionay
Principle by European Courts, in VALORI CONSTrruzIONALI E NuovE POLITICHE DEL
DiRrrro (Lorenzo Cuocolo & Luca Luparia eds., 2007). Actually, uncertainty is not,
and never has been, a foreign concept for law, which has traditionally solved prob-
lems concerning uncertainty.
140. Case 174/82, 1983 E.C.R. 2445.
141. Id.
142. Id. The court found that a prohibition should be allowed, "provided that the
marketing is authorized where the addition of vitamins meets a real need, especially
a technical or nutritional one." Id.
143. See also Case 94/83, Albert Heijn BV, 1984 E.C.R. 3263 (allowing a prohibi-
tion on the importation of apples due to unauthorized levels of vinchlozoline); Case
54/85, Ministere Public v. Mirepoix, 1986 E.C.R. 1067 (allowing a prohibition on
the marketing of fruits and vegetables due to treatment with maleic hydrazide).
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until the reality and seriousness of those risks become fully appar-
ent. " '"
In relation to the regulation of genetically modified organisms
(GMOs), there have been several relevant judgements. In Monsanto
Agricoltura Italia, the European Court stated that the safeguard
clause contained in Article 12 of Regulation 258/97, allowing a
Member State to suspend the trade of a food as a result of new in-
formation on possible risks, must be understood as giving specific
expression to the precautionary principle.' 5 In Austria v. Commis-
sion, the court reviewed a provision that banned the use of GMOs in
the region of Upper Austria.'46 This draft law was intended to pro-
hibit the cultivation of seed and planting material composed of or
containing GMOs and the breeding and release, for the purposes of
hunting and fishing, of transgenic animals. This law relied on a re-
port entitled GMOfree Agricultural Areas: Design and Analysis of Sce-
narios and Implementing Measures. The European Food Safety Au-
thority issued an opinion in which it essentially reached the conclu-
sion that the information did not contain any new scientific evi-
dence, so the law was not valid.'47
The leading case on the explicit application of the precaution-
ary principle is Pfizer Animal Health SA v. Council. 8 That case ad-
dressed the withdrawal of an authorization for virginiamycin as a
144. Case C-157/96, Nat'l Farmers' Union, at 63, 1998 E.C.R. 1-2211; Case C-
180/96, United Kingdom v. Comm'n, at 99, 1998 E.C.R. 1-2265; Case C-236/01,
Monsanto Agricoltura Italia SpA, at 111, 2003 E.C.R. 1-8105. Other explicit appli-
cations of the precautionary principle by the European Court of Justice: Case C-
331/88, Federation Europeene de la Sante Animale, 1990 E.C.R. 1-4023; Case C-
405/92 Establissements A Mondiet v. Armement Islais, 1993 E.C.R. 1-6133; Case C-
435/92, Ass'n pour la Protection des Animaux Sauvages v. Prefet de Maine-et-Loire,
1994 E.C.R. 1-67; Case C-179/95, Spain v. Council, 1999 E.C.R. 1-6475; Case C-
6/99, Greenpeace France v. Ministere de l'Agriculture, 2000 E.C.R. 1-1651. Explicit
applications of the precautionary principle by the Court of First Instance: Case T-
199/96, Bergaderm SA v. Comm'n, 1998 E.C.R. 11-2805, upheld on appeal by the
Court of Justice in Case C-352/98, 2000 E.C.R. 1-5291; Case T-70/99, Alpharma
Inc. v. Council, 1999 E.C.R. 11-2027. It has been applied by the European Free
Trade Association (EFTA) Court in Case E-3/00, EFTA Surveillance Auth. v. Nor-
way, 2 C.M.L.R. 47 (2001).
145. Case C-236/01, 2003 E.C.R. 1-8105.
146. Case T-366/03, Land Ober6sterreich v. Comm'n, 2005 E.C.R. 114005.
147. Opinion of the Scientific Panel on Genetically Modified Organisms on a question
from the Commission related to the Austrian notification of national legislation governing
GMOs under Article 95(5) of the Treaty, 1 EFSAJ. 1 (2003).
148. Case T-13/99, 2002 E.C.R. 11-3305.
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growth promoter."' The Court of First Instance applied the princi-
ple in an explicit form. Pfizer was the only producer of virginiamy-
cin in the world. The reason for the withdrawal was the concern
that arose in relation to the use of virginiamycin for animals and the
possible reduction of the effectiveness of antibiotics, not only in
animals but also in humans; however, the possibility of the devel-
opment of resistance to antibiotics in humans had not yet been clari-
fied.5' Council Directive 70/524/EEC of November 23, 1970, con-
cerning additives in feeding-stuffs established in Article 11 states,
[w]here a Member State, as a result of new information or of a reas-
sessment of existing information made since the provisions in question
were adopted, has detailed grounds for establishing that the use of one of
the additives authorised or its use in conditions which may be specified
constitutes a danger to animal or human health or the environment al-
though it complies with the provisions of this Directive, that Member
State may temporarily suspend or restrict application of the provisions
in question in its territory. It shall immediately inform the other Mem-
ber States and the Commission thereof, giving reasons for its decision.
15
1
Prior to the final prohibition by the Community authorities,
Denmark informed the Commission and the Member States of its
decision to ban the use of virginiamycin in feedstuffs in its territory
based on a report from the National Veterinary Laboratory. During
the proceeding, Pfizer claimed that scientific knowledge relating to
the possible transfer of resistance to virginiamycin from animals to
human beings was either totally absent or inadequate. The Scien-
tific Committee for Animal Nutrition (SCAN) concluded that the
use of virginiamycin as a growth promoter did not constitute an
immediate risk to public health in Denmark,' so Pfizer maintained
that the Community institutions adopted the decision without a
149. Virginiamycin can be used to increase growth by adding it to the feeding
stuffs of growing poultry, pigs, and calves in very low concentrations.
150. Several reports have addressed this issue. See WHO, THE MEDICAL IMPACT OF
THE USE OF ANTIMICROBIALS IN FOOD ANIMALS (1997); ECON. & SOC. COMM.,
RESISTANCE TO ANTIBIOTICS: A THREAT TO PUBLIC HEALTH (1998); THE COPENHAGEN
RECOMMENDATIONS: REPORT FROM THE INVITATIONAL EU CONFERENCE ON THE
MICROBIAL THREAT (Vibeke Thamdrup Rosdahl & Knud Borge Pedersen eds.,
1998); THE HOUSE OF LORDS Sci. & TECH. COMM. (UNITED KINGDOM), SEVENTH
REPORT (1998); CTR. FOR SCI. IN THE PUB. INTEREST, PROTECTING THE CROWN.JEWELS
OF MEDICINE (1998).
151. Council Directive 70/524/EEC, 1970 O.J. (L 270) 14 (emphasis added).
152. The Scientific Committee for Animal Nutrition was therefore firmly of the
opinion that any risk that might be posed in the future by the use of virginiamycin
as a growth promoter will not materialize in the time required to make such an
evaluation and probably not for some years afterwards.
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proper scientific basis. The Court of First Instance explained that in
a situation of scientific uncertainty, a full risk assessment cannot be
required to provide the Community institutions with conclusive sci-
entific evidence of the reality of the risk and the seriousness of the
potential adverse effects if that risk became a reality.' Therefore,
the court recognized that a preventive measure cannot be based on
a hypothetical risk, but on as thorough a scientific risk assessment as
possible. The Court of First Instance stated that
a preventive measure cannot properly be based on a purely hypothetical
approach to the risk, founded on mere conjecture which has not been
scientifically verified .... Rather, it follows from the Community
Courts' interpretation of the precautionary principle that a preventive
measure may be taken only if the risk, although the reality and extent
thereof have not been fully demonstrated by conclusive scientific evi-
dence, appears nevertheless to be adequately backed up by the scientific
data available at the time when the measure was taken. 15
What is most striking in this case is the departure from the
SCAN opinion which concluded that the use of this antibiotic as a
growth promoter did not constitute an immediate risk to public
health. But the intention of the Council was to ban this antibiotic,
as well as three others, despite the opinion of the SCAN. In this
case, contrary to the Communication from the Commission on the Pre-
cautionary Principle, the measures adopted were based on a zero-risk
approach.
Regarding the test of proportionality that limits the discretion
of Community authorities, the court decided that the prohibition
adopted in this case was appropriate to the objective because it was
the sole possible response.' This conclusion is debatable, because it
not clear that a zero-risk approach is compatible with the principle
of proportionality. The court's logic was repeated again in a later
case, also involving the use of an antibiotic-Alpharma Inc. v. Coun-
cil.'"6 The interpretation of the precautionary principle in these
judgments is controversial for at least the following reasons: 1) it
does not consider the opportunity cost of the precautionary meas-
ures, 2) the decision is contrary to the risk assessment made by the
bodies of the European Union, and 3) the proportionality of the
measures is questionable.
153. Pfizer, 2002 E.C.R. 11-3305.
154. Id. at 42-43.
155. If other possibilities exist, the Community authorities should adopt less re-
strictive alternatives.
156. Case T-70/99, 2002 E.C.R. 11-3495 (upholding a withdrawal of authorization
to market certain feed additives including bacitracin zinc).
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Finally, there is a leading case in the recognition of the precau-
tionary principle as a general principle of EU Law. Artegodan GmbH
v. Commission 57 dealt with the withdrawal of anorectics, "' which are
medicinal products for human use. The court said, in response to
another situation of scientific uncertainty,
[i]t follows that the precautionary principle can be defined as a general
principle of Community law requiring the competent authorities to take
appropriate measures to prevent specific potential risks to public health,
safety and the environment, by giving precedence to the requirements
related to the protection of those interests over economic interests.
Since the Community institutions are responsible, in all their spheres of
activity, for the protection of public health, safety and the environment,
the precautionary principle can be regarded as an autonomous principle
stemming from the above-mentioned Treaty provisions. 59
Given that this is a general principle of EU Law, it can be ap-
plied to other fields outside of environmental protection or the pro-
tection of health. We cannot overlook the fact that Artegodan not
only held that the precautionary principle is a general principle of
law, but also mentioned another new principle, recognized in United
Kingdom v. Commission"° and Affish BV v. Rijksdienst, T6 according to
which the protection of public health, safety, and the environment
takes precedence over economic interests.
X. WHY IS THE PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE SO CONTROVERSIAL?
The precautionary principle is controversial because it is an ab-
stract idea that can be interpreted in different ways, depending on
the interpreter. The Member States could invoke the precautionary
principle against the EU to recover their autonomy in health and
environment issues, imposing stricter national regulations on food
safety. This is a serious problem for European integration. France
has invoked the precautionary principle to try to ban the drink "Red
Bull," out of concern about the effects on pregnant women," and
157. Joined Cases T-74/00, T-76/00, T-83/00, T-84/00, T-85/00, T-132/00, T-
137/00, & T-141/00, 2002 E.C.R. 11-4945.
158. An anoretic is a dietary supplement or drug that acts as an appetite suppres-
sant.
159. Artegodan, 2002 E.C.R. 114945.
160. Case C-180/96, 1998 E.C.R. 1-2265.
161. Case C-183/95, 1997 E.C.R. 1-4315 (upholding a prohibition on the importa-
tion of consignments of fishery products from Japan).
162. Case C-24/00, Comm'n v. France, 2004 E.C.R. 1-1277.
In certain cases relied upon by the Commission in this instance the French
Government has not adduced evidence establishing that the application of
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Denmark has tried to ban another beverage, Ocean Spray Cran-
berry, based on a concern about added vitamins."' These two cases
show that the EU application of the precautionary principle in its
territory and its application in the international arena are com-
pletely different. The Member States have to demonstrate that a
"real risk" exists in order to apply a precautionary measure in the
European Union territory, while the European authorities apply
precautionary measures affecting the international trade where
cause for concern is based just on preliminary scientific findings.
The EU could invoke, as it has done, the precautionary principle to
apply regulations on food safety that are stricter than the interna-
tional standards, without sufficient scientific evidence. Therefore,
the precautionary principle can be used to justify protectionist
measures.16
Why is the European Union promoting this concept of the pre-
cautionary principle if it entails a threat to the internal market and
could be used to justify protectionism? One reason is that, as Ma-
jone has explained, while the European Parliament and the Council
respond to domestic political pressures as well as to diffuse concerns
about the globalization of risk, the Commission is "tempted to see in
the promulgation of the internationally strictest safety standards a
promising way of improving its legitimacy." " Another reason is that
both the EU and the Member States want to exercise their powers to
protect their citizens and to guarantee their peace of mind.
Although the Commission Communication refers to the cost-
benefit analysis, it also states that it shall be done when it is appro-
priate and possible. This means that, in some cases, the decision
makers can forget the opportunity cost of the decision, and in these
cases the precautionary measures could result in a high cost for so-
ciety, possibly even a cost that society cannot pay. What is the cost
of the prohibition of the use of hormones in animals as growth
promoters? What is the cost of the European regulations on GMOs,
novel foods, or chemical substances? Some people think that society
should not have to deal with some kinds of uncertain risks whatever
the price. However, resources are limited, so if we take costly deci-
the national legislation is necessary to protect effectively the interests men-
tioned in Article 36 of the Treaty and, in particular, that the marketing of
each of the fortified foodstuffs in question presents a real risk for public
health.
Id. at 57 (emphasis added).
163. Case C-192/01, Comm'n v. Denmark, 2003 E.C.R. 1-9693.
164. Majone, supra note 1.
165. Id.
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sions to address all kind of risks regardless of their real magnitude,
these decisions could lead to the impoverishment of our countries."
What price is society willing to pay to be, or to "feel," safe? Would
you invest all your money in insurance?
The application of the precautionary principle in a manner that
allows governments to ban an activity deemed to involve risks, even
if unproven or disputed or rejected by a relevant scientific body,
presents significant risks to society including the loss of the advan-
tages of those products and activities.'67 What is the future of
Europe in the nanotechnology sector? The defenders of the precau-
tionary principle think that the application of this principle leads to
better science."' It is true that European scientists must now spend
much more time doing research simply to prove that their new
product or process is safe. However, not only it is impossible to
prove the absolute safety of a product or process, but it is also true
that companies will prefer to invest in research in other countries,
where the precautionary principle is not applied in such a strong
form, because it will be easier for them to put new products on the
market. Europe is currently adopting a very dangerous presump-
tion of risk about every new product-a new product on the market
is always suspicious. A clear example is the regulation of novel
foods. A food that has not been significantly consumed in the EU
before May 15, 1997, must pass a risk assessment to obtain an au-
thorization, even if this product has been consumed in other coun-
tries for centuries. Is this not excessive?
A decision to avoid a risk can create new risks. A ban on the
import of genetically modified seeds in developing countries can
generate economic risks for the people of these countries. Some
40,000 people die every day from hunger or malnutrition-related
causes, problems that genetically modified products might help to
alleviate.'69  Another example is less touching: it is not clear,
whether the ban on the use of antibiotics as a growth promoter is
reducing or increasing the problem of the resistance to antibiotics in
humans because, it seems, this ban has resulted in a greater use of
antibiotics in animals as a medicine. In fact, a study made in Den-
166. SUNSTEIN, supra note 1.
167. Gabriel Calzada et al., The Precautionary Principle: A High Risk Principle,
ECON. AFFAIRS, Sept. 2005, at 60.
168. See Nancy Myers, The Rise of the Precautionary Principle: A Social Movement
Gathers Strength, MULTINAT'L MONITOR, Sept. 2004, at 9, 15.
169. See JOHN ENTINE, LET THEM EAT PRECAUTION: How POLITICS IS UNDERMINING
THE GENETIC REVOLUTION IN AGRICULTURE (2006).
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mark shows that after the ban on the use of antibiotics as growth
promoter, therapeutic use of antibiotics in animals has increased.17 °
So the precautionary principle raises the very important problem of
risk tradeoffs. Academics like Graham, Wiener, Viscusi, and Sun-
stein have noted the risk tradeoff analysis focusing on the negative
side effects of regulation when undertaking cost-benefit analysis.'
The elimination of some risks generates a new variety of risk-
substitute risk.'72 In the words of Viscusi, "regulatory expenditures
represent opportunity costs to society that divert resources from
other uses. These funds could have provided for greater health
care, food, housing, and other goods and services that promote in-
dividual longevity. " "
This chance of substitute risk is one of the reasons that the
normative argument in favor of cost-benefit analysis is overwhelm-
ingly strong in the U.S., while the precautionary principle is often
criticized.74 Many authors have suggested a combination of risk as-
sessment and cost-benefit analysis as the best model to assist policy-
makers in reducing risks rationally and the best way to incorporate
science into regulatory policy making. But cost-benefit analysis has
its own failures-critics argue that cost-benefit analysis leads to im-
moral commoditization. 75
In addition, the precautionary principle has been criticized be-
cause its vague definition can produce arbitrariness in risk targeting
170. DANISH VETERINARY & FOOD ADMIN. ET AL., DANMAP 2003: USE OF
ANTIMICROBIAL AGENTS AND OCCURRENCE OF ANTIMICROBIAL RESISTANCE IN
BACTERIA FROM FOOD ANIMALS, FOODS AND HUMANS IN DENMARK 9, available at
http://www.danmap.org/pdfFiles/Danmap-2003.pdf. However, the report does
suggest that the increase does not appear to be connected to the ban on antimicro-
bial growth promoters. Id.
171. Jonathan Wiener & John Graham, Resolving Risk Tradeoffs, in RISK VERSUS
RISK: TRADEOFF IN PROTECTING HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT 226-71 (John Gra-
ham & Jonathan Wiener eds., 1995); CASS SUNSTEIN, RISK AND REASON 133-52
(2002); W. Kip Viscusi, Regulating the Regulators, 63 U. CHI. L. REV. 1423, 1437-55
(1996).
172. See Wiener & Graham, supra note 171; SUNSTEIN, supra note 171.
173. Viscusi, supra note 171, at 1452.
174. Douglas A. Kysar, It Might Have Been: Risk, Precaution, and Opportunity Costs,
22 J. LAND USE & ENVTL. L. 1, 5 (2006).
175. See generally MATTHEW D. ADLER & ERIC A. POSNER, NEW FOUNDATIONS OF
COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS (2006); Duncan Kennedy, Cost-benefit Analysis of Entitlement
Problems: A Critique, 33 STAN. L. REV. 387 (1981); Amy Sinden, In Defense of Absolutes:
Combating the Politics of Power in Environmental Law, 90 IOWA L. REV. 1405 (2005).
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and in the measures adopted.' The selection of risks can be fanci-
ful and the measures adopted may be based on controversial data.
The precautionary principle also gives a great amount of discre-
tion to authorities to adopt measures that work against certain
products or activities. This discretion could be reduced in the
European Union by applying the principle of proportionality. But if
the EU courts recognize the principle of precedence in an absolute
form-that the protection of public health, safety, and the environ-
ment take precedence over economic interests '7-then the role of
the principle of proportionality is very limited. In other words, the
principle of precedence interpreted in an absolute form-allowing
zero risk in every case-is incompatible with the principle of propor-
tionality and with other fundamental rights in conflict. According
to the EU interpretation of the precautionary principle in some
judgments, decision makers should spend a lot of money to avoid
unknown insignificant risks. This interpretation could impoverish
our countries while making us fight against unpredictable and im-
probable risks without truly contributing to the improvement of
health, and would restrict certain fundamental rights, such as those
of industry.
Everyone agrees that a lack of full scientific certainty should not
be used as a reason to postpone cost-effective measures that would
prevent threats of serious or irreversible damage. But a strong ver-
sion of the precautionary principle that allows measures to regulate
all kind of risks without solid scientific evidence and without taking
into account the cost-benefit analysis of the measures, and the new
risks they create, undermines the EU legal system and leads to arbi-
trary and incoherent decisions.
The general idea of caution is based upon a rule of common
sense which is both an ethical and legal principle employed to deal
with hazardous situations: be cautious; do no harm. The precau-
tionary principle, however, goes further than simple caution, be-
cause it includes other ethical and political values that are deeply
rooted in "green" thinking, such as worrying about future genera-
tions, a concern for uncertain risks, and an absolute precedence of
health and the environment over economic interests. While those
are valid considerations, the precautionary principle may also create
political options that have the power to undermine the foundational
176. See generally GARY E. MARCHANT & KENNETH L. MOSSMAN, ARBITRARY AND
CAPRICIOUS: THE PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE IN THE EUROPEAN UNION COURTS (2005).
177. See Case C-180/96, United Kingdom v. Comm'n, 1998 E.C.R. 1-2265; Case C-
183/95, Affish BV v. Rijksdienst,1997 E.C.R. 14315.
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values of the legal system, such as fundamental rights, legal cer-
tainty, the rule of law, or the prohibition of arbitrariness.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the number of farmers' markets in the United
States has drastically increased. The number of farms set up as
Community Supported Agriculture (CSAs) has also grown, and
there are restaurants that pride themselves on the fact that they
source their ingredients from local farmers. Farm-to-school pro-
grams are being established all across the country, and groups of
people are organizing and referring to themselves as "localvores" or
"locavores." All of these seemingly disparate acts are covered by the
collective umbrella of the local food movement.'
* Marne Coit is a Staff Attorney at the National Agricultural Law Center at the
University of Arkansas in Fayetteville, Arkansas. She received herJ.D. and M.S.E.L.
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At the core of the local food movement are individuals and or-
ganizations making conscious decisions about how and why they eat
particular foods. Wendell Berry has famously described eating as
"an agricultural act."' Michael Pollan further explains, "[ilt is also an
ecological act, and a political act, too. Though much has been done
to obscure this simple fact, how and what we eat determines to a
great extent the use we make of the world-and what is to become of
it."
People have different ideas of what it means to eat locally. For
some, it may mean choosing to eat a particular food only if it is
grown or produced close to their homes. For example, someone
living in Washington state may choose to eat only cherries grown in
that state, or someone living in Vermont may choose to buy only
cheese produced in that state. Others take eating locally a step fur-
ther, trying to only eat food grown in the region in which they re-
side, or food grown within their local foodshed.! People who follow
such consumption patterns have been dubbed "localvores."'
This article is an exploration of this new and growing local food
movement. It is not a cohesive movement, nor is it one that is or-
ganized by a particular group. Rather, it is a grassroots movement
comprised of people who are interested, for various reasons, in ob-
from Vermont Law School and her LL.M. in Agricultural Law from the University
of Arkansas School of Law.
1. For a variety of informational resources related to the local foods movement,
see Nat'l Agric. L. Ctr., Local Food Systems, http://www.nationalaglawcenter.org/
readingrooms/localfood (last visitedJuly 15, 2008).
2. MICHAEL POLLAN, THE OMNIVORE'S DILEMMA: A NATURAL HISTORY OF FOUR
MEALS 11 (2006).
3. Id.
4. Upper Valley Localvores, http://www.uvlocalvore.com (last visited June 12,
2008). The "foodshed" concept was first introduced as early as 1929, but the term
is especially well-suited to a discussion of the modern local foods movement:
The intrinsic appeal the term had and continues to have for us derives in
part from its relationship to the rich and well-established concept of the
watershed. How better to grasp the shape and the unity of something as
complex as a food system than to graphically imagine the flow of food into
a particular place? Moreover, the replacement of "water" with "food" does
something very important: it connects the cultural ("food") to the natural
("...shed"). The term "foodshed" thus becomes a unifying and organizing
metaphor for conceptual development that starts from a premise of the
unity of place and people, of nature and society.
Jack Kloppenburg et al., Coming in to the Foodshed, 13 AGRIc. & Hum. VALUES 33
(1996), available at http://www.cias.wisc.edu/wp-content/uploads/2008/07/
comingin.pdf.
5. Id.; see also Localvore, http://www.localvore.co.uk (last visited July 15, 2008).
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taining food grown or produced where they live or in producing this
food themselves. The purpose of this article is to explore what the
local food movement is, why consumers are interested in basing
their food purchasing choices on where their food originates, cur-
rent and future regulation of local food, and where this movement
may be headed in the future.
II. DEFINING LOCAL FOOD
A good starting point for the discussion of the local food
movement is to define the phrase "local food." There is no single,
set definition. The most common approach defines local food in
terms of the distance that food had to travel to get from where it
was grown to the consumer. Even this concept, however, does not
provide a unified definition. For example, the Internet company
Google recently opened a restaurant on its California campus called
Caf6 150; its name reflects the decision to serve food that has been
sourced from within a 150 mile radius of the campus.6 Author Gary
Nabhan says that local food is food grown or produced within a 250
mile radius.' Author and nutritionist Joan Dye Gussow's definition
of local food is food that can be procured "within a day's leisurely
drive of our homes."8
The term "local" can also be defined by geographic region, such
as food grown within a particular state or a certain region, which
might cross state lines. For example, Valley Food & Farm, a pro-
gram of the nonprofit organization Vital Communities which pro-
motes the sale and consumption of local food, defines its service
region as the Upper Valley, a region which crosses the state lines of
Vermont and New Hampshire.9
As these various approaches reveal, "local food" is defined in a
variety of ways. Without a clear definition, the concept of local food
and the local food movement are most accurately understood by a
consideration of the consumer motivations that have created them.
6. John Cloud, My Search for the Perfect Apple, TIME MAG., Mar. 12, 2007, at 42.
7. Id.
8. JOAN DYE Gussow, THIS ORGANIC LIFE 82-83 (2001).
9. Valley Food & Farm, Learn more about Local Foods, http://
www.vitalcommunities.org/Agriculture/localfood.htm (last visited June 12, 2008).
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III. WHY PEOPLE BUY LOCAL FOOD
Consumers have a number of reasons to choose locally raised
or produced food. These reasons can be broken down into four
main areas of concern: 1) a sense of connection, 2) quality, 3) envi-
ronmental impact, and 4) political and social support for a particu-
lar type of agriculture. This section will explore each of these rea-
sons.
A. Connection Between Consumers and Agricultural Producers
Our current food system is structured in a way that often dis-
connects consumers from the source of their food."0 Buying food
locally allows consumers to connect with the people who grow their
food and sometimes with the greater community as well. This sys-
tem stands in marked contrast to a consumer's typical relationship
with most food production and distribution systems, in which the
consumer usually has very little connection to the person who grew
the food, or the place where it was grown. For example, if a person
walked into the nearest supermarket to purchase an apple, how
likely is it that he or she would know where that piece of fruit was
grown or who was involved with the process of growing and trans-
porting it?
In recent history, the trend in the American food system has
been towards larger, more consolidated systems at each phase of
production and distribution." The result has been compared to "an
hour glass with thousands of farmers producing farm products
which had to pass through a relatively few processing firms before
becoming available to the millions of consumers in this and other
countries."'" All of the relationships between those who play a role
in providing our food have been affected:
10. Author Brian Halweil describes this phenomenon as "anonymous food."
BRIAN HALWEIL, EAT HERE: RECLAIMING HOMEGROWN PLEASURES IN A GLOBAL
SUPERMARKET 6 (2004).
11. HOLLY HILL, NAT'L SUSTAINABLE AGRIC. INFO. SERV. (ATrRA), FOOD MILES:
BACKGROUND AND MARKETING 1-2 (2008), available at http://attra.ncat.org/attra-
pub/PDF/foodmiles.pdf.
12. MARTIN C. HELLER & GREGORY A. KEOLEJAN, CTR. FOR SUSTAINABLE SYS.
(UNIV. OF MICH.), LIFE CYCLE-BASED SUSTAINABILITY INDICATORS FOR ASSESSMENT OF
THE U.S. FOOD SYSTEM 26 (2000), available at http://css.snre.umich.edu/
css_doc/CSS00-04.pdf (quoting William Heffernan, Professor of Rural Sociology at
the University of Missouri).
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The structure of food retailing is strongly aligned with the structure of
the food distribution industry. Large corporate chain stores are typi-
cally organized around regional or national food distribution, with
warehouses occupying the central position in the flow of goods. Retail
stores are either a direct subsidiary of the distribution corporation or
operate under a contractual relationship with a distributor. Warehouses
often charge food processors a slotting fee for delivery and stocking ser-
vices, a relationship which creates a clear advantage for large food proc-
13
essors.
The structure of our food system has both direct and indirect effects
on the relationships that consumers have with their food and with
the communities where they live. The industrial model described
above "demands that relationships among people and between peo-
ple and nature be impartial, and thus impersonal. As a result, many
people today have no meaningful understanding of where their food
comes [from], and thus, no understanding of the ecological and so-
cial consequences of its production."'" If one were to go into a su-
permarket and buy peppers imported from Holland or orange juice
made from oranges grown in Florida, an economic exchange does
occur, but the purchase and consumption of that product does not
provide a deeper connection beyond the financial one.
This desire to have a connection with one's food provides the
impetus for many people to buy local food. One of the reasons
most often given is that consumers appreciate the sense of connec-
tion it provides with the place where the food they eat is produced."
Unlike the "hour glass" model of conventional systems, the typical
local food system has fewer, if any, stops between when food is har-
vested or produced on the farm and the time that it reaches the
consumer. This is the inherent nature of local food. For example, if
a farmer in Vermont makes cheese and then sells it at a farmers'
market located thirty miles from his or her farm, the product travels
directly from the producer to the consumer. This face to face inter-
action provides a connection not available when purchasing food at
a supermarket.
The ability to see the person who grew or made a food product
adds a human dimension otherwise missing from our food purchas-
13. Id.
14. John Ikerd, Eating Local: A Matter of Integrity, presented at The Eat Local
Challenge, Portland, OR (June 2, 2005) and at Sierra Club Farm Tour and the Ala-
bama Sustainable Agriculture Network Field Day, Banks, Ala. (June 18, 2005),
available at http://www.ssu.missouri.edu/faculty/jikerd/papers/Alabaa-Eat%20
Local.htm.
15. See POLLAN, supra note 2, at 242.
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ing. It is what Neil Hamilton, Director of the Agricultural Law Cen-
ter at Drake University, refers to as "putting a face on our food.
16
In addition, it provides consumers the opportunity to talk to the
farmer about how a particular crop is grown or how a food product
is made. In some cases, farmers may allow buyers to come to the
farm to purchase food, such as with farm stands or some Commu-
nity Supported Agriculture farms (CSAs). As these personal rela-
tionships develop, a sense of connection with place and the local
community can start to develop. This is particularly true due to the
fact that, as stated earlier, most local food purchasing will occur
within close proximity to where the consumer lives. "Many people
first begin to understand the critical need for this lost sense of con-
nectedness when they develop personal relationships with their
farmers .... [R]econnecting is one of the most important reasons
for eating local." 7 The appeal of this sense of connectedness, while
intangible, cannot be discounted.
B. Product Quality
Another often cited reason that consumers buy local food is
that they want fresh, high quality produce and other food products.
This concept is often tied to the idea of food miles, which is "the
distance food travels from where it is grown to where it is ultimately
purchased or consumed by the end user."" It is estimated that typi-
cal supermarket produce travels approximately 1,500 miles. The
underlying premise is that the longer food has to travel, the less
fresh it will be by the time it reaches the consumer. Buying local
food is a way to ensure that the food will be fresher than if it were to
travel those 1,500 miles. For example, it is not difficult to imagine
that an eggplant or strawberries which have been grown less than
twenty miles away would be fresher than those which have been
packaged and then shipped across the country, or even halfway
around the world. The flavor of food may also be affected. As one
author explains, "it makes sense that a snow pea grown by a local
16. Neil D. Hamilton, Putting a Face on Our Food: How State and Local Food Policies
Can Promote the New Agriculture, 7 DRAKEJ. AGRIC. L. 407, 407 (2002).
17. Ikerd, supra note 14.
18. RICH PIROG ET AL., LEOPOLD CTR. FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRIC., CHECKING THE
FOOD ODOMETER: COMPARING FOOD MILES FOR LOCAL VERSUS CONVENTIONAL
PRODUCE SALES TO IOWA INSTITUTIONS 1 (2003), available at http://
www.leopold.iastate.edu/pubs/staff/files/food-trave1072103.pdf.
19. Id. This estimate was based on a 1980 study. Due to increasing industrializa-
tion and globalization, the actual distance is likely to be even greater today.
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farmer and never refrigerated will retain more of its delicate legu-
minous flavor than one shipped in a frigid plane from Guatemala."2
Buying locally grown or locally produced food is a way to ensure
freshness and quality.
Another perceived benefit to consuming food that does not
travel long distances from the farm to the consumer is that it can be
better health-wise. This is not necessarily to claim that local food is
inherently more nutritious, although there is some debate as to
whether food loses nutrients as it gets older.2' This benefit relates
back to the idea that local food is consumed within a short time pe-
riod after it leaves the farm and does not have to travel as far as non-
local food. Therefore, it usually does not require the addition of
chemical inputs to preserve it.' On the other hand, preservatives
and additives are added to many food products that will travel long
distances or be stored for long periods of time before reaching the
consumer. 23 Local food, therefore, can be beneficial to those look-
ing for food that has less (or no) chemicals added during the proc-
essing stage.
C. Environmental Impacts and Energy Consumption
The notion of food miles is also relevant to the concepts of en-
vironmental impact and energy consumption. Those concerned
with energy usage and global warming may support the use of local
food to reduce energy consumption. The current food system in
the United States is extremely energy intensive. This is true from
the starting point to the end point-from the growing of the crops
through the processing, packaging, and transport of food to the end
user. It is estimated that the agricultural system consumes one-fifth
of the total petroleum used in the United States. 4
20. Cloud, supra note 6.
21. HILL, supra note 11, at 2. There is some debate as to whether locally grown
produce is, in fact, more nutritious. Some research has indicated that up to half of
the nutrients can be lost if produce is handled improperly during transit. See Maria
Condo, 5 Healthy Trends Worth Following, http://www.cnn.com/2007/HEALTH/
diet.fitness/ 10/02/cl.trends.to.watch/index.html (last visited July 15, 2008). See
generally Diane M. Barrett, Maximizing the Nutritional Value of Fruits and Vegetables,
61 FOOD TECH. 40 (2007), available at http://fruitvegquality.ucdavis.edu/
publications/MaxFoodVegApril%202006.pdf.
22. See HALWEIL, supra note 10, at 14.
23. Id.
24. POLLAN, supra note 2, at 183.
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At the farm level, fossil fuels are consumed in the form of
chemical inputs such as fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides.' The
machinery that farmers utilize in crop production, such as tractors
and plows, also consumes fossil fuel. Once the crops are grown,
most are then transformed into food products through various
methods of processing. In fact, it is estimated that over 75% of food
products are subjected to some form of processing before consump-
tion. 6 The majority of food purchased at a grocery store has been
processed in some way, including some produce. The amount of
energy used to process food is between one-quarter to one-third of
the total energy used in the food system.
Consumer preferences (guided by advertising) for fast, convenient foods
have pushed energy use in the sector. Food packaging has become in-
creasingly energy intensive with the use of energy-intensive materials,
excess packaging, and the proliferation of smaller, single serving pack-
ages. In numerous instances, the energy used to manufacture food
packaging exceeds the inputs of energy for the food product.
8
Packaging alone accounts for approximately 15% of the total energy
used in the food system. 9
After processing, the next step in the food system is transporta-
tion. Under the current structure of our food system, a processed
food item will travel an average of over 1,300 miles, and produce
will travel an even greater average distance of over 1,500 miles, be-
fore reaching the end consumer.' For example, one of the main
regions for growing fresh vegetables in the United States is the San
Joaquin Valley in California." The process of transporting and dis-
tributing these items across the country entails additional energy
consumption, depending almost entirely on oil-based fuels." Fur-
thermore, many food and food items travel not just nationally, but
internationally, increasing the amount of energy consumed in trans-
25. JOHN HENDRICKSON, CTR. FOR INTEGRATED AGRIC. SYs., ENERGY USE IN THE
U.S. FOOD SYSTEM: A SUMMARY OF ExISTING RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 5 (1994), avail-
able at http://www.cias.wisc.edu/pdf/energyuse.pdf.
26. Id. at 6. "Processing" can refer to a variety of activities, such as transforming
a raw agricultural crop like wheat into flour. It can also refer to the packaging of
products. Some examples are mushrooms that are sold in plastic containers cov-
ered in plastic wrap, blueberries in plastic containers, and apples that have been




30. HILL, supra notel 1, at 1.
31. HENDRICKSON, supra note 25, at 8.
32. Id.
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portation." However, due to the size and complexity of the global
food system, quantifying the amount of energy consumed by trans-
portation through this global infrastructure is difficult.'
Using bagged, prewashed lettuce from Earthbound Farms as an
example, author Michael Pollan discusses how much energy is con-
sumed by the whole process discussed above, following the lettuce
leaves after they have been machine-harvested:
A fan blows the cut leaves over a screen to shake out any pebbles or soil,
after which a belt conveys the greens into white plastic totes that work-
ers stack on pallets on a wagon trailing alongside. At the end of each
row the pallets are loaded onto a refrigerated tractor trailer, entering a
"cold chain" that will continue unbroken all the way to the produce sec-
tion at your supermarket.... Once filled, the trucks deliver their cargo
of leaves to the loading dock at the processing plant in San Juan
Bautista, essentially a 200,000-square-foot refrigerator designed to main-
tain the lettuce at exactly thirty-six degrees through the entire process of
sorting, mixing, washing, drying, and packaging.u
Once at the processing plant, the lettuce is washed three times, the
first time in lighdy chlorinated water.' Afterward, the lettuce is
dried, weighed, and packaged. Energy is consumed during each
step of this process. It is estimated that a one pound package of
prewashed lettuce contains eighty calories of food energy, in com-
parison to the 4,600 calories of fossil fuel energy required to get that
same lettuce from California to the East Coast. 7
One of the benefits cited by consumers of locally grown food is
that it helps address some of the above concerns regarding energy
consumption. 8 While on-farm energy consumption may be compa-
rable during the production phase, local foods may provide signifi-
cant energy savings in the areas of processing and transportation.
In terms of processing, less packaging may be needed when
food items are sold locally. One of the clearest examples of a venue
for local food sales is a farmers' market. At a typical farmers' mar-
ket, the produce offered for sale usually is picked either that morn-
ing or the day before and is displayed on benches or tables in its
natural form. 9 It is not normally boxed, packaged, or sealed in plas-
tic wrap. This presentation is in sharp contrast to traditional retail
33. See HALWEIL, supra note 10, at 37.
34. See HENDRICKSON, supra note 25, at 8.
35. POLLAN, supra note 2, at 166-67.
36. Id. at 167.
37. Id.
38. HILL, supra note 11, at 5.
39. MICHAEL POLLAN, IN DEFENSE OF FOOD: AN EATER'S MANIFESTO 157 (2008).
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food sales where, of the total expense of packaging, about 33% of
the cost results from the use of cardboard boxes commonly needed
to ship processed food.40
Local food sales also reduce the number of food miles an item
travels, thus reducing the amount of fossil fuels consumed in trans-
portation. l Most transactions of local food involve the harvesting or
preparation of the food item by the farmer, followed by its sale ei-
ther at a local farmers' market, through a CSA, or to a local restau-
rant. Whether it is fresh produce or a processed product such as
farm-made cheese, maple syrup, or apple cider, the very nature of
food sold locally means that it will not travel as far as most food dis-
tributed through conventional channels. Since transportation is
heavily dependent on oil-based fuels and local foods are transported
over much shorter distances, local food purchasing may provide a
less energy-intensive alternative."
40. HELLER, supra note 12, at 29.
41. See Sustainable Table, The issues: buy local,
http://www.sustainabletable.org/issues/buylocal (last visited June 12, 2008). Ad-
vocates of local food often cite reduced food miles as leading to a reduction in fuel
usage during transportation. This is equated with a reduction in the amount of
carbon dioxide produced, which is important because carbon dioxide is a green-
house gas linked to climate change. Energy Info. Admin., Greenhouse Gases, Climate
Change, and Energy, available at http://www.eia.doe.gov/bookshelf/brochures/
greenhouse/greenhouse.pdf. However, other research indicates that this may not
be the case, and that the type of transportation system used is a better indicator of
environmental health, rather than simply the number of miles that a product has
traveled. "A food item traveling a short distance may produce more CO, than an
item with high food miles, depending on how it is transported." HILL, supra note
11, at 4. According to the Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture at Iowa State
University, water transportation is the most energy efficient form of transportation,
followed by rail, truck, and air. RICH PIROG ET AL., LEOPOLD CTR. FOR SUSTAINABLE
AGRIC., FOOD, FUEL, AND FREEWAYS: AN IOWA PERSPECTIVE ON How FAR FOOD
TRAVELS, FUEL USAGE, AND GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 15, available at
http://www.leopold.iastate.edu/pubs/staff/ppp/foodmiles.htm. Rich Pirog ex-
plains, "[c]ase in point; grapes shipped by water transport from Chile to Philadel-
phia, Pennsylvania rack up higher food miles than California grapes shipped by
truck to Philadelphia. But since water transport is much more fuel-efficient, the fuel
use and CO, emissions per pound of grapes transported are about the same for
both systems." Rich Pirog, Food Miles: A Simple Metaphor to Contrast Local and Global
Food Systems, HUNGER & ENvTL. NUTRITION NEWSL., Summer 2004, available at
http://www.leopold.iastate.edu/pubs/staff/fles/local-foodsHEN0604.pdf. This
illustration demonstrates that it is necessary to consider more than just the number
of miles a food has traveled to determine its potential environmental impact.
42. See HENDRICKSON, supra note 25, at 8.
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D. Social and Political Support for Local Farmers
A related concept is the choice to buy local food to help sup-
port local farmers. By purchasing products locally, money directly
supports the farmer. An average American farmer receives an aver-
age of about twenty cents for each dollar that a consumer spends on
food. The remainder covers other expenses such as processing,
transportation, packing, and marketing." With direct sales of local
foods, farmers retain a much higher percentage of the food prod-
ucts' price." The aggregate effect of consumers' decisions to pur-
chase local foods can help to keep farmers in the profession of farm-
ing and keep land in agricultural production. This support is in-
creasingly important as we continue to see farmers, particularly
those with small or medium operations, struggle financially. The
increase in the control of the farming industry by large multina-
tional corporations has had negative consequences for many small
farmers.' The United States has lost over 300,000 farmers since
1979, and the farmers who are still in business earn about 13% less
for each dollar spent by consumers." Without financial support,
more farmers will be forced to leave the land, and in turn we will see
more farmland converted to other uses." In addition, those farmers
who sell locally and are supported by their community will also
spend at least a part of their income at local businesses, which helps
to strengthen the overall economy of a community." Local food
purchasing turns what could be a purely economic transaction into
one that provides additional social benefits, important although dif-
ficult to quantify, to an entire community.
IV. WHERE LOCAL FOOD Is AVAILABLE
There are a number of venues through which consumers can
purchase local foods. These can be broken down into two catego-
43. Ikerd, supra note 14.
44. Id.
45. See id.
46. See HILL, supra note 11, at 2.
47. Id.
48. "The Nation's cropland acreage declined from 420 million acres in 1982 to
368 million acres in 2003, a decrease of about 12 percent. The net decline between
1997 and 2003 was 8 million acres, or about 2 percent." NATURAL RES.
CONSERVATION SERV., 2003 ANNUAL NATURAL RESOURCES INVENTORY, available at
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/technical/NR/2003/nriO3landuse-mrb.html.
49. Ikerd, supra note 14.
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ties: direct sales from the farmer to the consumer, and sales with an
intermediary between the farmer and consumer. Each of these
categories will be discussed in detail below.
A. Direct Sales to Consumers
Local food is often available through direct marketing, which
involves sales handled directly between the farmer or producer and
the consumer. Direct marketing is a broad category and can include
many different venues, such as farmers' markets, farm stands, com-
munity supported agriculture (CSAs), and pick-your-own farms."
Direct marketing is beneficial to farmers because it "lets producers
sell their crops as 'products' rather than commodities, giving them
the opportunity to be 'price setters' rather than 'price takers.' It also
gives farmers direct contact with consumers and lets them produce
the types of food their customers desire."" Direct marketing is a
business model which suits local food very well.
1. Farmers' Markets
Farmers' markets are probably the best known form of direct
marketing." They are defined as "local open air markets held regu-
larly during the growing season where producers sell directly to con-
sumers." " The structure of each individual market will vary, de-
pending on its location, the rules of the particular market, and the
culture of the market itself.' For example, the Fayetteville Farmers'
Market, located in Fayetteville, Arkansas, is open three days a week
from April through October, and one day a week in November.5
50. LocalHarvest, A Short Glossary of Direct Marketing Avenues,
http://www.localharvest.org/descriptions.jsp (last visitedJune 12, 2008).
51. NEIL D. HAMILTON, THE LEGAL GUIDE FOR DIRECT FARM MARKETING 22
(1999).
52. See id. at 25. See also NEIL D. HAMILTON, FARMERS' MARKETS: RULES,
REGULATIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES (2002), available at http://www.nation-
alaglawcenter.org/assets/articles/hamilton-farmersmarkets.pdf.
53. HAMILTON, supra note 51, at 22.
54. See generally Farmers' Legal Action Group, Inc., Understanding Farmers' Mar-
ket Rules (2006), available at http://www.flaginc.org/topics/pubs/arts/
FarmersMarket.pdf.
55. Fayetteville Farmers' Market, http://www.fayettevillefarmersmarket.org (last
visitedJuly 15, 2008).
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Vendors must be from a specified four-county area.' Consumers
can expect to find flowers, plants, produce, meat, and dairy prod-
ucts as available throughout the growing season."
In comparison, the Norwich Farmers' Market, located in Nor-
wich, Vermont, historically has been open one day each week from
May through October.' In November 2006, the Market took the
innovative step of running a Winter Farmers' Market which was
open one day each month in the off-season (November through
April). It is intended to be "a venue for local farms, food producers
and craftspeople to sell their wares during the winter months when
outdoor summer farmers' markets are closed, and will serve as a
reminder that a wide variety of locally grown food is available during
the fall, winter, and spring." The Winter Market plans to offer
products such as meats, eggs, dairy products, some fruits and vege-
tables, baked goods, prepared foods, and crafts.59
The Norwich Farmers' Market uses a formula to determine the
types of food and products that may be sold there; its goal is to have
60% of the products be agricultural, horticultural, or animal prod-
ucts; 20% crafts; and 20% prepared foods and baked goods.' This
market also limits vendors to selling products grown or produced
within a four county region. It is interesting to note that this geo-
graphical distinction crosses state lines, as two of the counties are
located in Vermont and two are located in New Hampshire.61
Consumers seem to appreciate the opportunities that farmers'
markets provide for buying local food, as evidenced by the dramatic
increase in the numbers of farmers' markets throughout the United
States. According to the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA), 4,385 farmers, markets exist today, compared to only 300
in the 1970s.62 These markets are visited by about three million cus-
56. Fayetteville Farmers' Market, Application Form, http://www.fayetteville
farmersmarket.org/contact.html (follow "Application Form" hyperlink; last visited
July 15, 2008).
57. Fayetteville Farmers' Market, supra note 55.
58. Norwich Farmers Market, http://www.norwichfarmersmarket.org (last vis-
itedJune 12, 2008).
59. Vital Communities, Norwich Farmers Market Launches Winter Market,
http://www.vitalcommunities.org/articles/Article.cfm?ArtID=623 (last visited July
15, 2008).
60. Norwich Farmers Market, Membership, http://www.norwichfarmers
market.org/stories/storyReader$13 (last visited June 12, 2008).
61. Id.
62. Agric. Mktg. Serv. (AMS), USDA, Wholesale and Farmers Markets,
http://www.ams.usdagov/farmersmarkets/facts.htm (last visited June 12, 2008);
HALWEIL, supra note 10, at 111.
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tomers each week, and over $1 billion is spent at them each year.'
As noted in the discussion of energy consumption, the produce sold
at farmers' markets is typically harvested on the day of the market or
the day before. As a result, the produce is very fresh. In addition,
the consumers are able to have direct contact with the growers.
Farmers benefit because they are able to keep a larger percentage of
the price of their food, as there is no middleman to pay.' Whether
it is the direct contact with the farmers or the quality of the food,
farmers' markets obviously have a strong appeal which draws in-
creasing numbers of consumers.
2. On-farm Sales
Another example of direct marketing is on-farm sales, which al-
low consumers to go to the farm itself to buy local food. This ap-
proach can take several different forms. One way is for the farmer to
establish a farm stand from which to sells his or her goods. Farm
stands will generally be located right on the farm property; however,
some are located off the property itself, but are still within close
proximity to the farm." Farm stands are typically inexpensive to op-
erate and farmers usually advertise using only a few signs-
characteristics that hold a strong appeal for many farmers who want
a simple way to reach out directly to the public.' Some farmers have
established their businesses, or a part of their businesses, as pick-
your-own operations (PYO). As the name suggests, these businesses
are structured such that consumers can visit the farm and harvest the
type and amount of that crop for themselves. This is commonly
done with fruit crops, such as berries and apples, and some farms
have PYO operations for pumpkins and flowers." PYO operations
provide consumers with the opportunity get a glimpse into the work
that goes into producing food, even if only at the harvesting stage.
For farmers, it means less labor, both in terms of harvesting and
transporting the products. However, it also brings certain liability
issues, a discussion that is beyond the scope of this article.'
63. HALWEIL, supra note 10, at 111-12.
64. See HAMILTON, supra note 51, at 13, 22.
65. Id. at 25.
66. Id.
67. Id. at 26.
68. These issues include insurance coverage and landowner liability considera-
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Both farm stands and PYO operations allow consumers to ob-
tain local food directly from the farm. The food procured in this
manner is very fresh, and minimal to no processing occurs before
the food reaches the consumers. As with farmers' markets, on-farm
sales provide the customer with direct contact with the farmer.
They also permit the farmer to keep all of the money earned on a
product because there is no intermediary.
3. Community Supported Agriculture
Community supported agriculture (CSA) is another business
structure used to sell local food directly between farmers and con-
sumers. CSAs are structured so that consumers buy a "share" in the
harvest for a growing season, which they pay for before the growing
season starts. These upfront payments provide capital for the farm-
ers to use to at the beginning of the season when they have the
greatest expenses." CSAs are typically diversified, meaning that
more than one type of crop is grown on an individual farm. The
consumer is buying a share in whatever crops are harvested on any
given week." One of the other financial benefits to farmers who use
this structure is the assurance of an income, no matter what hap-
pens to the crop. For example, on a conventional farm, if the
farmer produces only corn and has trouble with the crop due to
pests or weather in a particular year, the farmer stands to lose all of
his or her income for that year. CSAs are structured so that the
consumer shares in this risk.7' In addition, because the crops are
diversified, a farmer is less likely to end up losing his or her entire
crop in any given year. If one crop has trouble, the CSA members
will not get that particular crop, but they will still receive a portion
of all of the other produce that is harvested.
Every CSA is set up differently. In addition to fruits and vege-
tables, many offer other items as well, such as milk, meat, honey,
flowers, and maple syrup. 2 Members receive these goods on a
schedule established by the farm, often once a week. CSAs vary in
their methods of delivery to their shareholders; some require the
69. See HALWEIL, supra note 10, at 112-13.
70. Id. at 112.
71. Gussow, supra note 8, at 259.
72. Wilson College, What is Community Supported Agriculture (CSA)?,
http://www.wilson.edu/wilson/asp/content.asp?id=1273 (last visited June 12,
2008).
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members to pick up their shares from the farm, while others will
deliver the shares to their members.
The number of CSAs, like farmers' markets, is increasing. In
1985, there was one CSA in the United States, and today there are
over 1,500.'3 "This success is, to some extent, a testament to the
high quality of the produce and the social interactions they offer."74
Again, as in the case of farmers' markets, consumers seem to find
something in CSAs which fulfills a certain need that is not being
addressed elsewhere in the food system.
B. Sales Through Intermediaries
In addition to food sales directly between the farmer and the
consumer, local food is also available to consumers through venues
in which it first passes through an intermediary. Restaurants, gov-
ernment institutions, and retail grocery stores are all examples of
such venues.75
Consumers may be able to find local food at some restaurants
in their area.76 The previously mentioned Google's Caf6 150 is a
good example.77 In this situation, the farmers sell directly to the res-
taurant; therefore, they still receive the full value of the product be-
ing sold. The farmers also benefit from having a ready market for
their products. The restaurants gain a supply of fresh produce and
other locally produced food items and have the benefit of being able
to charge accordingly for the menu items created with local ingredi-
ents. "An increasing number of restaurants and food stores are in-
terested in obtaining high quality locally produced food.... In
these cases buyers will often pay a premium to obtain dependable
local supplies of the quality products they desire."78 Restaurant pa-
73. HALWEIL, supra note 10, at 112. For information about the early history of
the CSA movement, see Wilson College, supra note 72.
74. HALWEIL, supra note 10, at 113.
75. See Michael S. Rosenwald, A Growing Trend: Smal4 Local and Organic, WASH.
POST, Nov. 6, 2006, at DI; see also GAIL FEENSTRA ET AL., SELLING DIRECTLY TO
RESTAURANTS AND RETAILERS (2003), available at http://www.sarep.ucdavis.edu/
cdpp/selldirect.pdf; ROBERT LUEDEMAN & NEIL D. HAMILTON, SELLING TO
INSTITrUTIONS: AN IOWA FARMER'S GUIDE (2003), available at
http://www.leopold.iastate.edu/research/marketing-iles/institutions-DALC.pdf.
76. See generally JANET BACHMANN, NAT'L SUSTAINABLE AGRIC. INFO. SERV.,
SELLJNG TO RESTAURANTS (2004), available at http://attra.ncat.org/attra-
pub/PDF/sellingtorestaurants.pdf.
77. See Cloud, supra note 6.
78. HAMILTON, supra note 51, at 27.
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trons also benefit by having access to meals produced with fresh,
high quality ingredients."9
The local-sourcing trend goes beyond restaurants. An increas-
ing number of institutions, such as schools, colleges and universities,
hospitals, and government entities, are also making efforts to source
their food from local producers.' For example, the goal of farm-to-
school programs is to get fresh, local food from farms into the
school systems. These programs will often have an educational
component-farm visits, a demonstration garden, or lessons on nu-
trition-to reinforce an overall message about eating well. The Na-
tional Farm to School Program, based at the Center for Food and
Justice at Occidental College, explains, "[t]hese programs connect
schools with local farms with the objectives of serving healthy meals
in school cafeterias, improving student nutrition, providing health
and nutrition education opportunities that will last a lifetime, and
supporting local small farmers."8' At least thirty-eight states now
have farm-to-school programs. "
The purchase of local food by other institutional buyers, such as
hospitals, universities, and government entities, has a similar effect
to the farm-to-school programs.' Like sales to restaurants, institu-
tional purchasing provides farmers with an assured market for their
products, and it provides the end consumer with meals made from
high quality, locally grown, fresh products.
Retail grocers are increasingly taking note of consumer interest
in local food. Two large international chains have joined this
movement to promote and sell local food. The first is Whole Foods,
79. There are a number of restaurants across the United States that use the sale
of local food as a marketing tool. A few examples are the Farmers Diner in
Quechee, Vermont, the White Dog Caf6 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and the
Greenhouse Grille in Fayetteville, Arkansas. More information can be found on
these establishments' websites: The Farmers Diner, http://www.farmersdiner.com
(last visited June 12, 2008); White Dog Caf6, http://www.whitedog.com (last visited
June 12, 2008); Greenhouse Grille, http://www.localharvest.org/restaurants/
M17451 (last visitedJune 12, 2008).
80. See HALWEIL, supra note 10, at 117-18.
81. See Nat'l Farm to School Program, What is Farm to School?,
http://www.farmtoschool.org/about.htm (last visited June 12, 2008).
82. Nat'l Farm to School Program, http://www.farmtoschool.org (last visited
June 12, 2008).
83. See generally ELZABETH SACHS & GAIL FEENSTRA, AGRIC. SusTAINABiLrIY INST.,
EMERGING LOCAL FOOD PURCHASING INITIATIVES IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
HOSPITALS, available at http://sarep.ucdavis.edu/CDPP/fti/Farm-To-Hospital_
WebFinal.pdf; ATLANTA LOCAL FOOD INfATIvE, A PLAN FOR ATLANTA's
SUSTAINABLE FOOD FUrTURE, available at http://www.georgiaorganics.org/
Files/ALFI.pdf.
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a large grocery chain known for its sale of "natural" products. The
company has described its philosophy towards local food:
Our history and reputation are intimately linked to our support of local
farmers. For more than 25 years, we have worked to provide you with
the broadest possible selection of the highest quality produce available.
Our search for that produce begins right outside our front door in every
community where we do business. We are permanently committed to
buying from local producers whose fruits and vegetables meet our high
quality standards .... We are greatly increasing our efforts in this re-
gard by further empowering our individual store and regional buyers to
seek out locally grown produce.4
Whole Foods uses the term "locally grown" for produce, and defines
it as produce which has traveled seven hours or less by car or truck
from the farm to its facility.' In addition to its stated commitment
to buying local produce when possible, Whole Foods has also started
a pilot loan program for local producers. To further support local
food, the company has committed $10,000,000 annually in the form
of low-interest loans for small-scale, local producers.86
The other large international retail store that is entering the lo-
cal food market is Walmart. In January 2007, Walmart began test-
ing "buy-local" programs in two of its stores in Ohio. The program
includes products that are either made in Ohio or supplied by com-
panies based in Ohio, and it claims to have purchased $12.5 billion
of products from 2,251 Ohio suppliers in 20060 It is important to
note, however, that Walmart's "buy-local" campaign includes both
food items and nonfood items.
The sale of local food in large, chain retail grocery stores brings
an interesting dynamic to the local food movement. On the one
hand, it does provide consumer access to locally grown foods. It
also provides farmers with a consistent market for their goods.
However, it is less clear whether it fulfills some of the other, non-
tangible goals of the movement, such as creating a sense of connec-
tion and community between consumers and farmers and educating
consumers about where their food comes from and how it is pro-




86. Whole Foods Market, Local Producer Loan Program, http://www.
wholefoodsmarket.com/products/locallygrown/lplp/index.html (last visited June
12, 2008).
87. Jeffrey Sheban, Tested in Columbus: Wal-Mart Broadens 'Buy-Local' Emphasis,
COLUMBUS DISPATCH, Apr. 12, 2007, at IF.
88. Id.
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duced. It will be interesting to see how the foray of large chain
stores, such as Whole Foods and Walmart, will affect the marketing
and sales of local foods, as well as the culture of the local food
movement, as it moves forward."
V. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT IN LOCAL FOOD
Minimal federal regulation applies specifically to local food, and
there is no federal regulation of local food per se. The term "local
food" is not defined by federal statute or regulation and there is no
law dictating how local food can be sold; however, some federal
policies and laws affect, or have the potential to affect, the sale and
promotion of local food.
For example, the Farmer-to-Consumer Direct Marketing Act of
1976,"° administered by United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA), is relevant to a discussion of local food. The purpose of
this statute is "to promote, through appropriate means and on an
economically sustainable basis, the development and expansion of
direct marketing of agricultural commodities from farmers to con-
sumers."9 Direct marketing is defined as
the marketing of agricultural commodities at any marketplace (includ-
ing, but not limited to, roadside stands, city markets, and vehicles used
for house-to-house marketing of agricultural commodities) established
and maintained for the purpose of enabling farmers to sell (either indi-
vidually or through a farmers' organization directly representing the
farmers who produced the commodities being sold) their agricultural
commodities directly to individual consumers, or organizations repre-
senting consumers, in a manner calculated to lower the cost and in-
crease the quality of food to such consumers while providing increased
financial returns to the farmers.
This statute has three substantive sections. The first is a direc-
tive that the Secretary of Agriculture work with state departments of
agriculture to promote direct marketing within those states. The
Secretary is to prioritize assistance "on the basis of the types of ac-
89. Whether large retail stores will actually benefit the local foods movement has
been questioned. While some see clear benefits, such as increased access and po-
tentially lower prices for consumers, others worry that it will result in lower prices
for farmers and a smaller variety of crops being grown, dictated by the demands of
major retailers. See Candice Novak, Can Wal-Mart Do 'Local'?, U.S. NEWS & WORLD
REp., July 24, 2008, available at http://www.usnews.com/articles/business/
economy/2008/07/24/can-wal-mart-do-local.html.
90. 7 U.S.C. §§ 3001-3007 (1994).
91. Id. § 3001.
92. Id. § 3002.
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tivities which are needed in the State.""9 The types of activities the
Secretary is to consider includes:
(1) sponsoring conferences which are designed to facilitate the sharing
of information (among farm producers, consumers, and other inter-
ested persons or groups) concerning the establishment and operation of
direct marketing from farmers to consumers;
(2) compiling laws and regulations relevant to the conduct of the various
methods of such direct marketing within the State, formulating drafts
and enabling legislation needed to facilitate such direct marketing, de-
termining feasible locations for additional facilities for such direct mar-
keting, and preparing and disseminating practical information on the es-
tablishment and operation of such direct marketing; and
(3) providing technical assistance for the purpose of aiding interested
individuals or groups in the establishment of arrangements for direct
marketing from farmers to consumers.94
The Secretary is further commanded to provide assistance to
states in developing farmers' markets. The Secretary is to take
consumer preferences into account when carrying out these provi-
sions.96
The second substantive provision of the statute creates the
Farmers' Market Promotion Program (Program).97 The dual pur-
poses of the Program are:
(A) to increase domestic consumption of agricultural commodities by
improving and expanding, or assisting in the improvement and expan-
sion of, domestic farmers' markets, roadside stands, community-
supported agriculture programs, and other direct producer-to-consumer
market opportunities; and (B) to develop, or aid in the development of,
new farmers' markets, roadside stands, community-supported agricul-
ture programs, and other direct producer-to-consumer infrastructure. 98
To carry out these purposes, grants are conferred to eligible entities.
Eligible entities can include agricultural cooperatives, local govern-
ments, nonprofit corporations, public benefit corporations, eco-
nomic development corporations, and regional farmers' market au-
thorities." For fiscal year 2007, approximately $1 million was allo-
93. 7 U.S.C. § 3004(a) (Supp.V 2005).
94. Id.
95. Id. § 3004(b).
96. Id. § 3004(c).
97. Id. § 3005.
98. 7 U.S.C. § 3005(b) (Supp.V 2005).
99. Id. § 3005(c). The Secretary may also designate other eligible entities under
the program. Id.
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cated for the Program.'" Individual grants cannot exceed $75 thou-
sand.
I0 1
The third substantive provision is the creation of the Seniors
Farmers' Market Nutrition Program (SFMNP)."' The purpose of the
SFMNP is as follows:
(1) to provide resources in the form of fresh, nutritious, unprepared, lo-
cally grown fruits, vegetables, and herbs from farmers' markets, roadside
stands, and community supported agriculture programs to low-income
seniors; (2) to increase the domestic consumption of agricultural com-
modities by expanding or aiding in the expansion of domestic farmers'
markets, roadside stands, and community supported agriculture pro-
grams; and (3) to develop or aid in the development of new and addi-
tional farmers' markets, roadside stands, and community support agri-
culture programs.10,
In order to meet these three goals, the USDA provides grants to
states, territories of the United States, and Indian tribal govern-
ments."' These entities then give assistance to low-income seniors in
the form of coupons, which can be used towards the purchase of
eligible foods from farmers' markets, roadside stands, and Commu-
nity Supported Agriculture farms (CSAs). l°5 The USDA has defined
eligible foods to be locally grown fresh fruits, vegetables, and herbs
that have not been processed or prepared in any way, except for
cleaning." Under this definition, the USDA has determined that
dried fruits and vegetables, such as raisins, prunes, and dried chili
peppers are not eligible.1 7 In addition, "[p]otted fruit or vegetable
plants, potted or dried herbs, wild rice, nuts of any kind (even raw),
honey, maple syrup, cider, seeds, eggs, meat, cheese and seafood are
also not eligible foods for purposes of the SFMNP." 1°8
The SFMNP was allocated $15 million per year for fiscal years
2003 through 2007."0 According to the Food and Nutrition Service
(FNS), the USDA agency responsible for administering the program,
100. AMS, supra note 62.
101. Id.
102. 7 U.S.C. § 3007 (Supp. V 2005).
103. Id. § 3007(b).
104. Food & Nutrition Serv. (FNS), USDA, Senior Farmers' Market Nutrition Pro-
gram, http://www.fns.usda.gov/wic/SeniorFMNP/SeniorFMNPoverview.htm (last
visitedJune 12, 2008).
105. 7 C.F.R. § 249.10 (2008).
106. Id § 249.2.
107. Id
108. Id
109. 7 U.S.C. § 3007 (2002).
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825,000 seniors were served by 14,575 farmers under the SFMNP in
2006. "0
The FNS also administers the WIC Farmers' Market Nutrition
Program (FMNP), authorized under the Child Nutrition Act of
1966."' The FMNP is similar to the SFMNP, except that the target
population is "women, infants and children who are nutritionally at
risk."" 2  The structure of the program is similar; the states are
granted money to allocate to eligible participants for use with farm-
ers, farmers' markets and roadside stands."3 Thirty-seven states cur-
rently participate in the FMNP, and 2.6 million people participated
in the program in fiscal year 2005."'
The existence of both the Seniors Farmers' Market Nutrition
Program and the Farmers' Market Nutrition Program, as well as the
Farmers' Market Promotion Program, indicates that Congress has
recognized the significance of local food venues like farmers' mar-
kets and CSAs, and the important role they can play in providing
fresh, nutritious food to the public. In doing so, Congress has also
indicated a willingness to support local food.
In addition to the laws discussed above specifically addressing
direct marketing and local food, other federal laws do not deal di-
rectly with local food but may have an impact on them nonetheless.
Some federal laws impact the sale of particular food items which, by
their nature, are local foods. Raw milk is a good example of one
such product.
Raw milk is milk that has not been pasteurized. Pasteurization
is "[tjhe process of heating a beverage or other food, such as milk..
. in order to kill microorganisms that could cause disease, spoilage,
or undesired fermentation. ""' The sale of raw milk is a local food
issue because it becomes more difficult to ship raw milk over long
distances, and it is often sold right from the farm."6
110. FNS, supra note 104.
111. 42 U.S.C. §§ 1771 - 1791 (2002).
112. 7 C.F.R. § 248.1 (2008).
113. FNS, WIC Farmers' Market Nutrition Program, http://www.fns.usda.gov/wic/
FMNP/FMNPfaqs.htm (last visited June 12, 2008).
114. Id. The District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and five Indian Tribal
Organizations also administer the program. Id.
115. American Heritage Dictionary (4th ed. 2001).
116. While primarily a local food issue at the moment, new methods are being
developed that could improve the ability to ship raw milk longer distances. See,
e.g., M. Rajagopal et al., Low Pressure CO. Storage of Raw Milk: Microbiological Effects,
88J. DAIRY Sci. 3130 (2005).
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The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is the federal agency
that regulates milk under the authority of the Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act.' The relevant regulation states that all milk or
milk products intended for human consumption that are entering
interstate commerce must be pasteurized."8  This requirement is
based on the FDA's conclusion that "[r]aw milk, no matter how care-
fully produced, may be unsafe," and the agency strongly advises
against the consumption of raw milk."9 Individual states are left to
regulate raw milk that is sold intrastate (including the decision of
whether to allow the sale of raw milk at all), as well as raw milk that
is sold for purposes other than human consumption.
In order to promote the uniform regulation of milk and milk
products, the FDA has drafted a Grade "A" Pasteurized Milk Ordi-
nance (PMO), a model statute regarding milk sanitation practices.'
It was written "in order to encourage a greater uniformity and a
higher level of excellence of milk sanitation practice in the United
States. An important purpose of this recommended standard is to
facilitate the shipment and acceptance of milk and milk products of
high sanitary quality in interstate and intrastate commerce. " ' The
117. 21 U.S.C. §§ 301-399.
118. 21 C.F.R. § 1240.61 (2008).
119. Ctr. for Food Safety & Applied Nutrition (CFSAN), Food & Drug Admin.
(FDA), Position Statement: Sale/Consumption of Raw Milk, available at
http://www.cfsan.fda.gov/-ear/mi-03-4.html. The health benefits and risks associ-
ated with the consumption of raw milk are contested issues. Proponents of raw
milk argue that not only is it safe to consume, but also that pasteurization, in effect,
destroys some of the components of milk which make it healthy. A Campaign for
Real Milk, a project of the Weston A. Price Foundation, claims that
"[p]asteurization destroys enzymes, diminishes vitamin content, denatures fragile
milk proteins, destroys vitamins C, B12 and B6, kills beneficial bacteria, promotes
pathogens and is associated with allergies, increased tooth decay, colic in infants,
growth problems in children, osteoporosis, arthritis, heart disease and cancer." A
Campaign for Real Milk, Weston A. Price Found., What is Real Milk?,
http://www.realmilk.com/what.html (last visited June 12, 2008). The FDA's De-
partment of Health and Human Services, on the other hand, has clearly come out
against the consumption of raw milk in its Position Statement. The FDA argues
that it has determined that pasteurization was the only means to assure the destruc-
tion of the pathogenic microorganisms that might be present .... FDA and the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in Atlanta have documented
illnesses associated with the consumption of raw milk, including 'certified raw milk'
and have stated that the risks of consuming raw milk far outweigh any benefits.
CFSAN, supra note 119.
120. U.S. DEP'T OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVS., GRADE "A" PASTEURIZED MILK
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agency recommends that states adopt the model statute, although
there is no requirement to do so, and that they keep their state regu-
lation as close to the model as possible for purposes of national uni-
formity."n However, the federal government has not expressly pre-
empted this area, and states are permitted to make changes to the
PMO if they choose to adopt it.
The PMO states that "only Grade 'A' pasteurized, ultra-
pasteurized, or aseptically processed milk and milk products shall be
sold to the final consumer, to restaurants, soda fountains, grocery
stores or similar establishments," thus prohibiting the sale of raw
milk. 3 Some states have created exemptions to this restriction
when they adopted the PMO. Vermont, for example, has created an
exemption if one is selling less than fifty quarts per day of raw
milk.24 In Arkansas, one can only sell raw goat milk, up to 100 gal-
lons per month, and it must be sold directly to the consumer on the
farm.
2 5
The sale of raw milk is an issue because some consumers want
to be able to purchase raw milk, just as some farmers want to be
able to provide it to the public.2 2 Again, if a state has an exemption
for the sale of a limited amount of raw milk, as is the case in Ver-
mont, then a farmer can sell up to that amount; however, these ex-
emptions are often for very limited quantities. As an alternative,
farmers have created a mechanism for dealing with this issue- "milk
share" or "cow share" programs. These arrangements are struc-
tured so that consumers actually purchase a cow (or purchase a
share in a cow) and then pay the farmer a fee for the care and
boarding of the animal.' 7 The farmer milks the cow and "gives" the
raw milk to the consumer. The farmer is not selling the raw milk to
122. Id.
123. Id. at 109.
124. Vt. Act of Apr. 22, 2008, No.101, H. 616 (to be codified at VT. STAT. ANN. 6,
§ 2723). The limit was increased from twenty-five quarts per day in April 2008. A
prior version of the 2008 bill would have allowed an unlimited amount of raw milk
to be sold per day if the seller was certified, but this provision was cut from the final
bill due to fears that its inclusion would jeopardize passage of the legislation. See
Robert Plain, Taking the unpasteurized milk movement national, BRATrLEBORO
REFORMER (Vt.), May 10, 2008.
125. ARK. CODE ANN. § 20-59-248 (1993).
126. For information on the alleged health benefits of consuming raw milk, see A
Campaign for Real Milk, Weston A. Price Found., http://www.realmilk.com (last
visitedJune 12, 2008).
127. A Campaign for Real Milk, Weston A. Price Found., Share Agreements: Cow
Shares, Herd Shares, Farm Shares, http://www.realmilk.com/cowfarmshare.html (last
visited June 12, 2008).
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the consumer, because the milk is coming from a cow that the con-
sumer owns, and money is not exchanged for the receipt of the milk
itself.
Due to the structure of cow share programs and the technicality
that the milk is not being sold, this system does not violate the
FDA's prohibition against the sale of raw milk. The issue then be-
comes a matter of whether this arrangement is valid under state
law.
12 8
Colorado is an example of a state that has promulgated legisla-
tion to address cow share programs directly. In 2005, the state
passed legislation that exempts cow share programs from their defi-
nition of "sale." The statute provides, "[t]he acquisition of raw milk
from cows or goats by a consumer for use or consumption by the
consumer shall not constitute the sale of raw milk and shall not be
prohibited" if the statute's provisions are met.19  The statute speci-
fies that the milk must be obtained directly from the farm where the
animal providing the milk is located."° The consumer and the
farmer must have a written contract, including a bill of sale for the
interest (the "share") and a boarding contract, and the farmer must
provide a label stating that the milk is not pasteurized.' In addi-
tion, farms engaged in cow share programs must be registered with
the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment. 2 The
statute is also very clear that raw milk may only pass from the farmer
to the consumer.' The consumer may not sell the raw milk ob-
tained through the cow share, and retail sale of raw milk is strictly
prohibited."M
The Colorado statute is a good compromise. It permits access
to raw milk for consumers who are interested in purchasing it. The
clear labeling regarding pasteurization and the requirement that
farms register with the Department of Public Health and Environ-
ment offer a layer of protection to consumers. This statute is bene-
ficial for farmers who are interested in meeting consumer demand
for raw milk, as it offers a way for them to provide this product, and
the extent of regulation does not appear to be overly burdensome.
128. For a listing of individual states' regulations of raw milk, see A Campaign for
Real Milk, Weston A. Price Found., United States, http-//www.realmilk.com/
happening.html (last visitedJune 12, 2008).
129. COLO. REV. STAT. § 25-5-5-117(1) (2005).
130. Id. § 25-5-5-117(1)(a).
131. Id. § 25-5-5-117(1)(b), (c).
132. Id. § 25-5-5-117(2)
133. Id. § 25-5-5-117(3), (4).
134. COLO. REv. STAT. § 25-5-5-117(3), (4) (2005).
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Lastly, it allows the state to make raw milk available to those who
want it, while at the same time limiting accessibility. In the event
that a problem occurs with the milk, tracing the problem back to the
source would be easier for the state.
VI. CONCLUSION
Consumer awareness of and interest in local food is increasing.
This trend can be seen in the increase in the number of farmers'
markets, Community Supported Agriculture farms, and other sys-
tems of direct marketing. In addition, the fact that some retail gi-
ants are now promoting local food, as well as the federal govern-
ment's recognition of the importance of direct marketing of locally
grown food, is significant. These varying interests are all parts of
the broader local food movement.
The local food movement is important because it provides
benefits to producers, consumers, and the communities in which
they live. Author Brian Halweil sums up nicely the effect that local
food sales can have on both the farmer and the local community:
As more farmers raise a variety of crops for local markets, it can quickly
become easier and cheaper for school cafeterias, restaurants, govern-
ment offices, and households to incorporate local foods into their cui-
sine. The presence of a farmers market or community garden often in-
spires neighboring areas to create their own, and the possibilities for
start-up food businesses, including bakeries, butchers, greengrocers,
canneries, and caterers, multiply with the growing availability of local
foods."
When these benefits, as well as the others highlighted in this article,
are considered, this movement's growing momentum is not surpris-
ing. The interest in local food which has been developing in recent
years seems likely to continue to grow in the future.
135. HALWEIL, supra note 10, at 12.
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[S]even years ago, I personally faced some discriminatory acts by the
United States Department of Agriculture. As I sat in my farm house by
candlelight during the dead of winter, it became very clear to me. My
lights had been turned off. Federal officers were knocking at my door
threatening to confiscate my equipment. Foreclosure signs were being
posted on my property. Stress had destroyed my family. There was no
money. All of this at no fault of my own.1
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I. INTRODUCTION
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) was
signed into law by President Abraham Lincoln in 1862. At the sign-
ing ceremony, President Lincoln declared the Department of Agri-
culture to be the "people's Department" because he said it governed
an industry "in which [citizens felt] more directly concerned than in
any other. .. ."
Today, many American citizens do not share Abraham Lincoln's
view of the USDA as being the "people's Department"; rather, they
identify it as being "the last plantation" due to its long history of
open discrimination against African-American farmers.! While this
discrimination has occurred throughout America's history, perhaps
most disturbing are the more recent events. Within the last two dec-
ades, discrimination against African-Americans through the Depart-
2. Rasmussen, Abraham Lincoln and Agriculture, http://www.nal.usda.gov/
speccoll/exhibits/lincoln/index.html (last visited June 1, 2008). See also 7 U.S.C. §
2201 (2006) (declaring, "[t]here shall be at the seat of government a Department of
Agriculture, the general design and duties of which shall be to acquire and to diffuse
among the people of the United States useful information on subjects connected
with agriculture, rural development, aquaculture, and human nutrition. ... ").
3. Rasmussen, supra note 2. President Lincoln, who lived on multiple farms
during his youth, knew the importance of agriculture in the United States. On
September 30, 1859, Lincoln gave a speech before the Wisconsin State Agricultural
Society. In his speech, Lincoln emphasized the great influence of farmers on
American society. He stated, "[b]ut farmers being the most numerous class, it fol-
lows that their interest is the largest interest. It also follows that interest is most
worthy of all to be cherished and cultivated-that if there be inevitable conflict be-
tween that interest and any other, that other should yield." President Abraham
Lincoln, Address Before the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society (September 30,
1859), available at http://www.nal.usda.gov/speccoll/exhibits/lincoln/lincoln-
wisconsin.htrnl.
4. UNITED STATES DEP'T OF AGRIC. (USDA), CIVIL RIGHTS ACTION TEAM, CIVIL
RIGHTS AT THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE: A REPORT BY THE CIVIL
RIGHTS ACTION TEAM 2 (1997) [hereinafter CRAT REPORT]. Besides African-
Americans, the USDA has also allegedly discriminated against Hispanic farmers,
American Indian farmers, elderly farmers, and female farmers. See Carmel Sileo,
USDA Faces Series of Discrimination Lawsuits, 40 TRIAL 17 (2004). Further, the USDA
has settled multiple lawsuits for discriminating against its own employees. In 2001,
for instance, the USDA settled a class action lawsuit of 5,000 female employees who
alleged sex discrimination by USDA officials. Id. In 2003, the USDA settled a class
action lawsuit brought by 2,100 Asian and Pacific Islander employees. Id.
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ment of Agriculture's lending programs has been documented, in-
cluding its failure to investigate thousands of filed complaints of dis-
crimination and general non-compliance with the United States Con-
stitution and other federal laws prohibiting discrimination on the
basis of race.' These unjust actions have contributed to the dramatic
decline in farmland owned by African-Americans; indeed, African-
Americans experienced a greater loss in farm operations than any
other racial group in the twentieth century.'
In 1997, African-American farmers united and filed a class ac-
tion lawsuit, Pigford v. Glickman, against the USDA.7 The farmers
alleged "(1) that the [USDA] willfully discriminated against them
when they applied for various farm programs, and (2) that when
they filed complaints of discrimination with the USDA, the USDA
failed properly to investigate those complaints."8 Eventually, the
5. CRAT REPORT, supra note 4, at 21-25. See also 15 U.S.C. § 1691(a)(1) (2000)
(prohibiting the USDA, as a creditor, from discriminating against applicants "on the
basis of race, color, religion, [or] national origin... ."); 42 U.S.C. § 2000d (2000)
(declaring that "[n]o person... shall, on the ground of race, color, or national
origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected
to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assis-
tance"); 7 C.F.R. § 15.1 (2005) (proclaiming that "no person in the United States
shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin be... subjected to discrimi-
nation under any program or activity of an applicant or recipient receiving Federal
financial assistance from the Department of Agriculture or any Agency thereof.").
6. U.S. COMM'N ON CIVIL RIGHTS, THE DECLINE OF BLACK FARMING IN AMERICA
11 (1982) [hereinafter THE DECLINE OF BLACK FARMING IN AMERICA].
7. Pigford v. Glickman, 182 F.R.D. 341 (D.D.C. 1998). By 2004, three more
class action lawsuits alleging past discrimination by the USDA were filed by farmers
of different demographic groups. See Love v. Veneman, 224 F.R.D. 240, 241-42
(D.D.C. 2004) (alleging that women farmers "were refused USDA farm loans, loan
servicing and loan continuation, and even refused farm loan application forms,
because they were women"); Garcia v. Veneman, 211 F.R.D. 15, 17 (D.D.C. 2002)
(alleging that the USDA "discriminated against Hispanic farmers and ranchers in
making operating loans, farm ownership loans, and emergency loans, and in award-
ing disaster benefits"); and Keepseagle v. Veneman, No. 99-03119, 2001 WL
34676944, *1 (D.D.C. Dec. 12, 2001) (alleging that "(1) [the] USDA discriminated
against [838 Native American farmers] on the basis of race in processing their farm
program applications; and (2) [the] USDA did not investigate complaints of dis-
crimination").
8. Pigford, 182 F.R.D. at 343. Throughout the USDA's long history, numerous
government divisions have been placed in charge of administering the USDA's
lending program. Some of these divisions include the Farmers Home Administra-
tion (FmHA) and the Farm Service Agency (FSA). To avoid confusion, "USDA" will
be used in this article to represent all of the past branches of the USDA which have
controlled its loan programs.
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Pigford class grew to include over 22,000 black farmers, becoming
"one of the largest class actions ever filed" in the United States
In 1999, the farmers and the USDA entered into a Consent De-
cree, under which the agency paid out nearly a billion dollars in
damages, making it the most expensive civil rights settlement in
American history.'" However, one major problem with the Consent
Decree was that while it compensated the farmers, it did not address
the need for change in the USDA's approach to civil rights." In fact,
the government's attorneys in Pigford scoffed at the district court's
suggestion that the USDA include in the Consent Decree a simple
sentence stating that it would "exert [its] 'best efforts to ensure
compliance with all applicable statutes and regulations prohibiting
discrimination.'"'
2
This article will argue that the USDA's discrimination against
African-American farmers will continue to be a problem until the
agency holds its employees accountable for strictly enforcing its civil
rights policies. As an historical introduction, Part II of this article
summarizes some of the discriminatory treatment of African-
American farmers by the federal government during the Post Civil
War and Reconstruction Era, the New Deal Era, and ultimately the
Modern Era.'3 Part III introduces the USDA's loan program, which
is often used by farmers to obtain financing for their operations
when they cannot obtain financing in traditional markets.'4 Part IV
details the discrimination that African-American farmers have his-
torically faced in their relationship with the USDA.' Part V intro-
duces the Pigford v. Glickman case,'" and Part VI analyzes the result-
ing Consent Decree which did not include relief to deter future
9. Sileo, supra note 4. See also Office of the Monitor, National Statistics Regard-
ing Pigford v. Johanns Track A Implementation, http://www.pigfordmonitor.org/stats
(last visited June 1, 2008) [hereinafter Pigford Track A Implementation].
10. See Consent Decree, Pigford v. Glickman, No. 97-1978 (D.D.C. 1999), avail-
able at http://pigfordmonitor.org/orders/19990414consent.pdf [hereinafter Con-
sent Decree]; see also Pigford v. Glickman, 185 F.R.D. 82 (D.D.C. 1999) (approving
and entering Consent Decree), aff'd 206 F.3d 1212 (D.C. Cir. 2000); Spencer D.
Wood & Jess Gilbert, Returning African American Farmers to the Land: Recent Trends
and a Policy Rationale, REV. BLACK POL. ECON., Spring 2000, at 60. See also Pigford
Track A Implementation, supra note 9.
11. See Pigford, 185 F.R.D. at 110-12 (D.D.C. 1999).
12. Id. at 112.
13. See infra notes 20-59 and accompanying text.
14. See infra notes 60-76 and accompanying text.
15. See infra notes 77-120 and accompanying text.
16. See infta notes 121-142 and accompanying text.
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USDA discrimination."' Part VII offers evidence that the USDA
failed to improve its civil rights practices in the aftermath of the
Consent Decree. 8 Finally, Part VIII discusses the need for account-
ability in the USDA so that it may finally end its discrimination
against African-American farmers. 9
II. HISTORY OF THE TREATMENT OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN FARMERS
IN THE UNITED STATES
Throughout the history of the United States, the federal gov-
ernment's decisions, policies, and laws pertaining to the agricultural
sector have generally disadvantaged African-American farmers."
This section will examine the treatment of black farmers by the na-
tional government in three different periods: the Post Civil War
and Reconstruction Era, the New Deal Era, and the Modern Era.
A. The Post Civil War and Reconstruction Era
At the end of the Civil War, four million African-American
slaves were granted their freedom.' After laboring on the farms of
white landowners for nearly two centuries, many blacks were eager
to establish farms of their own. Thus, to the newly freed African-
Americans, "the redistribution of southern land [was] a necessary
and focal consequence of emancipation. "'
17. See infra notes 143-158 and accompanying text.
18. See infra notes 159-182 and accompanying text.
19. See infra notes 183-202 and accompanying text.
20. One example is Field No. 15, issued by General William T. Sherman in 1865
to grant "forty acres and a mule" to former slaves. For many ex-slaves, however,
this promise of land was broken when President Andrew Johnson reversed the
Order less than a year after its issuance. Rather than give the land to former slaves,
Johnson instead returned the land to its Confederate owners in an attempt to re-
build the federal government's relations with the South. See Phyliss Craig-Taylor,
African-American Farmers and the Fight for Survival: The Continuing Examination for
Insights into the Historical Genesis of This Dilemma, 26 N.C. CENT. L.J. 21, 28-29 (2003);
see also JOHN FRANCIS FIcARA & JUAN WILLIAMS, BLACK FARMERS IN AMERIcA xi
(2006).
21. Pub. Broad. Serv. (PBS), Homecoming..Sometimes I am Haunted by Red Dirt and
Clay, Black Farming & Land Loss: A History, http://www.pbs.org/itvs/homecoming/
pdfs/homecomingjhistory.pdf (last visited June 1, 2008).
22. Craig-Taylor, supra note 20, at 28. See also AKIKO OCHIAI, HARVESTING
FREEDOM: AFRICAN AMERICAN AGRARIANISM IN CIVIL WAR ERA SouTH CAROLINA 4
(2004) (stating, "[i]n their pursuit of new lives, the freedpeople ... desired to ac-
quire land that they could call their own. Often symbolized by 'Forty Acres and a
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In 1865, Congress established the Bureau of Refugees, Freed-
men, and Abandoned Lands (Freedmen's Bureau) to oversee the
allocation of Southern land to former slaves. 3 The Act which
founded the Freedmen's Bureau "promised every male citizen,
whether refugee or freedman, forty acres of land at rental for three
years with an option to buy." 4 However, after President Andrew
Johnson pardoned all Confederate loyalists, over half of the land
which was promised to African-Americans was instead given to white
Southerners. Consequently, many blacks were unable to obtain the
land that they needed to start their own farms.
One year after creating the Freedmen's Bureau, Congress
passed the Southern Homestead Act, which opened up for sale pub-
lic land in Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Florida.26
Under the Act, land could be purchased only by persons who had
"performed service in the army or navy of the United States"; that is,
any person who fought for the Confederacy during the Civil War
was ineligible to receive land. Yet, despite the fact that most
Southerners were disqualified under the Southern Homestead Act,
African-Americans were still unable to acquire much property. 8 In
fact, seventy-seven percent of the program's applicants were white,
while African-Americans "faced additional hurdles of discrimination
in their efforts to obtain or to maintain government homesteads. " '
Mule,' this desire for land was the most general and persistent theme of the African
American struggle in the South during Reconstruction").
23. Act to Establish a Bureau for the Relief of Freedmen & Refugees, 13 Stat.
507 (1865).
24. Thomas W. Mitchell, From Reconstruction to Deconstruction: Undermining Black
Landownership, Political Independence, and Community Through Partition Sales of Ten-
ancies in Common, 95 Nw. U. L. REV. 505, 525 (2001) (citing RICHARD A. CouTo,
AIN'T GONNA LET NOBODY TURN ME ROUND: THE PURSUIT OF RACIALJUSTICE IN THE
RURAL SOUTH 163, 165 (1991)).
25. Craig-Taylor, supra note 20, at 29 (citing ERIC FONER, RECONSTRUCTION:
AMERICA'S UNFINISHED REVOLUTION, 1863-1877 183 (1988)).
26. See Act for the Disposal of the Public Lands for Homestead Actual Settle-
ment in the States of Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, & Florida, 14 Stat.
66 (1866) [hereinafter Southern Homestead Act].
27. 14 Stat. at 67.
28. See OCHIAI, supra note 22, at 161 (stating that by 1869, only 4,000 freed
slaves had applied for land under the Southern Homestead Act).
29. Mitchell, supra note 24, at 526. Besides the poor administration of the
Southern Homestead Act, Phyliss Craig-Taylor also notes that the Act had two other
major drawbacks. First, the land granted under the Southern Homestead Act was
typically of poor quality for agricultural use. In addition, the majority of black
farmers did not have the money or resources necessary to purchase homesteads.
Craig-Taylor, supra note 20, at 29.
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Since the majority of African-Americans did not secure the farmland
necessary to start their own farming enterprises, the Southern
Homestead Act was considered by its framers to be a "dismal fail-
ure.
"3 °
After failing to attain land through any of the government's
programs, many black farmers turned to sharecropping." By 1880,
African-Americans possessed less than eight percent of all settled
farmland in the United States." Consequently, many black farmers
who could not obtain their own land were forced to enter into
sharecropping agreements with white landowners, often agreeing to
pay up to one-half of their crops as rent.33 Although sharecropping
provided many African-Americans the opportunity to farm, it was
also a "more subtle form of dominance than slavery, yield[ing] simi-
lar patterns of control and subservience."' In essence, the failure of
the United States government in the Post Civil War and Reconstruc-
tion Era to distribute public land to African-Americans forced many
black farmers to live in a situation similar to slavery, further subject-
ing them to the power and control of white landowners.
30. Mitchell, supra note 24, at 525 (citing ERIC FONER, RECONSTRUCTION:
AMERICA'S UNFINISHED REVOLUTION, 1863-1877 246 (1988)).
31. See CHARLENE GILBERT & QUINN ELI, HOMECOMING: THE STORY OF AFRICAN-
AMERIcAN FARMERs 21 (2000) (proclaiming, "[w]ithout land of their own, without
tools and equipment, the newly freed African-Americans were without the re-
sources they needed most to prosper .... IT]hey stood at the beginning of a cycle
that was already in full bloom, a form of peonage that would ensnare black farmers
for years: the sharecropping system."). It is estimated that by 1890, ninety percent
of African-Americans were sharecroppers. Id. at 31.
32. See THE DECLINE OF BLACK FARMING IN AMERICA, supra note 6, at 17.
33. GILBERT & ELI, supra note 31, at 28. The sharecropping contracts of the Post
Civil War and Reconstruction Era were unconscionable for black farmers. Under
these agreements, African-Americans typically could not generate enough money to
support their own families, while white landowners profited immensely from the
sharecropping arrangement. Not only did white landowners receive the black
sharecropper's produce as rent, but they also made a great deal of money by leasing
their tools and equipment to the farmer. Id.; see also VICTOR PERLO, THE NEGRO IN
SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE 93-96 (1953).
34. THE DECLINE OF BLACK FARMING IN AMERICA, supra note 6, at 17-18. See also
JOHN G. VAN DEuSEN, THE BLACK MAN IN WHrrE AMERICA 15 (1944) (referring to
sharecropping as "the curse of the South").
35. Note that sharecropping did not end in the decades following the Post Civil
War and Reconstruction Era. Rather, as of 1953, almost ninety years after the end
of the Civil War, sharecropping was "still the dominant system of exploitation in
the agrarian South...." PERLO, supra note 33, at 83.
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B. The New Deal Era
The period of President Franklin D. Roosevelt's New Deal has
been described as the "golden period for agricultural enterprise. "
During the New Deal era, Congress passed an unprecedented
amount of legislation for the purpose of aiding and regulating the
agricultural sector of the United States.37 Still, many African-
American farmers did not receive the benefits conferred by the New
Deal programs because of governmental discrimination in the pro-
grams' implementation.'
One prominent example of a New Deal program under which
African-American farmers experienced discrimination was the Fed-
eral Emergency Relief Administration (FERA), which was estab-
lished by Congress in 1933 to distribute $500,000,000 in relief to
"needy and distressed people."39  Under the FERA's disbursement
program, the average amount of relief granted to white farmers was
$19.51, whereas African-American farmers received an average of
only $15.17.' In addition, the FERA provided aid to African-
36. Guadalupe T. Luna, The New Deal and Food Insecurity in the "Midst of Plenty," 9
DRAKEJ. AGRic. L. 213, 230 (2004). Although it occurred prior to the New Deal, it
is important to note that African-American land ownership reached its peak in the
beginning of the twentieth century. Astonishingly, by 1910, nearly 200,000 blacks
owned over fifteen million acres of land. GILBERT & ELI, supra note 31, at 37; Craig-
Taylor, supra note 20, at 29.
37. See, e.g., Tobacco Control Act, Pub. L. No. 73483, 48 Stat. 1275 (1934) (plac-
ing "the tobacco industry on a sound financial and economic basis [and] to prevent
unfair competition and practices in the production and marketing of tobacco
... ."); Civilian Conservation Corps Act, Pub. L. No. 75-163, 50 Stat. 319 (1937)
(providing work in conservation and agriculture to "youthful citizens of the United
States who [were] unemployed and in need of employment... .").
38. But see Raymond Wolters, The New Deal and the Negro, in 4 THE NEW DEAL:
THE NATIONAL LEVEL 170 (John Braemen et al. eds., 1975) (stating that "[d]espite its
deficiencies . . . the New Deal offered Negroes more in material benefits and rec-
ognition than had any administration since the era of Reconstruction."). In addi-
tion to the New Deal programs discussed herein, African-Americans faced discrimi-
nation under the Standard Rural Rehabilitation Loan Program, which was adminis-
tered by the USDA's Farm Service Agency. The program was established to provide
low-income farmers with "credit, farm and home management planning, and tech-
nical assistance and/or supervision...." THE DECLINE OF BLACK FARMING IN
AMERICA, supra note 6, at 36. In 1939, despite the fact that thirty-seven percent of
all low-income farmers in the South were black, African-American farmers received
only twenty-three percent of the loans granted by the Standard Rural Rehabilitation
Loan Program. Id. at 36-37.
39. Federal Emergency Relief Act of 1933, Pub. L. No. 73-15, 48 Stat. 55 (1933).
40. PBS, supra note 21. Compare the national average to the average relief
granted to farmers in Atlanta, Georgia, in 1935. In the Atlanta region, the average
amount of relief received by whites was $32.66, while blacks were granted an aver-
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American farmers less frequently than it did to white farmers. For
instance, in June of 1934, the FERA received eighty-four requests for
relief from African-American farmers and only forty-nine requests
from white farmers.' Nevertheless, despite the amount of black
applicants, the FERA only granted assistance to white farmers dur-
ing that month." Generally speaking, the lack of support given by
the FERA to minority farmers may have been a direct consequence
of a prominent southern belief that African-American farmers
needed less aid than did white farmers in order to survive."
Like their experience with the FERA, African-American farmers
also received fewer benefits than did white farmers under the Agri-
cultural Adjustment Act (AAA)." In 1933, Congress promulgated
the AAA to "increas[e] agricultural purchasing power . . . [and] to
provide emergency relief with respect to agricultural indebtedness..
The Department of Agriculture was made responsible for over-
seeing the AAA, but its programs were administered on a local level
by county committees.' These county committees, composed of
elected farmers, had a great deal of power because they were re-
sponsible for setting the maximum amount of acreage upon which
farmers could raise their crops. 7 Unfortunately, African-American
farmers were often denied the right to vote for their committee-
men.8 As a direct consequence, eighty percent of all the county
committee members were white landowners. 9 Accordingly, the
AAA was administered almost entirely by white men who tailored
age of only $19.29. ROGER BILES, A NEW DEAL FOR THE AMERICAN PEOPLE 179
(1991).
41. PBS, supra note 21.
42. Id.
43. Id. See also BILES, supra note 40, at 179 (declaring that "Southern politicians
asserted that blacks required less compensation .... ").
44. THE DECLINE OF BLACK FARMING IN AMERICA, supra note 6, at 31. The Agri-
cultural Adjustment Act (AAA) has been called one of "the crowing achievements
of the whirl of legislation that marked the first hundred days" of the New Deal Era.
PATRICIA SULLIVAN, DAYS OF HOPE: RACE AND DEMOCRACY IN THE NEW DEAL ERA 23
(1996). Even so, the AAA had a strong adverse affect on black farmers. For exam-
ple, to help raise cotton prices, the AAA reduced the amount of cotton acreage by
forty percent. Consequently, from 1930 to 1940, 192,000 black tenants were
evicted from the cotton farms on which they worked. Wolters, supra note 38, at
173-74.
45. Agricultural Adjustment Act, Pub. L. No. 73-10, 48 Stat. 31 (1933).
46. 48 Stat. at 37.
47. See THE DECLINE OF BLACK FARMING IN AMERICA, supra note 6, at 31. See also
DAVID F. BURG, THE GREAT DEPRESSION: AN EYEWrTNESS HISTORY 113 (1996).
48. ARNOLD ROSE, THE NEGRO IN AMERICA 92 (1944).
49. Wolters, supra note 38, at 172.
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their decisions to further the interests of white farmers.0 Overall, by
the end of the New Deal Era, the discriminatory implementation of
President Roosevelt's programs resulted in an eight percent de-
crease in the total number of African-American farmers in the
South, while the number of white farmers in the same region in-
creased by eleven percent.'
C. The Modern Era
In the twentieth century, the total number of farms in the
United States generally declined." African-Americans, however, lost
their farms at a significantly higher rate than their white counter-
parts.53 For instance, in 1900, African-American farmers owned and
operated 746,717 farms.' By 1997, that number had decreased to
only 18,451 farms.5 On the other hand, white farmers owned and
operated 4,970,129 farms in 1900, and by 1997, they held 1,882,652
50. See THE DECLINE OF BLACK FARMING IN AMERICA, supra note 6, at 31. Further,
during the New Deal, many African-American farmers were illiterate and, therefore,
unable to read the detailed AAA. Accordingly, black farmers had to rely on pre-
dominantly white committees to act in good faith in interpreting and implementing
the Act. See ROSE, supra note 48, at 92.
51. The DECLINE OF BLACK FARMING IN AMERICA, supra note 6, at 34.
52. See USDA, REPORT OF THE USDA TASK FORCE ON BLACK FARM OWNERSHIP 79
(1983), reprinted in Civil Rights Enforcement Record of the Department of Agriculture:
Oversight Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the Comm.
on the Judiciary, House of Representatives, 98th Cong. 213-333 (1984) [hereinafter
USDA TASK FORCE REPORT].
53. Arianne Callender & Brendan DeMelle, Envd. Working Group, Obstruction of
Justice: USDA Undermines Historical Civil Rights Settlement with Black Farmers,
http://www.ewg.org/book/export/html/8476 (last visited June 1, 2008). The
Environmental Working Group states that the number of African-American farmers
declined at a rate three times that of white farmers in the twentieth century. Id.
54. Wood & Gilbert, supra note 10, at 45 (providing compiled and organized
data from United States Commission on Civil Rights, 1982:3 and 1997 Census of
Agriculture: Geographic Series IB). In 1920, one in seven farms in the United
States was owned by an African-American farmer. Today, however, black farmers
own less than one in one hundred farms. Mitchell, supra note 24, at 527 (citing
COMM. ON GOV'T OPERATIONS, THE MINORITY FARMER: A DISAPPEARING AMERICAN
RE-SOURCE; HAS THE FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION ACT BEEN THE PRIMARY
CATALYST?, H.R. REP. No. 101-984, at 6 (1990)); Callender & DeMelle, supra note
53.
55. Wood & Gilbert, supra note 10, at 45 (providing compiled and organized
data from United States Commission on Civil Rights, 1982:3 and 1997 Census of
Agriculture: Geographic Series 1B).
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farms.56 These numbers represent an overall loss of ninety-eight per-
cent for black farmers and a sixty-six percent loss for white farmers."
The 2002 Census of Agriculture Report, compiled by the
United States Department of Agriculture's National Agricultural
Statistics Service, contains the most current demographic informa-
tion for African-American farmers in the United States. In 2002,
African-American farmers were the primary operators of 29,090
farms while white farmers were the primary operators of 2,067,379
farms. 8  Of these operators, 19,194 African-Americans and
1,386,506 whites were "full owners" of their land. 9
III. THE STRUCTURE OF THE USDA LOAN PROGRAM
The origins of the United States Department of Agriculture's
(USDA) role as an agricultural lender can be traced back to the Re-
settlement Administration created by Executive Order by President
Franklin Roosevelt in 1935.' Soon thereafter, Congress passed the
Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act of 1937, creating the Farm Secu-
rity Administration and giving it the authority to make supervised
long term loans to farmers who were unable to find other financ-
ing." The USDA's lending system operates under the 1935 Soil
56. Id.
57. Id.
58. Nat'l Agric. Statistics Serv., USDA, Selected Farm Characteristics by Race of
Principal Operator: 2002, available at http://www.nass.usda.gov/census/census02/
volumel/us/st991_047_047.pdf. "Primary operator" includes full owners, part
owners, and tenants. In addition to the disparities in the numbers of operators, the
2002 Census of Agriculture also revealed a great disparity between the amount of
land owned by African-American farmers and the amount of land owned by white
farmers. According to the 2002 Census, African-American farmers owned
3,355,791 acres of land, while white farmers owned a total of 879,993,532 acres. Id.
59. Id. The 2002 Census of Agriculture also shows a dramatic difference, by
race, in the number of farmers who earned an income of $50,000 or more. For
instance, 1,432 black farmers made $50,000 or more through their farming opera-
tions in 2002. On the other hand, 457,736 white farmers netted $50,000 or more in
that same year. Id.
60. Exec. Order No. 7027 (May 1, 1935).
61. Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act of 1937, Pub. L. No. 75-210, 50 Stat. 522.
See also Cassandra Jones Havard, African-American Farmers and Fair Lending: Racializ-
ing Rural Economic Space, 12 STAN. L. & POL'y REv. 333, 334 (2001). The loans
granted by the USDA have two main benefits over privately issued loans. First, the
interest rates of the USDA's loans are significantly lower than those offered by pri-
vate lenders. In addition, the USDA makes a concerted effort to provide aid to
farmers of all economic classes. For example, the USDA offers loans with special
interest rates to farmers who do not meet the criteria for approval under its stan-
dard loan program. Id.
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Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act (SCDAA) Enacted dur-
ing the New Deal, the SCDAA authorized the Secretary of Agricul-
ture to enter into agreements with or to provide financial aid to any
individual for the purpose of preserving the American agricultural
landscape."
The USDA's current loan programs can be traced back to the
Farmers' Home Administration Act passed in 1946. ' Fifteen years
later, recognizing the increasing importance of credit due to the
advance of mechanization, Congress updated the USDA's lending
programs with the Consolidated Farmers Home Administration Act
of 1961. Although significantly amended in 1972 and again in
1994, these loan programs have consistently provided the USDA
with the role of a lender of "last resort"; that is, USDA loans are only
provided to farmers who are unable to obtain credit on reasonable
terms from a private lending institution.'
The Farmers Home Administration (FmHA), renamed the
Farm Service Agency (FSA), is the agency of the USDA that is re-
sponsible for overseeing the USDA's lending programs. 7  The
agency itself has a highly decentralized structure.' In almost every
62. Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act, Pub. L. No. 74-461, 49 Stat.
1148 (1936) (amending Act of April 27, 1935, Pub. L. No. 74-46, 49 Stat. 163). The
Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act was later amended at 16 U.S.C. §
590h (2000), which established the modern framework for the USDA's lending
system. See also Havard, supra note 61, at 334 (stating that "[t]he 1935 Soil Conser-
vation and Domestic Allotment Act governs USDA's current financial assistance
and loan distribution scheme").
63. 49 Stat. 1148.
64. Farmers' Home Administration Act of 1946, Pub. L. 79-731, 60 Stat. 1062.
65. Consolidated Farmers Home Administration Act of 1961, Pub. L. 87-128, 75
Stat. 294.
66. See Havard, supra note 61, at 334.
67. See 7 C.F.R. § 762.101(a) (2007) (containing "regulations governing Operat-
ing Loans and Farm Ownership loans guaranteed by the Farm Service Agency").
The section also provides a guarantee that loans will be made to farmers "without
regard to race, color, religion, sex, [or] national origin .... " Id. § 762.101(b). See
also Farm Serv. Agency (FSA), About FSA: Structure & Organization,
http://www.fsa.usda.gov (select "About FSA," "Structure & Organization" hyper-
links) (last visited June 1, 2008) (stating that there are 2,346 local offices which im-
plement FSA programs in the forty-eight continental states, Hawaii, and Puerto
Rico).
68. See 16 U.S.C. § 590h (2000). See also Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1953, 18
Fed. Reg. 3,219 (June 4, 1953), reprinted in 7 U.S.C. § 2201 (2000) (asserting that
"the Secretary [of Agriculture] shall seek to simplify and make efficient the opera-
tion of the Department of Agriculture, to place the administration of farm pro-
grams close to the State and local levels, and to adapt the administration of the
programs of the Department to regional, State, and local conditions."). Havard,
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rural region in America, there is a local FSA office, often a county
office, and in each state, there is an FSA state office. Typically,
three to five local farmers are elected by their community to serve
on a county committee.69 These county committees used to deter-
mine whether to approve or deny farmers' credit and benefit appli-
cations.'0 In many cases, this local control translated into devastat-
ing discriminatory treatment of African-American farmers. The
USDA was publicly embarrassed by the exposure of this discrimina-
tion, and the agency and Congress itself mandated a change to the
current situation where trained loan officers determine loan eligibil-
ity. Nevertheless, the local committees are still responsible for ap-
pointing a County Executive Director, who is in charge of assisting
farmers with the completion of forms for credit and benefit claims."
When a farmer wants to acquire a loan from the FSA, he must
submit an application to his local county committee." Typically, a
farmer is only eligible to borrow a direct loan from the FSA if he is
an American citizen, if he has sufficient training and experience in
agriculture to assure "reasonable prospects of success in the pro-
posed farming operation," if he will not operate a farm larger than
the size of a "family farm," and if he is unable to obtain credit from
a private lending source." If the farmer's application is approved,
supra note 61, at 334 (stating that "credit is distributed though a decentralized
process of local- and state-elected farmers whose job is to promote USDA's policies
and programs").
69. 16 U.S.C. § 590h(b)(5)(B)(ii) (2000). Note that this Section mandates that
the members of these committees must be "fairly representative of the agricultural
producers in the county or area.. . ." Id. In reality, however, most of the farmers
who served on the local committees, even in predominantly African-American ar-
eas, have been white. See Kristol Bradley Ginapp, Jim "USDA" Crow: Symptomatic
Discrimination in Agriculture, 8 DRAKEJ. AGRIc. L. 237, 244 (2003). See also Pigford
v. Glickman, 185 F.R.D. 82, 86-87 (D.D.C. 1999).
70. See 7 U.S.C. § 2008k (Supp. 2006) (declaring that "[t]he Secretary shall use
personnel of a State, county or area committee established under 590h(b)(5) of title
16 to make and service loans under this chapter to the extent the personnel have
been trained to do so."). See also Pigford, 185 F.R.D. at 86-87.
71. 16 U.S.C. § 590h(b)(5)(E) (2000). See also Havard, supra note 61, at 335.
72. Some of the purposes for which the FSA will grant direct loans to farmers
are to reorganize a farming operation; to purchase "livestock, poultry, or farm or
ranch equipment"; to buy "feed, seed, fertilizer, insecticide, or farm or ranch sup-
plies"; to pay loan closing costs; to finance "land or water development, use, or
conservation"; or to assist in changing farm equipment. See 7 U.S.C. § 1942(a)
(2000).
73. 7 U.S.C. § 1941(a) (2000).
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he will be granted the loan.' On the other hand, if his application is
denied, the farmer will not receive the credit, but may appeal the
decision to a state committee, and if necessary, to the National Ap-
peals Division.' If the farmer believes that his loan application was
denied because of his race, he may file a civil rights complaint with
the USDA's Office of Civil Rights. 6
IV. DISCRIMINATION BY THE USDA AGAINST
AFRICAN AMERICAN FARMERS
Throughout the past five decades, the discrimination by the
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) towards black
farmers has been well-documented. This section will summarize the
government reports published on the subject as well as provide
some personal stories of discrimination told by African-American
farmers from Virginia and North Carolina.
A. Government Issued Reports
The USDA's non-discrimination statement reads, "[t]he U.S.
Department of Agriculture [] prohibits discrimination in all its pro-
grams and activities on the basis of race, color, [and] national origin
.... " Unfortunately, throughout its long history, the USDA has
often ignored its own standard. In the past fifty years, numerous
government reports have documented the USDA's civil rights viola-
tions against African-American farmers. In 1964, for example, a
study revealed that the USDA denied black farmers loans and other
relief based solely on the fact that they "assisted Civil Rights activists,
joined the NAACP, registered to vote, or simply signed a petition."78
74. Havard, supra note 61, at 335. Note that even if a farmer is granted a loan,
he or she may not receive the amount requested, due to the limited budget of the
USDA. See 7 U.S.C. § 1944 (2000) (detailing the amount of money allotted by the
Secretary of Agriculture to the various USDA lending programs).
75. 7 U.S.C. § 1983a (2000). See also Havard, supra note 61, at 335.
76. 7 C.F.R. § 15d.4 (2007) (stating that "[a]ny person who believes that he or
she... has been, or is being, subjected to practices prohibited by this part may
file... a written complaint alleging such discrimination.... All complaints under
this part should be filed with the Director of the Office of Civil Rights, United
States Department of Agriculture .... ").
77. USDA, Non-Discrimination Statement, http://www.fns.usda.gov/fns/non-
discrimination.htm (last visitedJune 1, 2008).
78. PBS, supra note 21. The study also discovered that as of 1964, no African-
American had ever served on a county committee in the USDA's loan system. Id.
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One year later, in 1965, another report, Equal Opportunity in
Farm Programs: An Appraisal of Services Rendered by Agencies of the
United States Department of Agriculture (Equal Opportunity Report),
was released by the United States Commission on Civil Rights.7 ' The
Commission found that the assistance given by the USDA to Afri-
can-American farmers was "consistently different from that fur-
nished to whites . . . ."' In addition, the Commission asserted that
although the USDA was "instrumental in raising the economic, edu-
cational, and social levels of thousands of farm and rural families...
[a] quarter of a million [African-American] farmers [stood] as a glar-
ing exception to this picture of progress."" Generally, the Equal
Opportunity Report showed that, in 1965, the USDA was an institu-
tion which needed to take appropriate measures in order to ensure
that its employees were following its own civil rights policies.'
Nevertheless, seventeen years after the Equal Opportunity Re-
port was released, the findings of yet another study revealed that the
USDA had not ceased its discrimination against black farmers." In
1982, the United States Commission on Civil Rights issued a report,
The Decline of Black Farming in America, which bluntly asserted,
"[t]here are indications that [the USDA] may be involved in the very
kind of racial discrimination that it should be seeking to correct."'
79. U.S. COMM'N ON CIVIL RIGHTS, EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN FARM PROGRAMS: AN
APPRAISAL OF SERVICES RENDERED BY AGENCIES OF THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE (1965) [hereinafter EQUAL OPPORTUNITY REPORT].
80. See id. at 106. Specifically, the Commission uncovered discrimination in the
USDA's Farmers Home Administration, Cooperative Extension Service, Soil Con-
servation Service, and the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service. Id.
at 105-08.
81. Id. at 8.
82. See id. at 8, 105-08. Three years after the Equal Opportunity Report was
released, a hearing was held in Alabama to revisit its findings and to determine
whether the local USDA offices had changed their discriminatory practices towards
African-American farmers. The Commission found that there was "no significant
improvement in agricultural program services to blacks in Alabama since the 1965
report was issued." THE DECLINE OF BLACK FARMING IN AMERICA, supra note 6, at 9.
83. Note that between the time of the 1965 report and the release of the 1982
report, another study was published which showed pervasive discrimination in the
USDA. In 1970, a committee known as the USDA Employee Focus Group filed a
report regarding the USDA's treatment of its own employees. The report stated
that the "USDA was callous in [its] institutional attitude and demeanor regarding
civil rights and equal opportunity." Treatment of Minority and Limited Resource Pro-
ducers by the U.S. Department of Agriculture: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Department
Operations, Nutrition, and Foreign Agriculture, Comm. on Agriculture, 105th Cong. 2
(1997) [hereinafter Treatment of Minority and Limited Resource Producers Hearing].
84. THE DECLINE OF BLACK FARMING IN AMERICA, supra note 6, at 179.
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After investigating the USDA's lending practices, the Commission
concluded that the agency's local offices were not administering civil
rights training to their employees, were not displaying the manda-
tory "And Justice for All" posters, and were not granting an accept-
able number of loans to minority farmers.' Most importantly, how-
ever, the report concluded that accountability in the USDA's en-
forcement of its civil rights policies was "essentially nonexistent,"
noting that the USDA repeatedly failed to sanction employees who
discriminated against minority farmers.' Essentially, The Decline of
Black Farming in America showed that, between 1965 and the early
1980s, the Department of Agriculture had made little to no progress
in eliminating discriminatory actions against African-American
farmers.
The findings of the United States Commission on Civil Rights
raised public awareness in the early 1980s about the struggles of
African-American farmers in their dealings with the USDA." In fact,
a Congressional hearing was called to address the subject in 1984.'
Yet, in 1997, almost fifteen years after The Decline of Black Farming in
America was released, another study, published by the Office of In-
spector General (OIG), showed that the USDA still had not rectified
its prejudice towards black farmers.' This report echoed a similar
85. Id. at 162-64. In support of its assertion that the USDA failed to meet its
lending goals for minority farmers, the Commission stated that black farmers re-
ceived only 5.1 percent of the total amount of farm loans granted by the USDA in
1981. Moreover, the Commission pointed out that the loans granted to African-
Americans accounted for only 2.5 percent of the USDA's total loan budget. Id. at
99.
86. Id. at 175. In analyzing the USDA's civil rights compliance procedures, the
Commission emphasized that the Department employed "no full-time equal oppor-
tunity personnel," either at the local-level or state-level, to ensure that USDA offi-
cials complied with the agency's civil rights policies. Id. at 146. Therefore, in the
county offices, the "[USDA] loan specialists, county supervisors, and district direc-
tors" were responsible for certifying that their own actions complied with the
USDA's civil rights guidelines. Id.
87. E.g., Ward Sinclair, USDA, Block Scored for Stance on Rights, WASH. POST, April
7, 1983, at A8.
88. See Civil Rights Enforcement Record of the Department of Agriculture: Oversight
Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the Comm. on the Judi-
ciary, House of Representatives, 98th Cong. (1984) [hereinafter Civil Rights Enforcement
Record Hearing].
89. OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL, REPORT TO THE SECRETARY ON CIVIL RIGHTS
ISSUES: PHASE I (1997) available at http://www.usda.gov/da/oig.htm [hereinafter
OIG REPORT]. Even before the 1997 report was published, the USDA's discrimina-
tion of minority farmers was addressed in a 1990 report issued by the House's
Committee on Government Operations. The report asserted that the USDA's "ra-
cism and discrimination legally permitted the demise of many minority farms since
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theme from past reports, finding that the USDA's investigations of
alleged discrimination "lack[ed] integrity, direction, and accountabil-
ity."' Further, the 1997 OIG Report declared, "[t]he resulting cli-
mate of disorder has brought the complaint system within [the De-
partment of Agriculture] to a near standstill.""
In the same year as the release of the 1997 OIG Report, the
Secretary of Agriculture, Dan Glickman, assembled an independent
committee to conduct a study of the USDA's civil rights problems.'
The committee, known as the Civil Rights Action Team, produced
findings which mirrored the conclusions drawn by the United States
Commission on Civil Rights in 1982. The Civil Rights Action
Team's report (CRAT Report) stated that "too many [USDA] man-
agers-from the lowest to the highest levels, both career civil servants
and political appointees-[were] not committed to and [were] not
being held accountable for their actions on civil rights."93 The Civil
Rights Action Team also noted that, as of 1997, less than one per-
cent of the USDA's budgetary resources were being spent on im-
proving the department's civil rights enforcement procedures." In
programs and laws were not in place to provide help to minority farmers." COMM.
ON GOV'T OPERATIONS, supra note 54, at 6 (1990).
90. OIG REPORT, supra note 89.
91. Id. In 1997, the Office of Inspector General asserted that 151 of 241 open
agricultural credit cases had remained open for an average of 703 days. Id. The
Office of Inspector General stated that the USDA's failure to respond in a timely
fashion was probably due to the fact that there was no deadline set by the Depart-
ment as to when the claims needed to be answered. Id.
92. See CRAT REPORT, supra note 4. To compile information for its report, the
Civil Rights Action Team hosted twelve "listening sessions" in different regions of
the United States. At these listening sessions, African-American farmers were en-
couraged to tell their personal stories of USDA discrimination. Id. at 93. Ulti-
mately, based on its findings, the Civil Rights Action Team formulated ninety-two
recommendations which it believed would force change in the USDA's poor civil
rights policies and procedures. See id. at 58-92. The most noteworthy recommen-
dation was that the USDA should "[s]treamline procedures to allow agencies to
quickly take the appropriate adverse and disciplinary actions against employees who
fail[ed] to provide programs and services in compliance with all applicable civil
rights laws and recommendations, or who discriminate[d] against or harass[ed]
USDA customers or employees .... " Id. at 60.
93. Id. at 6. Later in its report, the Civil Rights Action Team added, "findings in
this report and many others suggest that with few exceptions, senior managers at
the Department have not invested the time, effort, energy, and resources needed to
produce any fundamental change." Id. at 12.
94. Id. at 12. The Civil Rights Action Team addressed this concern in its rec-
ommendations for change. Specifically, in its forty-eighth recommendation, it sug-
gested that the USDA allocate a "higher percentage of farm ownership and farm
operating direct loan[s] ... to minorities and socially disadvantaged groups." Id. at
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essence, the CRAT Report, like the OIG Report, showed that little
progress had been made by the Department of Agriculture in the
latter half of the twentieth century to ensure that its employees were
not discriminating against African-American farmers.
Although a majority of the government's reports have con-
cluded that the Department of Agriculture acted in a discriminatory
manner towards African-American farmers, it should be noted that
two reports found no such prejudice in the USDA. 5 The first of
these reports was published in 1983 after the Secretary of Agricul-
ture, John R. Block, appointed a task force to follow-up on the find-
ings of The Decline of Black Farming in America. The task force's
report downplayed the notion that the USDA was responsible for
the plight of African-American farmers. 7 For example, the report
stated that black farmers were generally not as wealthy as white
farmers due to their "less intensive or poorer management of the
land.""8 In addition, the task force portrayed the USDA's efforts in
ending its discrimination against African-American farmers as fairly
successful. Specifically, it stated, "[w]e acknowledge the temporary
difficulties in departmental civil rights enforcement procedures but
can assure ... that these difficulties have been addressed. . . ."' Over-
all, the tone of the task force's report placed the Department of Ag-
riculture in a more favorable light than had previous reports pub-
lished on the subject.
The second report asserting that the USDA did not mistreat Af-
rican-American farmers was published by the United States General
Accounting Office in 1997."° The General Accounting Office's re-
74. Furthermore, in its forty-ninth recommendation, the committee advocated that
one-third of the Fund for Rural America be set aside to aid socially disadvantaged
customers. Id. at 75.
95. See USDA TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 52; UNITED STATES GENERAL
ACCOUNTING OFFICE, FARM PROGRAMS: EFFORTS TO ACHIEVE EQUITABLE TREATMENT
OF MINORITY FARMERS (GAO/RCED-97-41) (1997) [hereinafter GAO REPORT].
96. See USDA TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 52, at i.
97. See generally id. For example, the task force reported, "[t]he average loan
amount provided by [the USDA] to black borrowers is lower than the amount for
white borrowers. However, when compared to farm size, farm property value, and
agricultural sales, on a percentage basis black loans are equal to or above the loan
amount for white borrowers." Id. at 28 (emphasis added).
98. Id. at 12. On the other hand, the task force acknowledged that black farmers
may have had a lower yield than white farmers because African-Americans generally
own land that is less fertile. Id.
99. Id. at 79 (emphasis added).
100. GAO REPORT, supra note 95. In performing its study, the General Account-
ing Office investigated the actions of ten USDA loan offices. Based on the fact that
it surveyed only a small sample of the USDA's operations, the General Accounting
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port, Farm Programs: Efforts to Achieve Equitable Treatment of Minority
Farmers (GAO Report), declared that the standards used by the
USDA when approving or disapproving loan applications were "ap-
plied to the applications of minority and nonminority farmers in a
similar fashion . . .. "" Moreover, the GAO Report stated, "[n]one
of the evaluations found that minority farmers were being treated
unfairly.""
B. Personal Stories from Virginia and North Carolina
On December 12, 1996, a group of fifty African-American
farmers staged a protest in front of the White House in Washington,
D.C.' °3 The protesters chanted that black farmers were becoming an
"endangered species" as a result of discrimination by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture which forced them off of their land. °H
Like the protestors in 1996, other African-American farmers
have publicly told their stories of discrimination. For example, John
Boyd, a farmer from Baskerville, Virginia, and the President of the
National Black Farmers Association, stated at a Congressional hear-
ing in 1999 that a USDA supervisor used a gun to "threaten" a black
Office's report acknowledged that its findings could not be attributed to every sin-
gle USDA office. Id. at 1.
101. Id. at 11. In a 1997 congressional hearing, the House of Representative's
Committee on Agriculture closely scrutinized the conclusions of the GAO Report.
See generally Treatment of Minority and Limited Resource Producers Hearing, supra note
83. One representative stated, "I'm not blaming the GAO. But I would suggest,
though, under all of it there is discrimination in this country. And we've got to
accept it and agree it's there." Id. at 12. In response, Robert Robinson, the Direc-
tor of Food and Agriculture Issues in the General Accounting Office, acknowledged
that the report may not be a completely accurate representation of the USDA's
treatment of African-American farmers. He stated, "[w]e did not attempt to find
out how people were treated. I hope you can understand how difficult that would
be to audit, because there are no records kept of that." Id. at 13.
102. GAO REPORT, supra note 95, at 2.
103. See Mary Beausoleil, U.S. Farm Agency Acknowledges Bias: Black Group Plans
Protest in Washington, RICHMOND TIMES DISPATCH, Nov. 30, 1996, at Al; Tom Bower,
Black Farmers Taking Protest to the White House, SAN ANTONIO EXPRESS-NEws, Dec. 12,
1996, at 1 OA; Jerry Hagstrom, The Last Plantation, GOV'T EXECUTIVE, May 1, 1997, at
29.
104. Hagstrom, supra note 103. The protest occurred only one day after repre-
sentatives of the black farming community met with President Bill Clinton's ad-
ministration to discuss the USDA's discrimination of minority farmers. Bower,
supra note 103. After the protest, a few African-Americans met with Secretary Dan
Glickman "to tell their stories of harassment, racist remarks, and sudden equipment
auctions and unfair disclosures." Survival a Struggle for Black Farmers, CHARLOTTE
OBSERVER, Dec. 17, 1996, at 3C.
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farmer in a county office in Virginia. 5 Boyd testified that the su-
pervisor kept the gun in his office."° Further testimony revealed
that the USDA reprimanded the official with only a one-day suspen-
sion."'
In a story from North Carolina, an African-American with ten
years of farming experience asked the supervisor of his local USDA
office whether there was a lending program available for farmers
who were deep in debt. 8 The supervisor told the farmer that the
USDA did not operate such a program and that the farmer should
acquire a second job in order to pay off the money that he owed."°
Soon thereafter, however, the same county office granted a
$137,000 economic emergency loan to a twenty-one year old white
male so that he could purchase a thirty acre farm.' One year later,
the office granted another economic emergency loan of $110,000 to
the same white farmer."' Despite an investigation by the USDA into
the farmer's claim of discrimination, there is no evidence that the
agency ever sanctioned the county supervisor for his actions."'
In the same region of North Carolina, a group of African-
American farmers filed a civil rights complaint with the USDA, alleg-
ing several acts of discrimination by the agency's local officials." 3 In
105. See USDA's Civil Rights Programs and Responsibilities: Hearing Before the Sub-
comm. on Department Operations, Oversight, Nutrition, and Forestry of the Comm. on Agri-
culture, House of Representatives, 106th Cong. 36 (1999) [hereinafter USDA's Civil
Rights Programs and Responsibilities Hearing].
106. Id. at 36, 103. In addressing the issue of the gun, Rosalind D. Gray, the di-
rector of the USDA's Office of Civil Rights, verified that the USDA official in Vir-
ginia was caught carrying a gun at work. Id. at 17. Moreover, in the same hearing,
testimony was given that some USDA employees wore Sons of Confederate neckties
while processing loans and reviewing discrimination complaints. Id. at 44.
107. Id. at 17.
108. See THE DECLINE OF BLACK FARMING IN AMERICA, supra note 6, at 87-88. See
also Decline of Minority Farming in the United States: Hearing Before the Government
Information, Justice, and Agriculture Subcomm. of the Comm. on Government Operations,
House of Representatives, 101st Cong. 36-38 (1990) [hereinafter Decline of Minority
Farming Hearing] (expressing a similar story of USDA discrimination).
109. THE DECLINE OF BLACK FARMING IN AMERICA, supra note 6, at 87-88. See also
Decline of Minority Farming Hearing, supra note 108, at 37.
110. THE DECLINE OF BLACK FARMING IN AMERICA, supra note 6, at 87-88. See also
Decline of Minority Farming Hearing, supra note 108, at 37.
111. THE DECLINE OF BLACK FARMING IN AMERICA, supra note 6, at 87-88. See also
Decline of Minority Farming Hearing, supra note 108, at 37.
112. Decline of Minority Farming Hearing, supra note 108, at 38.
113. Id. at 35. The region of North Carolina where the complainants had their
farming operations was 54.8 percent black. However, in 1979, African-Americans
in that region received only 28.7 percent of the total loans granted by the USDA.
Id. at 36.
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particular, these farmers claimed that the USDA's officials subjected
them to "personal disrespect, embarrassment, and humiliation. '
The farmers also asserted that some of their loan payments were
intentionally misfiled so that their low interest debt was paid off
first, while their high interest debt continued to accrue. '15 Finally,
the farmers alleged that the USDA's employees told private lending
institutions that they were not creditworthy, causing the private
lenders to deny their loan applications."6 Unfortunately, in respond-
ing to the farmers' complaint, the USDA took no official action to
reprimand the employees for their conduct."7
A final example of the USDA's discrimination against African-
American farmers was introduced to Congress during a 1984 hear-
ing on the Department of Agriculture's civil rights enforcement re-
cord."8 During the hearing, a black farmer from North Carolina
gave testimony that the USDA refused to grant him the loans neces-
sary to purchase a small farm."9 Instead of explaining to the farmer
how he could receive such loans, the USDA's local office instead
told him that there was no money in growing crops and that he
would never make it as a farmer.' 9 Ironically, thirteen years after
telling his story to members of Congress, the farmer, Tim Pigford,
became the face of a class action lawsuit brought by African-
American farmers against the USDA for damages caused by its dis-
criminatory practices.
114. Id. at 35.
115. Id. In addition, the complainants also alleged that they "were denied an
opportunity to submit loan applications," they "did not receive the full amount




118. Civil Rights Enforcement Record Hearing, supra note 88, at 62.
119. Id. at 62-63. Note that the farmer met all of the necessary criteria under 7
U.S.C. § 1941(a) to be granted the loan. In his testimony to Congress, the farmer
stated that he lived on a farm all of his life, he was a college graduate, he wanted
the loan to purchase a 100 acre farm, and he was not able to obtain a loan from a
private lending institution. Id. at 62.
120. Id. at 64. The farmer testified, "[a]nd yet, still, when I go in to talk to the
[USDA] about buying a farm, I always get put off, that there's no money in farming,
I'd be better off working with the education I have. There is no encouragement.
There is no explanation of [the USDA's] limited resource program and benefits of
it, the reduced interest rate. They always tell me I just can't make it in farming and
that I would be better off with a public job." Id.
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V. THE RISE OF PIGFORD v. GLICKMAN
By 1996, the relationship between African-American farmers
and the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) "reached
a boiling point."1 . The farmers complained that the USDA's dis-
criminatory practices were part of a conspiracy to take their land."u
Specifically, the farmers contended that local USDA officials repos-
sessed their land only to later auction it off at half price to family
and friends."'
In 1997, a class action lawsuit, Pigford v. Glickman, was filed by
401 African-American farmers against Dan Glickman, the Secretary
of the Department of Agriculture." The farmers alleged that the
USDA systematically discriminated against them through its farm
programs, and that it also failed to properly investigate their com-
plaints of discrimination." The farmers brought their claims against
the USDA under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA).2 6 The
ECOA provides a statutory cause of action for discrimination which
occurs in credit transactions.2 7 Unfortunately, the ECOA also has a
121. Monica M. Clark, So Near, Yet So Far: The Past, Present, and Future of the Com-
plaints Process Within the USDA, 32 S.U. L. REv. 139, 149 (2005).
122. Mitchell, supra note 24, at 530. See also CRAT REPORT, supra note 4, at 15-16
(summarizing the comments made by African-American farmers in the CRAT's
listening sessions regarding their theory that the USDA conspired to take their
land).
123. CRAT REPORT, supra note 4, at 16. See also Decline of Minority Farming Hear-
ing, supra note 108, at 36 (declaring, "[m]oreover, when.., a farmer does sell out, a
purportedly public sale is held. All property sold is usually purchased by a select
group of White landowners or timber entrepreneurs in the two counties." (empha-
sis added)).
124. See generally Pigford v. Glickman, 182 F.R.D. 341 (D.D.C. 1998). Note that
Pigford was not the first class action lawsuit filed by African-American farmers
against the Department of Agriculture. Two years earlier, in 1995, five black farm-
ers filed a lawsuit against the USDA alleging that the department willfully discrimi-
nated against them through its farm programs. Williams v. Glickman, No. Civ.A.
95-1149(TAF), 1997 WL 33772612, at *1-6 (D.D.C. Feb. 14, 1997). The plaintiffs'
class was defined as "[a]ll African American or Hispanic American persons who,
between 1981 and present, have suffered from racial or national origin discrimina-
tion in the application for or the servicing of loans or credit from the FmHA... of
the USDA, which caused them to sustain economic loss and/or mental an-
guish/emotion [sic] distress damages." Id. at *3. The district court, however, re-
fused to certify the class because it stated that the class's definition was "overly
broad" and that the plaintiffs' claims were not typical or representative of the
claims of other potential class members. Id. at *5, *7-8.
125. See Pigord, 182 F.R.D. at 343.
126. 15 U.S.C. § 1691 (2000).
127. See id. § 1691(a)(1) (stating that "[i]t shall be unlawful for any creditor to
discriminate against any applicant, with respect to any aspect of a credit transaction
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two-year statute of limitations. 121 While the ECOA's two-year limita-
tions period did not bar all claims, it posed a serious problem for
black farmers whose discrimination occurred prior to the two-year
window.'2
The problem for many African-American farmers who wanted
to bring their claims under the ECOA began in 1983 when President
Ronald Reagan's administration closed the USDA's Office of Civil
Rights.3 ' The Office of Civil Rights was responsible for investigating
complaints of discrimination filed by farmers against the USDA.'
3'
When the Office was shut down, many farmers' claims "were never
processed, investigated, or forwarded to the appropriate agencies"
so that they could be attended to. 3 2 In addition, there is evidence
that the Office of Civil Rights threw unprocessed complaints in the
trash. 3  Consequently, many African-American farmers never re-
ceived a response to their complaints of discrimination, and those
who did often received only a "cursory denial of relief." "
on the basis of race, color, religion, [or] national origin .... "). The term "creditor"
means "any person who regularly extends, renews, or continues credit .... " Id.
§ 1691a(e).
128. See id. § 1691e(f) (stating that "[n]o such action shall be brought later than
two years from the date of the occurrence of the violation. ... ").
129. Roy L. Brooks, The Slave Redress Cases, 27 N.C. CENT. L.J. 130, 163 (2005)
(asserting that "[t]he government was poised to raise the defense of statute of limi-
tations as grounds for barring acts of discrimination that took place more than two
years prior to the filing of the federal action.").
130. See Clark, supra note 121, at 147. During the 1980s, the Reagan administra-
tion made a series of budget cuts in the civil rights divisions of the federal govern-
ment. Id. For many citizens, these budget cuts came to symbolize "the administra-
tion's lack of commitment to civil rights." Dale Mezzacappa, Reagan Stirs Furor by
Firing 3 Members of Rights Panel, MIAMI HERALD, October 26, 1983, at 2A. The
Reagan administration closed the USDA's Office of Civil Rights only one year after
The Decline of Black Farming in America was released by the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights; however, the USDA's Office of Civil Rights was eventually reestab-
lished. See Office of the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights,
http://www.ascr.usda.gov (last visited June 1, 2008); see also Clark, supra note 121,
at 147-48 (stating that the Secretary of Agriculture created a position in 1994 to
supervise the enforcement of civil rights).
131. Pigford v. Glickman, 182 F.R.D. 341, 343 (D.D.C. 1998). See also Havard, su-
pra note 61, at 335.
132. Pigord, 182 F.R.D. at 343. See also Carol McKay, Farmer Class Action Victory
Slowing Down, FED. LAW., Jan. 2003, at 22 (stating that the USDA observed a "total
disarray in the handling of discrimination complaints and a huge backlog of unre-
solved complaints" when the Office of Civil Rights was disbanded in 1983).
133. Pigford, 182 F.R.D. at 343-44.
134. Id. at 343. In 1999, John Boyd testified during a congressional hearing that
after the USDA's Office of Civil Rights was shut down, he called the USDA eighty-
eight times before it answered his discrimination complaint. Boyd implied that he
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Recognizing the injustice of barring African-American farmers
from bringing their unresolved claims of discrimination, Congress
waived the ECOA's statute of limitations.135 Under Article I, Section
8 of the United States Constitution, Congress has the power "to pay
the debts" of the United States."' The Supreme Court of the United
States has defined the term "debts" within Article I, Section 8 to
mean not only monetary debts, but also moral debts.'37 The Court
has further stated that "Congress may recognize its obligation to pay
a moral debt . . . by waiving an otherwise valid defense to a legal
claim against the United States . . ."" Hence, Congress has the
ability, through the passage of legislation, to waive the statute of
only received a response because he told a USDA employee that he was the presi-
dent of the National Black Farmers Association. USDA's Civil Rights Programs and
Responsibilities Hearing, supra note 105, at 37.
135. Omnibus Consolidated and Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act of
1999, Pub. Law No. 105-277, § 741, 112 Stat. 2681-30 (codified at 7 U.S.C. § 2279).
Many individual members of Congress were outraged by the fact that some black
farmers would be barred from bringing their claims against the USDA. For exam-
ple, in a 1998 Congressional hearing, Representative Robert F. Smith of Oregon
stated, "I'm asking... if the Department [of Agriculture] would support a program
to extend the statute of limitations at this point since, if it is true that it is the De-
partment's fault that these things have passed over the time limit, then it doesn't
seem fair to let them drop out because of inaction of the bureaucracy." U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture Farm Loan Programs: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Forestry,
Resource Conservation, and Research of the Comm. on Agriculture, House of Representa-
tives, 105th Cong. 24 (1998).
When Congress waives the limitations period for a claim against the United
States, it is essentially disregarding the various policies behind the statute of limita-
tions. One such policy is fairness to the defendant; the limitations period acts as a
bar to a plaintiff who was not diligent in pursuing his claim and therefore "slept on
his rights." Am. Pipe & Constr. Co. v. Utah, 414 U.S. 538, 554-55 (1974) (quoting
Burnett v. N.Y. Cent. R. Co., 380 U.S. 424, 428 (1965)). Another justification for
the statute of limitations is that after a long period of time, evidence of a claim is
lost, peoples' memories fade, and witnesses are often unable to be found. Develop-
ments in the Law Statutes of Limitations, 63 HARV. L. REv. 1177, 1185 (1950). Former
United States Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes once observed that
one of the most important policies behind the statue of limitations was the plain-
tiffs expectancy that old questions will not be revisited. See Oliver Wendell
Holmes, The Path of Law, 10 HARv. L. REv. 457, 476 (1897).
136. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 1 (declaring that "[t]he Congress shall have
Power... to pay the Debts... of the United States....").
137. See United States v. Realty Co., 163 U.S. 427, 440 (1896) (acknowledging that
"[t]he nation.., owes a 'debt' to an individual when his claim grows out of general
principles of right andjustice, when, in other words, it is based upon considerations
of a moral or merely honorary nature....").
138. United States v. Sioux Nation of Indians, 448 U.S. 371, 397 (1980) (citing
Cherokee Nation v. United States, 270 U.S. 476 (1926)). See also Brooks, supra note
129, at 163.
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limitations on claims brought against the United States. 39 In 1998,
Congress exercised this power by passing the Omnibus Consoli-
dated and Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act, which ef-
fectively tolled the statute of limitations for claims that were barred
under the ECOA's two-year limitations period."°
In 1999, the parties settled the Pigford litigation with a Consent
Decree."' The Consent Decree gave thousands of black farmers the
opportunity to have their claims of discrimination heard by an inde-
pendent third-party. ' However, the Consent Decree is even more
infamous for what it did not do. Above all, the Consent Decree did
not provide any assurance that the USDA would never again dis-
criminate against African-American farmers.
VI. FAILURE OF THE PIGFORD CONSENT DECREE TO RECTIFY
USDA DISCRIMINATION
On March 19, 1999, the plaintiff farmers and the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) settled Pigford v. Glickman with a
Consent Decree.'43 The Consent Decree's stated purpose was to
"ensur[e] that in their dealings with [the] USDA, all class members
receive full and fair treatment that is the same as the treatment ac-
corded to similarly situated white persons. " "
Under the terms of the Consent Decree, farmers had the option
of choosing one of two resolution methods: decision by an adjudi-
cator (Track A) or arbitration (Track B).'4  Track A mandated that a
farmer put forth "substantial evidence" demonstrating that he was a
139. See United States v. Nat'l Steel Corp., 75 F.3d 1146, 1149 (7th Cir. 1996). See
also Cedars-Sinai Med. Ctr. v. Shalala, 125 F.3d 765 (9th Cir. 1997).
140. Omnibus Consolidated and Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act of
1999, Pub. Law No. 105-277, § 741, 112 Stat. 2681-30 (codified at 7 U.S.C. § 2279).
Specifically, the bill waived the two-year limitations period for any farmer who filed
a claim prior to July 1, 1997 and who had alleged discrimination at any time during
the period beginning on January 1, 1981 and ending December 31, 1996. Id.
141. See Consent Decree, supra note 10.
142. Id. at 4.
143. See generally id. The United States District Court for the District of Columbia
entered an Opinion and signed the Consent Decree on April 14, 1999. See Pigford
v. Glickman, 185 F.R.D. 82 (D.D.C. 1999), affd 206 F.3d 1212 (D.C. Cir. 2000).
144. Consent Decree, supra note 10, at 2.
145. Id. at 13, 18-20. The appointed adjudicator was JAMS-Endispute Inc., and
the appointed arbitrator was Michael K. Lewis of ADR Associates. UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT AccOuNTABLxrY OFFICE, GAO-06-469R, PIGFORD SETTLEMENT: THE
ROLE OF THE COURT-APPOINTED MONITOR 5 (2006), available at http://
www.gao.gov/new.items/d06469r.pdf [hereinafter COURT-APPOINTED MONITOR
REPORT].
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victim of USDA discrimination.'" If the farmer's claim met the
"substantial evidence" standard, he automatically received $50,000
in damages, and the Department of Agriculture was forced to dis-
charge all of his outstanding debt which flowed from its discrimina-
tory practices.' 7 In addition, the USDA was required to terminate
any foreclosure proceedings against the farmer which resulted from
its discrimination.
4 8
Track B, on the other hand, required that a farmer's discrimi-
nation claim meet "a preponderance of the evidence" standard, a
slightly higher burden of proof than that required by Track A's
"substantial evidence" standard. .9 If the farmer's claim succeeded
under Track B, he received actual damages, and like Track A, the
USDA was forced to forgive all outstanding debt and to terminate
any foreclosure proceedings against the farmer which resulted from
its discriminatory practices." Under both Track A and Track B, all
decisions rendered were final-the' Consent Decree provided no
right for appeal. 5'
According to the website of the Office of the Monitor, estab-
lished to oversee the implementation of the Consent Decree, 22,714
claims of discrimination were reviewed under the Decree as of June
23, 2008.52 Of these claims, 22,542 were filed under Track A, while
146. Consent Decree, supra note 10, at 13-14. To meet the "substantial evidence"
requirement, a farmer had to demonstrate that: "(A) he owned or leased, or at-
tempted to own or lease, farm land; (B) he applied for a specific credit transaction
at a USDA county office... ; (C) the loan was denied, provided late, approved for a
lesser amount than requested, encumbered by restrictive conditions, or USDA
failed to provide appropriate loan service, and such treatment was less favorable
than that accorded specifically identified, similarly situated white farmers; and (D)
USDA's treatment of the loan application led to economic damage to the class
member." Id. at 14.
147. Id. at 15.
148. Id. at 15-16.
149. Id. at 18-19. Track B allowed African-American farmers to settle their claims
in a hearing governed by the Federal Rules of Evidence, and exhibits and witnesses
could be introduced by both the plaintiff farmer and the government. Id.
150. Id. at 19-20. The authority to grant actual damages is given by the Equal
Credit Opportunity Act, which states that "[a]ny creditor who fails to comply with
any requirement... shall be liable to the aggrieved applicant for any actual dam-
ages sustained. ... " 15 U.S.C. § 1691e(a) (2000).
151. Id. at 16, 20 (stating that "[t]he decision of the adjudicator [or arbitrator]
shall be final .... ").
152. PigFord Track A Implementation, supra note 9. An independent monitor was
established by the Consent Decree in order to ensure its "good faith implementa-
tion." Consent Decree, supra note 10, at 22. Randi Ilyse Roth, the Executive Direc-
tor of the Farmer's Legal Action Group in St. Paul, Minnesota, was appointed to
the be the monitor. See Order, Pigford v. Glickman, No. 97-1978, at 3 (D.D.C.
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172 were filed under Track B.'" As of the above date, for Track A
claims, the adjudicator has granted cash awards of $753,650,000 and
released claimant debt in the amount of $31,785,709, which con-
tributed to the USDA paying out a total of $980,732,990 in relief.'"
At the time this article was written, the Monitor's website provided
no data concerning the relief provided to successful Track B claim-
ants. 5
As demonstrated by the above statistics, the Consent Decree
provided the opportunity to collect damages from the USDA to
thousands of African-American farmers." Still, the Consent Decree
1999). The duties of the Monitor, as defined by the Consent Decree, include: (1)
issuing periodic reports on the progress of the Consent Decree, (2) attempting to
resolve the problems of class members relating to the Consent Decree, (3) directing
the adjudicator or arbitrator to rehear a claim if it is apparent that "a clear and
manifest error has occurred" and it is "likely to result in a fundamental miscarriage
ofjustice," and (4) establishing a toll-free number to assist class members. See Con-
sent Decree, supra note 10, at 22-23.
153. Pigford Track A Implementation, supra note 9.
154. Id. The total amount also includes non-credit awards and amounts that
claimants are entitled to as IRS payments. Id.
155. Nevertheless, as of 2002, the media reported that the highest amount re-
ceived by a Track B claimant was $780,000. Allen G. Breed, Black farmers stillfight-
ingfor settlement, TELEGRAPH HERALD (Dubuque, Iowa), Sept. 1, 2002, at A7.
156. See Pig/ord Track A Implementation, supra note 9. It should be noted, however,
that the Consent Decree has been widely criticized by Congress. In fact, a Congres-
sional hearing was held in 2004 in order to address the issue of the unfair process-
ing of African-American farmers' claims under the Consent Decree. During the
hearing, there was discussion of modifying the settlement or even authoring a new
Consent Decree. See Status of the Implementation of Pigford v. Glickman Settlement:
Hearing Before the Subcomm. on the Constitution of the Comm. on the Judiciary House of
Representatives, 108th Cong. 1-9 (2004) [hereinafter Status of The Implementation of
Pigford v. Glickman].
Besides Congress, African-American farmers have also been very critical of
the remedy provided by the Consent Decree. See Steven A. Holmes, Black Farmers
Are Divided on Settlement Over Racism, N.Y. TIMES, March 3, 1999, at AlO (discussing
the different parties involved in the controversy over the effectiveness of the Con-
sent Decree); Mary Orndorff & Patricia Dedrick, Black Farmers Struggle Despite Legal
Win: Racism, Bureaucracy Still Exist, They Say, TIMES-PICAYUNE (New Orleans, La.)
Oct. 7, 2002, at 14 (stating that "[d]issatisfaction is intense"); Bob Williams, Black
farmers' plight not over, NEWS & OBSERVER (Raleigh, N.C.), June 24, 2001, at Al
(quoting Tim Pigford as saying, "I'm ashamed my name is on this case, considering
the way it has turned out.").
Finally, the Consent Decree may be seen a failure because 73,816 black
farmers were late in filing their claims, causing them to lose the opportunity to have
their cases heard. COURT-APPOINTED MONITOR REPORT, supra note 145, at 2. The
immense number of late filings may be due to "ineffective or defective" notice
given by the independent facilitator of the Consent Decree. See CONGRESSIONAL
RES. SERV., THE PIGFORD CASE: USDA SETTLEMENT OF DISCRIMINATION SUIT BY BLACK
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did not achieve its expressly stated purpose-to assure African-
American farmers that the USDA would treat them in a manner
equal to that of white farmers. In approving the Consent Decree,
the district court even stated, "[t]he Court cannot guarantee class
members that they will never experience discrimination at the hands
of the USDA again, and the Consent Decree does not purport to
make such a guarantee." '57 Consequently, only months after the Pig-
ford case was settled, African-American farmers from Arkansas and
Georgia filed new claims of discrimination against the USDA alleg-
ing that they were denied disaster relief on the basis of their race. '
VII. LACK OF USDA ACCOUNTABILITY IN THE AFTERMATH
OF THE CONSENT DECREE
With the failure of the Pigford Consent Decree to address future
USDA discrimination, African-American farmers put their faith in
the Department of Agriculture to voluntarily change its discrimina-
tory practices.' In the years surrounding the Consent Decree, the
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) began promoting
FARMERS 5 (2008). Because of the large number of farmers who were unable to
have their claims heard, the United States House of Representatives introduced
legislation, called the Pigford Claims Remedy Act of 2007, for the purpose of help-
ing these farmers obtain relief. Pigford Claims Remedy Act, H.R. 899, 110th Cong.
(2007). If passed, the legislation would provide "a mechanism for the determina-
tion on the merits of the claims of claimants who met the class criteria in a civil
action relating to racial discrimination by the Department of Agriculture but who
were denied that determination." Id. In August 2007, the Pigford Claims Remedy
Act of 2007 was introduced by Iowa Senator Chuck Grassley and Illinois Senator
Barack Obama to the United States Senate as Senate Bill 1989. Rajesh Swain, Sen.
Obama Introduces Pigford Claims Remedy Act, U.S. FED. NEWS, Aug. 14, 2007; Sen.
Grassley: Black Farmers Deserve Justice from USDA, U.S. FED. NEWS, Oct. 3, 2007. In
October 2007, Senator Grassley proposed to Congress that the Pigford Claims
Remedy Act of 2007 be included in the 2007 Farm Bill. Id. Eventually, the Pigford
Claims Remedy Act and another relief bill for black farmers, the African-American
Farmers Benefit Relief Act of 2007, were inserted into the 2007 Farm Bill.
CONGRESSIONAL RES. SERV., supra note 156, at 6. For more information on the
abovementioned legislation, see African-American Farmers Benefit Relief Act of 2007,
and the Pigford Claims Remedy Act of 2007, Hearing Before the Subcomm. on the Constitu-
tion, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties of the Comm. on the Judiciary, 110th Cong. (2007).
157. Pigford v. Glickman, 185 F.R.D. 82, 99 (D.D.C. 1999).
158. Mitchell, supra note 24, at 529 (citing Disaster Aid Denied, Black Farmers
Charge, CHI. TRIB., Aug. 11, 1999, § 1, at 13).
159. E.g., Lou Gallegos, Paid, Not Pending, WASH. POST, Oct. 14, 2002, at A28
(stating that "[t]he Department of Agriculture has had constructive meetings with
representatives of black farmer groups and the Congressional Black Caucus in re-
cent weeks and has made important strides.").
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its efforts to end all discrimination against African-American farm-
ers. For instance, during a congressional hearing in 1997, Secretary
Dan Glickman testified, "[t]oday, I spend as much, if not more, of
my time dealing with civil rights matters as I do any specific farm
program. "" In the same hearing, Secretary Glickman also declared:
We don't just want to fx what's wrong, we want to build an institution
that consistently does what's right. That requires more accountability in
the system.... We need to send a strong signal throughout our ranks
that USDA is serious about institutionalizing proper civil rights en-
forcement up and down our ranks. 161
Thus, the Department of Agriculture gave black farmers the impres-
sion that it was serious about rooting out the racism in its programs.
Unfortunately, the USDA's words spoke louder than its actions.
In 1999, the House of Representative's Committee on Agricul-
ture called a hearing in which the director of the USDA's Office of
Civil Rights testified that the agency was in the process of strength-
ening its sanctions against employees who violated its civil rights
policies.62 The director said, "[d]uring fiscal year 1998 and 1999,
disciplinary or corrective actions were taken against [forty-six] em-
ployees for discrimination or misconduct related to civil rights.
1 63
However, the director later acknowledged that only five of those
forty-six employees were actually fired."M After many more ques-
tions, the director eventually confessed that none of the five termi-
nated employees were released for reasons related to the discrimina-
tion of African-American farmers.'65 In other words, during the
160. Treatment of Minority and Limited Resource Producers Hearing, supra note 83, at
94.
161. Id. at 97.
162. USDA's Civil Rights Programs and Responsibilities Hearing, supra note 105, at
22.
163. Id. at 7. Any member of a USDA county committee may be removed from
office if he "refuses to carry out or fails to comply with the equal opportunity and
civil rights [policies] .... " 7 C.F.R. § 7.28(a) (2008).
164. See USDA's Civil Rights Programs and Responsibilities Hearing, supra note 105,
at 7. Reports issued by the federal government have historically shown that the
root of the USDA's discrimination problem is its local employees. For instance, a
1990 report stated, "[t]he committee found during its investigation that the main
qualms people had with [the USDA] were not with [USDA] programs but rather
with [USDA] personnel charged with implementing the programs." COMM. ON
Gov'T OPERATIONS, supra note 54, at 29.
165. USDA's Civil Rights Programs and Responsibilities Hearing, supra note 105, at
24. The fact that the USDA did not terminate a single employee after Pigford
prompted Representative Bennie G. Thompson of Mississippi to ask, "for the re-
cord, am I to understand that given this tremendous cost, that the Department of
Agriculture employees will cost the government, because they discriminated against
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eight months following the approval of the Pigford Consent Decree,
the USDA did not hold a single employee accountable for the
agency's past discriminatory acts against black farmers.1
After the 1999 hearing, the Committee on Agriculture decided
to call another hearing in 2000 to discuss the USDA's civil rights
issues.'67 Similar to the 1999 hearing, the Committee once again
heard testimony demonstrating that the USDA was failing to make
progress in its mission to end its discrimination against black farm-
ers. During the hearing, the Inspector General for the Department
of Agriculture testified that in the previous three years, his office
performed eight reviews of the Department's discrimination com-
plaint process.'" He stated that over the course of these reviews, "it
became clear that the [USDA's Office of Civil Rights] was not im-
plementing [the] critical recommendations we made."'' To support
his claim, the Inspector General submitted evidence that showed
ninety-four recommendations were made by his office, but only
twenty-five of them were implemented by the USDA's Office of Civil
Rights.'70
Largely as a result of the testimony given at the 1999 and 2000
hearings, a bill was proposed in Congress in 2000 that chastised the
USDA for its failure to cease its discrimination against African-
American farmers. Fifteen months after the USDA signed the Con-
sent Decree, Representative Eva M. Clayton of North Carolina in-
black farmers, that no disciplinary actions to date have been taken against any em-
ployee?" Id. at 27. In addition, Representative Bob Goodlatte of Virginia ques-
tioned, "[h]ow is it conceivable that five employees could have perpetrated acts of
discrimination on perhaps 9,000 farmers from a multitude of districts across the
country?" Id. at 24. See also Kirsten B. Mitchell & Peter Hardin, Has USDA Settle-
ment Changed Anything?; Some Say Federal Loan Discrimination Continues, RICHMOND
TIMES DISPATCH, Dec. 15, 2002, at Al (declaring that as of 2002, "[o]nly four work-
ers in the Farm Service Agency... have been removed for civil-rights violations
since 1998.").
166. USDA's Civil Rights Programs and Responsibilities Hearing, supra note 105, at
27. In 1982, The Decline of Black Farming in America stated that the USDA "rarely"
sanctioned employees for discriminating against minority farmers. THE DECLINE OF
BLACK FARMING IN AMERICA, supra note 6, at 179. Consequently, the 1999 Congres-
sional hearing demonstrates that the Department of Agriculture had failed to pro-
gress in enforcing its civil rights policies since the early 1980s.
167. See USDA Civil Rights Hearing, supra note 1.
168. Id.
169. Id. at 5. In addition, the Inspector General testified, "For the Office of Civil
Rights, this has been a continuing story throughout .... Complaints were not
adequately tracked, case files were poorly maintained, and mangers were not held
accountable for deadline overruns." Id. at 6.
170. Id. at 91.
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troduced the USDA Accountability and Equity Act of 2000.'"' The
purpose of the bill was "[tlo improve the representation and ac-
countability of county and area committees ... and to ensure equi-
table service and improved access for farmers, ranches, and other
customers of programs of the Department of Agriculture.' 72 Spe-
cifically, the bill mandated that in 2001 and 2002, a specified
amount of funding be made "to increase assistance to socially disad-
vantaged farmers and ranchers."' Furthermore, the bill required
two members of every USDA county committee to be "demographi-
cally representative of groups of agricultural producers in the
county or area who ... would be under-represented on the commit-
tee."'74 Ultimately, the USDA Accountability and Equity Act did not
become law.'75 Nevertheless, it is a sad statement that after the set-
tlement of Pigford v. Glickman and the payout of millions of dollars
through settlements, Congress was still debating ways in which to
make the USDA more accountable.'76
The most recent evidence revealing the USDA's failure to end
its discrimination against African-American farmers is a prejudiced
e-mail written by a USDA employee in August 2007.'"7 Although
over 22,000 African-American farmers were able to obtain relief
under the Consent Decree, another 73,816 farmers were late in fll-
171. USDA Accountability and Equity Act, H.R. 4675, 106th Cong. (2000). Note
that a similar bill was introduced in the House of Representatives in July of 1997.
See USDA Accountability and Equity Act, H.R. 2185, 105th Cong. (1997).
172. H.R. 4675.
173. Id. § 201(b)(3).
174. Id. § 101.
175. Library of Congress, Summary of the Congressional Actions for the USDA Ac-
countability and Equity Act of 2000, http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/bdquery/z?dl06:
HR04675:@@@X (last visitedJune 1, 2008).
176. Besides the USDA Accountability and Equity Act, another law which governs
the accountability of the USDA in providing equal treatment to farmers is 7 U.S.C.
§ 2279, which requires that the Secretary of Agriculture must file a report every two
years with the Senate and House of Representatives. 7 U.S.C. § 2279(c) (2000). In
this report, the Secretary must address: "(A) the efforts of the Secretary to enhance
participation by members of socially disadvantaged groups in agricultural pro-
grams; (B) the specific participation goals established for each agricultural program;
[and] (C) the results achieved for each agricultural program...." Id. In addition,
the report must list "on a State-by-State and county-by-county basis (i) the amount
of funds loaned to members of socially disadvantaged groups; and (ii) the amount
of funds used to guarantee loans to members of socially disadvantaged groups com-
pared to the total amount of such guarantees." Id. § 2779(c)(2)(C).
177. Washington in Brief, WASH. POST, Aug. 9, 2007, at A2; see also Larry O'Dell,
Assoc. Press, Agency Warns Against E-mail Against Black Farmers' Settlement, Aug. 8,
2007, available at http://www.jacksonville.com/apnews/stories/080807/D8QSUO
980.shtml.
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ing their claims of discrimination, and thus, were precluded from
bringing their cases. " ' To allow these farmers to bring their claims,
Congress introduced the Pigford Claims Remedy Act of 2007, which
"provide[s] a mechanism for the determination on the merits of the
claims of claimants who met the class criteria in a civil action relat-
ing to racial discrimination by the Department of Agriculture but
who were denied that determination. 1 79 A USDA employee who
strongly disagreed with the Pigford Claims Remedy Act drafted and
circulated an e-mail within the agency for the purpose of persuading
other employees to tell their Congressmen to vote against the Act."n
In particular, the e-mail quoted the Deputy Administrator of the
USDA's Farm Loan Programs as saying that it would be "awful" to
allow black farmers who were originally late in filing their lawsuits to
receive a second chance to bring their claims.'' Furthermore, the e-
mail went on to suggest that "employees need to contact their sena-
tors and work hard to get [the Act] stopped."'82 Based on the con-
tent of this e-mail, the continuing discrimination against African-
American farmers still pervasive in the Department of Agriculture is
clearly apparent, despite the fact that the Pigford Consent Decree
was signed nearly a decade ago.
VIII. CONCLUSION: DISESTABLISHING THE LAST PLANTATION
In Pigford v. Glickman, the district court judge wrote, "[t]his set-
tlement represents a significant harvest. It is up to the Secretary of
Agriculture and other responsible public officials at the United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) to fulfill its promises, to
ensure that this shameful period is never repeated and to bring the
USDA into the twenty-first century." '83 Since 1999, the year of the
Pigford settlement, four different Secretaries of Agriculture have
held office." During that same period of time, the USDA's Office
178. COURT-APPOINTED MONITOR REPORT, supra note 145, at 2.
179. Pigford Claims Remedy Act, H.R. 899, 110th Cong. (2007).
180. O'Dell, supra note 177. It is notable that government employees are prohib-
ited from using federal resources for the purpose of lobbying Congress. 18 U.S.C.
§ 1913 (2000).
181. Press Release, The Office of Senator Barack Obama, D-Ill., Obama: USDA
Should Not Undermine Legislation to Help Black Farmers (August 8, 2007), avail-
able at http://obama.senate.gov/press/070808-usda-improper-lobbying.
182. Id.
183. Pigford v. Glickman, 185 F.R.D. 82, 112 (D.D.C. 1999).
184. USDA, Former Secretaries, http://www.usda.gov (select "About USDA," then
"History & Mission: Former Secretaries" hyperlink) (last visitedJune 1, 2008). Since
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of Civil Rights has switched its director on five separate occasions."
Yet, despite these personnel changes, the Department of Agricul-
ture's discrimination against African-American farmers has re-
mained a serious problem. In September of 2004, another class ac-
tion lawsuit was filed against the USDA by 25,000 black farmers."
In Black Farmers and Agriculturalists Association v. Veneman, the plain-
tiff farmers claimed $20.5 billion in damages for discrimination by
the USDA that occurred between January 1997 and August 2004.' "
The lawsuit, however, was dismissed in March 2005 because the
Black Farmers and Agriculturalists Association did not have stand-
ing to bring the suit.8
As discussed at length in Part IV, various governmental agen-
cies have published reports detailing the USDA's discrimination of
African-American farmers. 9  These reports have one common
theme-a lack of accountability within the Department of Agricul-
ture to ensure the implementation of its civil rights policies. In
1982, The Decline of Black Farming in America declared that the
USDA's civil rights regulations "contain prohibitions against dis-
crimination in direct assistance programs but they do not establish
mechanisms to ensure compliance."'9 ° Likewise, in 1997, the CRAT
Report proclaimed, "managers at [the] USDA operate in a system
that does not hold them accountable when they break the law."''
the Pigford Consent Decree, the position of Secretary of Agriculture has been held
by Dan Glickman (1995-2001), Ann Veneman (2001-2005), Mike Johanns (2005-
2008), and Ed Schafer (2008-present). Id.
185. Telephone Interview with Office of the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights,
in Washington, D.C. (Apr. 20, 2007). After the Pigford Consent Decree was en-
tered, the directors of the USDA's Office of Civil Rights were Rosalind D. Gray,
David Winningham, and Sadhna True. Id. In 2003, the USDA's Office of Civil
Rights was merged with other offices to form the Office of the Assistant Secretary
for Civil Rights. The first Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights was Vernon B. Parker,
although presently, Margo M. McKay holds the position. Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Civil Rights, About ASCR, http://www.ascr.usda.gov/about_cr.html
(last visited June 1, 2008).
186. See Black Farmers & Agriculturalists Ass'n v. Veneman, No. 04-1561, 2005
WL 711821 (D.D.C. 2005). See also CONGRESSIONAL RES. SERV., supra note 156, at 6.
187. See Black Farmers & Agriculturalists Ass'n v. Veneman, 2005 WL 711821; see
also CONGRESSIONAL RES. SERV., supra note 156, at 6.
188. Black Farmers & Agriculturalists Ass'n v. Veneman, 2005 WL 711821, at *2;
see also CONGRESSIONAL RES. SERV., supra note 156, at 6.
189. See CRAT REPORT, supra note 4; EQUAL OPPORTUNITY REPORT, supra note 79;
OIG REPORT, supra note 89; and THE DECLINE OF BLACK FARMING IN AMERICA, supra
note 6.
190. THE DECLINE OF BLACK FARMING IN AMERICA, supra note 6, at 145.
191. CRAT REPORT, supra note 4, at 6.
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Based on these types of statements, it is evident that in order for the
USDA to successfully end its discriminatory practices against minor-
ity farmers, all of its employees, from its highest officers to its
county loan officers, must be held equally accountable for executing
its civil rights policies.'92
Ultimately, the Department of Agriculture's failure to end its
discrimination against minority farmers may have significant nega-
tive consequences. First, future USDA discrimination may cause a
sense of demoralization in African-American farmers.'93 The Decline
of Black Farming in America noted that landowners are more likely
than non-landowners to have feelings of self-reliance, independence,
and a sense of efficacy and self-worth." The report also found that
landowners are "better off nutritionally, more secure psychologi-
cally, and more confident of the future ... ,,95 Thus, future land
loss at the hands of the USDA may perpetuate a lower sense of mo-
rale among America's black farmers.
In addition to causing emotional distress, future discrimination
by the USDA may also dissuade younger African-Americans from
becoming farmers." After witnessing their parents' struggles with
the USDA, African-American children may decide that they do not
want to farm. 7 This effect can already be seen in the average age of
192. In its report, the Civil Rights Action Team also maintained that the USDA's
lack of accountability was the primary reason for its ongoing discrimination against
African-American farmers. The Team stated, "[m]anagement commitment and
accountability are [the] key[s] to resolving the civil rights issues at the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture...." Id. at 13.
193. See THE DECLINE OF BLACK FARMING IN AMERICA, supra note 6, at 5-6.
194. Id. Americans, in general, have long believed that a "widespread ownership
of land by those who farm it will produce a more responsible citizenry...." Id.
195. Id.
196. CRAT REPORT, supra note 4, at 27 (stating that "[a]ll communities... agreed
that minority youth are being discouraged from becoming farmers .... Listening
sessions participants [also] said young minorities are not recruited for USDA youth
programs in sufficient number"). But see USDA TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 52,
at 79 (asserting that "[u]nless conditions arise or are created that persuade more
black people to enter farming, the problem of declining black farm operators is
likely to continue in spite of the efforts of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the
U.S. Civil Rights Commission, or any other federal agency" (emphasis added)). The
aforesaid statement seems to imply that the USDA's discrimination against minority
farmers has not been a direct cause of the decrease of younger African-Americans
who choose to work in agriculture.
197. See USDA's Civil Rights Programs and Responsibilities Hearing, supra note 105,
at 47. During the 1999 hearing, Representative Eva M. Clayton stated, "[i]f you are
an African American young person and you have seen your father discriminated
against, you have to overcome not only the economic barrier but the discrimination
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black farmers. For instance, in 1994, ninety-four percent of African-
American farmers were over thirty-five years old, while thirty-five
percent were over the age of sixty-five. '98 If more African-American
children choose not to enter into agriculture, the number of black
farmers will inevitably decline in the next few decades. '
A final consequence of future USDA discrimination may be
more class action lawsuits brought by African-American farmers
against the agency."° The Pig/ord settlement has cost nearly a billion
dollars," ' and in addition, the plaintiffs in Black Farmers and Agricul-
turalists Association requested $20.5 billion in damages °.2 ' Any future
litigation initiated by black farmers against the Department may end
up costing American taxpayers billions of dollars more.
The USDA was established by Abraham Lincoln in 1862 to be
the "people's Department." Unfortunately, in the eyes of many mi-
nority farmers, the USDA has never lived up to this title. Before
President Lincoln's vision of the USDA can truly be realized, the
agency must make its employees accountable for providing equal
service to people of all races. Only then will the USDA end its run
of being "the last plantation."
barrier. So I think there is a double challenge there .... " Id. See also CRAT
REPORT, supra note 4, at 27.
198. FICARA & WILLIAMS, supra note.20, at xiv.
199. See PBS, supra note 21 (stating that in the late 1980s, there were less than
2,000 black farmers in the United States under the age of twenty-five).
200. See USDA's Civil Rights Programs and Responsibilities Hearing, supra note 105,
at 5 (asserting that "[blecause some employees of the Federal Government disre-
garded the fundamental rights of our Nation's farmers, the American taxpayers will
be paying.... ").
201. See Pigford Track A Implementation, supra note 9.
202. Black Farmers & Agriculturalists Ass'n v. Veneman, No. 04-1561, 2005 WL
711821, at *2 (D.D.C. 2005).
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This article summarizes significant changes and developments
in food law throughout the second half of 2007. The previous edi-
tion of the Food Law Update' noted the recent increase in imported
food and the resulting stress placed on food safety agencies and
customs officials. Detailed inspections of every food shipment en-
tering the United States would quickly exhaust limited agency re-
sources and cripple efficient international trade of food products
On the other hand, after several well-publicized food scares and the
ongoing threat of international contamination, the public increas-
ingly demands high levels of physical surveillance. As a part of this
ongoing discussion, this update examines the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration's (FDA) new Food Protection Plan issued in November
2007.
* Assistant Professor of Agricultural Law, University of Illinois. This research
is supported by the Cooperative State Research Education & Extension Service,
USDA, Project No. ILLU-470-309. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or rec-
ommendations expressed in this publication are those of the author and do not
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1. A. Bryan Endres, United States Food Law Update: Labeling Controversies, Bio-
technology Litigation, and the Safety of Imported Food, 3J. FOOD L. & POL'Y 253 (2007).
2. In 2006, the United States imported more than $65 billion of agricultural
products, an increase of almost $20 billion since 2003. Econ. Res. Serv. (ERS), U.S.
Dep't of Agric. (USDA), Foreign Agricultural Trade of the United States,
http://www.ers.usda.gov/Data/FATUS/index.htm#value (follow "Total value of
U.S. agricultural trade and trade balance, monthly" hyperlink; last visited July 15,
2008).
3. The White House, Fact Sheet: Import Safety Action Plan: Increasing Protection of
American Consumers (Nov. 6, 2007), available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/
news/releases/2007/11/20071106-7.html.
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With respect to domestic food sourcing, several issues warrant
analysis in this update, many centering on various forms of livestock
production. The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
finally promulgated regulations in October 2007 for process-verified
"grass fed" meat marketing claims. Originally proposed in 2002 and
revised in 2006, the agency's 2007 final standard illustrates the diffi-
culty of reconciling consumer expectations with industry concerns
regarding production costs and regulatory mandates.
Consumer expectations were also the driving force behind two
important developments in the organic industry during the second
half of 2007. First, the Cornucopia Institute challenged the organic
certification of three large-scale dairy operations alleging willful
noncompliance with National Organic Program (NOP) standards.
Second, the National Organic Standards Board (NOSB) finalized
amendments to the National List of Allowed and Prohibited Sub-
stances-a key list for the continued expansion of the organic proc-
essed food market.
Finally, this article will address a controversial food labeling
proposal that is at the intersection of scientific advancement, food
safety, and consumer skepticism-irradiation in food production.
Although this update generally does not report on "pending" issues,
the intensity of public scrutiny for this particular labeling change
warrants discussion at this time.
Out of necessity, this article does not include every develop-
ment in food law from the second half of 2007; rather, it is limited
to significant changes in national law. The motivation for this series
of updates is to provide a starting point for scholars, practitioners,
food scientists, and policymakers determined to understand the
shaping of food law in modern society. Tracing the development of
food law though these updates also builds an important historical
context for the overall development of this exciting and evolving
discipline.
II. FDA FOOD PROTECTION PLAN
A. Interagency Action Plan for Import Safety
The last Update briefly described the Bush Administration's ef-
forts to improve domestic and imported food safety in the wake of
highly-publicized crises such as melamine contamination of pet food
linked to Chinese raw materials, and fatal E. coli outbreaks traced to
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raw spinach. In September 2007, an interagency working group'
issued a report to the President outlining a strategic plan for im-
proving the safety of imported products, including food.' The
group published its roadmap for reform and action plan (Action
Plan) in November 2007
The Action Plan's foundation is a three-pronged strategy of
prevention, intervention, and response, with emphasis shifted from
intervention to prevention throughout the life cycle of a product.
7
Six cross-cutting "building blocks" inform the three-pronged strat-
egy: (1) advancing a common governmental vision for import
safety; (2) increasing private-sector accountability for the safety of
imported products, including increased enforcement and deter-
rence; (3) focusing on risks at the critical life cycle stages of an im-
ported product; (4) building interoperable systems for the exchange
of information between agencies; (5) fostering a culture of collabo-
ration within government and between government and stake-
holders; and (6) promoting technological innovation and new sci-
ence.8 In addition to recommendations and proposed action steps
for each of the three prongs (prevention, intervention, and re-
sponse),' the Action Plan promises that within 200 days of its issu-
ance, agencies will take certain actions to immediately protect
American consumers. 0
Initial Action Plan activities include enhancement of the Na-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Seafood
Inspection Program." NOAA will inspect and certify additional
Chinese seafood processing plants and will place additional inspec-
tors in locations where large amounts of imported seafood origi-
nate.'" The United States also continued to negotiate agreements
with China to "enhance regulatory cooperation" for food and ani-
4. President Bush established the Interagency Working Group on Import
Safety through Executive Order 13439, 72 Fed. Reg. 40051 (July 20, 2007).
5. INTERAGENCY WORKING GROUP ON IMPORT SAFETY, PROTECTING AMERICAN
CONSUMERS EVERY STEP OF THE WAY: A STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK FOR CONTINUAL
IMPROVEMENT IN IMPORT SAFETY (Sept. 10, 2007), available at http://
www.importsafety.gov/report/report.pdf.
6. INTERAGENCY WORKING GROUP ON IMPORT SAFETY, ACTION PLAN FOR IMPORT
SAFETY: A ROADMAP FOR CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT (Nov. 2007), available at
http://www.importsafety.gov/report/actionplan.pdf [hereinafter ACTION PLAN].
7. Id. at 5.
8. Id. at 6-7.
9. Id. at 11.
10. Id. at9.
11. ACTION PLAN, supra note 6, at 9.
12. I&
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mal feed."' The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) conducted a seven-
week training program for Chinese meat, poultry, and egg inspec-
tors regarding United Sates food safety standards.1 4 President Bush
also pledged in August 2007 to increase trilateral cooperation to
combat unsafe food imports through the Security and Property
Partnership (SPP) between the United States, Mexico, and Canada.
1 5
And to eliminate port-shopping of food initially refused entry, the
Action Plan promises to implement by mid-July 2008 a rule requir-
ing the marking of rejected food imports as "refused entry."'6
B. FDA Food Protection Plan
Perhaps the most prominent action taken as part of the Import
Safety Action Plan with regard to food safety is the FDA Food Pro-
tection Plan (FPP).'7 The FPP recognizes that while the number of
high-risk consumers (e.g., the elderly, very young, and immune-
compromised) continues to increase,'8 food imports (on which the
FDA admits it has limited information)" also have risen dramati-
cally." America's growing appetite for ready-to-eat foods and a year-
round supply of fresh fruits and vegetables, both of which increas-
13. Id.; see also Steven Suppan, Inst. for Ag. & Trade Pol'y, U.S. China Agreement
on Food Safety: Terms and Capacity (May 2008), available at http://
www.iatp.org/tradeobservatory/library.cfm?reflD=102837 (describing in more
detail the December 2007 Memorandum of Agreement on food and feed safety);
China CSR, China Inks Food Safety Agreement with US. (June 23, 2008),
http://www.chinacsr.com/2008/06/23/2454-china-inks-food-safety-agreement-with-
united-states (last visited July 15, 2008) (discussing the Joint Progress Statement
issued by China and the U.S in June 2008 outlining the steps taken to implement
the December 2007 Memorandum of Agreement on food and feed safety, including
establishment of communication points of contact in case of a food or feed safety
event, threshold levels that trigger notifications, and enhanced information ex-
change to foster understanding of each country's regulatory system).
14. ACTION PLAN, supra note 6, at 9.
15. Id.
16. Id.; see also Regulatory Agenda, 73 Fed. Reg. 24682, 24683 (May 5, 2008)
(stating that a notice of proposed rulemaking regarding port shopping and im-
ported food will issue in July 2008).
17. FOOD & DRUG ADMIN. (FDA), FOOD PROTECTION PLAN: AN INTEGRATED
STRATEGY FOR PROTECTING THE NATION's FOOD SUPPLY (Nov. 2007), available at
http://www.fda.gov/oc/initiatives/advance/food/plan.html [hereinafter FOOD
PROTECTION PLAN].
18. Id. at 7.
19. Id. at 6-7.
20. Id. at 8.
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ingly are imported to meet consumer demand, further compound
vulnerability to foodborne illness."1 Moreover, the FDA and the sci-
entific community must continually develop new testing protocols to
confront the emergence of new foodborne pathogens.'
The FPP reiterates the interagency Action Plan's three-pronged
prevention, intervention, and response approach to food emergen-
cies related to both intentional ("food defense") and unintentional
("food safety") contamination.2 For each prong, the FDA examines
both the ways in which it can strengthen its existing actions, as well
as the need for additional legislative authority, if any, to meet the
Action Plan's goals. 4
1. Prevention
The FPP places greater emphasis on "building safety into prod-
ucts right from the start," working more closely with industry, state,
local, and foreign governments to "further develop the tools and
science needed to identify vulnerabilities and determine the most
effective [mitigation] approaches."" The FDA emphasizes increased
corporate responsibility, and indicates that it will seek additional
regulatory authority to require food handlers to take specific steps,
based on risk assessments, aimed solely at preventing intentional
contamination of bulk food prior to packaging (e.g., locks on tanker
trucks). 6 The FDA further proposes that firms that comply with
these controls would have an affirmative defense in civil litigation. 7
The agency also seeks specific authority to implement food safety
procedures for high-risk foods (e.g., HACCP),"8 to require facilities
21. Id. at 6-7.
22. FOOD PROTECrION PLAN, supra note 17, at 8.
23. Id. at 3,11-13.
24. In May 2008, the FDA issued a notice requesting comments from the public
and stakeholders on its Food Protection Plan. Food Protection Plan, Outreach
Activities, Opportunity for Public Comment, 73 Fed. Reg. 17987 (Apr. 2, 2008). In
addition, the FDA announced the availability of grant funding for meetings of state
food protection task forces to align with the goals and mandates stemming from the
Food Protection Plan. Food Protection Task Force Conference, 73 Fed. Reg. 32715
(June 10, 2008).
25. FOOD PROTECTION PLAN, supra note 17, at 11.
26. Id. at 15. The regulations would not apply to raw produce or food on farms.
Id.
27. Id.
28. Id. The FDA issued a final rule in May 2008, as part of a Food Protection
Plan action item, on prevention of Salmonella enteritidis in shell eggs. See Regulatory
Agenda, 73 Fed. Reg. 24684 (May 5, 2008).
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to register every two years,' and to create new food categories
within the registration system to better tailor registration to particu-
lar hazard risks.' The FDA may also develop written food protec-
tion guidelines for produce and other food products, as well as
other corporate responsibility measures.'
On the international scale, the FDA pledged to improve its
presence overseas, starting with increased dialogue with foreign gov-
ernments to develop approaches for improving food safety." It will
focus foreign inspections on high-risk firms and products, and will
provide increased technical assistance to foreign countries so as to
improve their regulatory systems for food safety.
2. Intervention
There are three key intervention proposals in the Food Protec-
tion Plan: focusing inspection and sampling based on risk, enhanc-
ing risk-based surveillance, and improving detection of food system
"signals" that indicate contamination.' The FDA indicates that it
will seek additional authority to certify third parties as food inspec-
tors and to require food manufacturers that fail to meet current
good manufacturing practices (GMPs) to reapply, and pay for, rein-
spections The agency hopes to shift some of the inspection bur-
den to regulatory authorities in exporting countries by requiring
electronic import certificates for high-risk foods.' The FDA will
seek authority from Congress to prohibit food imports when its ac-
cess to the foreign facility for inspection has been denied, limited, or
delayed. 7 In order to detect contamination earlier, the FDA will
improve reporting systems and deploy improved screening tools. 8
29. FOOD PROTECTION PLAN, supra note 17, at 15; Regulation of Food Facilities
Under the Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response Act
of 2002, 68 Fed. Reg. 58893 (Oct. 10, 2003) (issuing interim final ruling on the
registration of food facilities under the 2002 Public Health Security and Bioterror-
ism Preparedness and Response Act of 2002). Currently, facilities only are required
to register once, but must update information within sixty days if registration in-
formation changes. 21 C.F.R. § 1.234 (2007).
30. FDA FOOD PROTECTION PLAN, supra note 17, at 15.
31. Id. at 14.
32. Id. at 16.
33. Id.
34. Id. at 17.
35. FOOD PROTECTION PLAN, supra note 17, at 18.
36. Id. at 19-20.
37. Id. at 20.
38. Id. at 21.
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3. Response
When prevention and intervention fail, the FPP proposes to
improve the FDA's immediate response to food safety problems and
communication of such problems to the public and stakeholders."
The FDA concludes that this will require additional legislative au-
thority to issue mandatory food recalls and to gain increased access
to safety and security records during the emergency by eliminating
the need to show adulteration." To strengthen communication of
information related to food safety and security threats to consumers,
health care providers, and other stakeholders, the FDA will invest in
improved, reliable, and integrated information technology systems
to ensure that information gathered is reliable and accurate.4'
Food safety laws and regulations will continue to evolve from
their initial framework stages for the foreseeable future, and will
likely be the subject of many Food Law Updates to come. Whether
small to medium-sized food production and processing enterprises
can withstand financially the increasing number of food safety man-
dates likely will be at the center of standards debates. It appears
that the FDA has made some headway in ensuring that foreign pro-
ducers and processors adhere to United States food standards, but
only after food crises shook Americans' confidence in the safety of
the food supply. The upcoming transition to a new administration,
however, may delay, at least to some extent, the development of new
food safety initiatives.
III. GRASS FED LIVESTOCK CLAIMS
The United States Department of Agriculture's (USDA) Food
Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS), under the authority of the
Federal Meat Inspection Act" and the Poultry Products Inspection
Act,2 oversees the labeling, standards, and ingredients for meat and
poultry products sold in the United States. Accordingly, producers
39. Id. at 21.
40. FOOD PROTECTION PLAN, supra note 17, at 22. Various advocates have pro-
posed mandatory recall authority for several years. See Michael T. Roberts, Manda-
toy Recall Authority: A Sensible and Minimalist Approach to Improving Food Safety, 59
FOOD & DRUG L.J. 563 (2004); Safe Food Act of 2007, S. 654, 110th Congress § 403
(notification and recall); FDA Food Safety Modernization Act, S. 3385, 110th Con-
gress § 103 (2008) (mandatory recall authority).
41. Id. at 24.
42. 21 U.S.C. § 607 (2000).
43. Id. § 457.
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must submit product labels with marketing claims to FSIS's Labeling
Program and Delivery Division (LPDD) prior to use.
In an effort to distinguish their products from those of com-
petitors, some segments of the livestock and meat industries include
labeling claims referring to special attributes of their product or
process." To bolster claim credibility, the USDA's Agricultural Mar-
keting Service (AMS), upon request, will act as a third-party verifier.
Since 1978, the USDA has provided certification for various claims
related to product traits and, starting in 1996, verification status for
pre- and post-harvest process claims not subject to confirmation by
product examination."5 The verification programs collectively are
known as the Quality System Verification Programs (QSVP).' As
the number of organizations requesting USDA verification ex-
panded, the agency determined that standardization of the various
marketing and production label claims would permit consumers to
make better informed purchasing decisions. 7
Accordingly, in 2002, the AMS proposed standards for several
livestock and meat marketing claims. 8 One proposed standard that
engendered significant public comment was for animals raised on
grass, green or range pasture, or forage throughout their life cycle,
with only limited supplemental grain feeding-so-called "grass fed"
claims. 9 The 2002 proposal required grass (or grass equivalents
such as green or range pasture, or forage) to comprise at least 80%
44. United States Standards for Livestock and Meat Marketing Claims, 67 Fed.
Reg. 79552, 79553 (Dec. 30, 2002).
45. Id. at 79553.
46. See AGRIC. MKTG. SERv. (AMS), USDA, QUALITY SYSTEMS VERIFICATION
PROGRAMS GENERAL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, available at http://
www.ams.usda.gov/AMSvl .0/getfile?dDocName=STELDEV3103479.
47. 67 Fed. Reg. at 79553. For example, the number of producers claiming
"grass-fed" status increased from fifty in 2000 to more than 1,000 in 2007. Jane
Black, Grass-Fed? Not Without Grass, WASH. POST, Oct. 17, 2007, at Fl.
48. 67 Fed. Reg. at 79554-56. Categories of proposed claims and standards relat-
ing to live animal production included: antibiotic claims, breed claims, free range
claims, geographic location claims, grain fed claims, grass fed claims, hormone
claims, livestock identification claims, preconditioning claims, and vitamin E claims.
Id. at 79554-55. Claims related to meat product characteristics included: aged meat
claims, electrical stimulation claims, and tenderness claims. Id. at 79555-56.
49. Id. at 79555. "Grass feeding usually results in products containing lower
levels of external and internal fat (including marbling) than grain-fed livestock
products." Id. In addition, consumers also perceive the product to be more envi-
ronmentally friendly, healthier (due to higher levels of Omega-3 fatty acids), and
better tasting than their grain-raised counterparts. Marian Burros, New Rules Set for
Meat Sold as Grass Fed, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 19, 2007, at A22; Black, supra note 47.
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of the animal's primary energy source throughout its life cycle." To
ensure the animal's well-being at all times, the proposal allowed lim-
ited supplementation of grains or other non-grass-based feed during
adverse environmental conditions."
In 2006, the USDA, as a result of comments to the 2002 pro-
posal, significantly revised its proposed "grass fed" labeling claim
and requested additional public feedback. The revised proposal
addressed a variety of points of contention in the 2002 version, in-
cluding grass dietary requirements, the use of stored forages, sup-
plements, hormones, and animal confinement, as well as general
concerns regarding verification, compliance, and labeling.
The 2006 proposed rule increased the required grass and for-
age feed percentage from 80% to 99% of the total energy source for
the lifetime of the animal.' The agency adopted the 99% standard
to allow for the inadvertent exposure to nonforage feedstuffs and
50. 67 Fed. Reg. at 79555.
51. Id.
52. United States Standard for Livestock and Meat Marketing Claim, Grass (For-
age) Fed Claim, 71 Fed. Reg. 27662, 27663 (May 12, 2006).
53. See id. at 27663-65. The agency more thoroughly addressed many of the
verification, compliance, and labeling issues in its 2007 notice. See Grass (Forage)
Fed Claim for Ruminant Livestock and the Meat Products Derived From Such Live-
stock, 72 Fed. Reg. 58631, 58635 (Oct. 16, 2007). Among the issues raised by
commenters were the high costs of complying with the regulations governing the
marketing claims, the lack of penalties for producers who violate the standards, and
allegations that the standards have a discriminatory effect upon imported meat. Id.
Some producers commented that the high price of complying with the require-
ments to receive grass fed certification was unduly burdensome upon small and
mid-sized producers, even with the price premium such a claim carries. Id. Rather
than suggesting that the AMS do away with its new requirements, some called for a
transition period to give producers time to adjust to the new standards while con-
tinuing to market products using the grass fed distinction in the interim. Id. An
Argentinean importer complained that the new standards would hinder interna-
tional producers' ability to use a grass fed claim regardless of the fact that their
animals are between 99% and 100% grass fed. Id. In response to these criticisms,
the AMS pointed out that, while the cost of compliance is unfortunate, these are
voluntary marketing regulations and are by no means required of meat producers.
Id. at 58636. Additionally, it pointed out that the Agricultural Marketing Act of
1946 does authorize both fines and imprisonment for fraudulent marketing under
the standards, although no specifics were spelled out by the AMS. Id. Rather than
responding particularly to the claim that the standards discriminated against meat
importers, the AMS simply articulated a willingness to develop similar label claims
between the USDA and foreign agencies responsible for such claims in their indi-
vidual countries. Id. at 58363.
54. 71 Fed. Reg. at 27664.
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supplementation of diets for animal welfare purposes during peri-
ods of adverse environmental or physical conditions."
The agency also considered, but rejected, a proposal to limit
grass and forage consumption to only non-harvested grasses and to
restrict the use of stockpiled or stored forage.' Supporters of this
requirement argued that consumers would expect "grass fed" live-
stock to be "free range" and not fed in confinement." The USDA
acknowledged the "synergistic nature to grass feeding and free
range conditions," 8 but due to the diverse grass-feeding regimes
across the nation, 9 the agency found this limitation impractical and
unduly restrictiveY Rather, to satisfy consumer demand for both
grass fed and free range products (and other attributes such as an
absence of added hormones), the agency encouraged producers to
distinguish their goods via separate, voluntary labeling claims."
On October 16, 2007, the USDA responded to the comments it
received regarding the 2006 proposal and provided notice of the
final standards for the QSVP grass fed livestock marketing claims.
Although there was relatively little controversy in the proposed 99%
grass or forage-based diet requirement, some commenters remarked
that the reference to the percentage energy source was unclear."
For example, one suggestion advocated changing the 99% "energy
source requirement" to 99% of "dry matter intake" because the per-
55. Id. Exceptions include milk consumed prior to weaning as well as routine
mineral and vitamin supplementation. Id. at 27665.
56. Id. at 27664.
57. Id.
58. "Granted, most grass (forage) fed livestock will also qualify as free range
livestock (not fed in confinement); however, not all free range livestock will receive
their entire energy source from grass or forage." Id.
59. For example, in southern states with adequate rainfall and a temperate cli-
mate, year round range feeding may be a practical alternative. In contrast, in west-
ern states with substantial dry periods and in northern states with significant snow
or ice, continuous range feeding is not sustainable. 71 Fed. Reg. at 27664.
60. Id.
61. Id. The USDA proposed standards for "naturally raised" products on No-
vember 28, 2007. Naturally Raised Claim for Livestock and the Meat and Meat
Products Derived from Such Livestock, 72 Fed. Reg. 67226 (Nov. 28, 2007). The
proposed "naturally raised" label claim prohibits the use of antibiotics and growth
hormones, but still does not address the issue of animal confinement in feedlots.
Id. at 67227. The comment period closed on March 3, 2008. Naturally Raised
Claim for Livestock and the Meat and Meat Products Derived from Such Livestock,
73 Fed. Reg. 5781 (Jan. 31, 2008) (extending the period for public comments).
62. Grass (Forage) Fed Claim for Ruminant Livestock and the Meat Products
Derived From Such Livestock, 72 Fed. Reg. 58631 (Oct. 16, 2007).
63. Id. at 58633.
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centage of intake is more commonly and easily calculated than the
percentage of an animal's energy source.' Another suggested that,
as a practical matter, a standard requiring a 100% grass or forage-
based diet would be considerably easier to calculate and verify than
the proposed 99% minimum.' One commenter argued that the
USDA should support its percentage requirement with scientific
data; however, the agency declined the invitation, noting that grass
fed certification is a marketing claim, not a scientific computation.'
The agency, after a consideration of the issues raised by the
comments, adopted a 100% grass or forage-based diet standard for
the "grass fed" claim. 7 The change from 99% to 100% primarily
resulted from criticism that calculating and verifying the 99% stan-
dard was unnecessarily difficult, especially considering that there is
little practical difference between the two amounts.' The agency
further decided to remove the "energy source" language in the
standard in order to clarify that supplemental sources of energy and
protein are not permitted under the grass fed claim.69 To the extent
incidental or emergency non-forage supplementation occurs, pro-
ducers must fully document the amount, frequency, and substance
of the exposure."
Unlike the issue of diet percentage, commenters were divided
starkly regarding the use of stored and harvested forages in the
grass fed claim. Some argued that no stored or harvested forages
should be permitted, while others noted that the varying climates of
the country required the allowance of stored quantities to supple-
ment grazing. Those who believed that stored and harvested for-
ages should not fall within the grass fed claim standards asserted
that allowing materials such as fermented vegetative products
should not be permissible because they may have "undergone sig-
nificant chemical alteration."73 Others suggested that the grass fed








71. Id. at 58634.
72. 72 Fed. Reg. at 58634.
73. Id. (noting specifically that silage should not be permitted within the grass
fed designation).
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green grass, prohibiting the use of materials like hay and almond
hulls.7"
Opponents of such strict requirements commented that har-
vested grass and forage are necessary to sustain healthy animals dur-
ing harsh winter conditions and droughts." These commenters
pointed out that, in many northern climates, animals cannot graze
year-round, making it impossible to sustain livestock that would
meet a standard requiring 100% live, green grass.76 Regarding addi-
tional dietary supplements, many argued against the allowed use of
a myriad of supplements, generally arguing that inclusion compro-
mises purity." Others opined that vitamin and mineral supplements
often are required to maintain the health of animals, especially in
areas with water quality concerns."
The USDA ultimately reaffirmed its 2006 decision in which it
found that limiting the grass fed designation to animals exclusively
fed live grass was impractical because of the wide range of climates
exiting across the United States.79 By allowing certain stockpiles of
stored and harvested forages within the grass fed standard, the
agency ensured that the welfare of animals can be adequately ad-
dressed without compromising the integrity of the designation.'
Although the USDA's final standard will allow vitamin supplements
and selected minerals in order to adjust for possible diet deficien-
cies,' it prohibited some supplements, including cereal grains, grain
byproducts, cottonseed meal, and soybeans.'
Closely related to the stored forage issue is the amount of time
that grass fed livestock must spend with access to pasture.' The
2006 proposal did not address directly this limitation. Many of
those who submitted comments to the AMS argued that the term








81. Id. at 58634-35.
82. 72 Fed. Reg. at 58634-35.
83. Id. at 58635.
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pasture, while others believed the standard should require only a
percentage of the animal's time to be spent at pasture.' One com-
menter suggested that grass fed animals should be required to graze
pasture during the entire growing season, with the possible excep-
tion of times during emergencies and management practices re-
quired for routine maintenance.' The agency observed that con-
sumers reasonably expect grass fed animals to have been raised on
pasture rather than in other forms of confinement.' Moreover, it
agreed with commenters that grazing on live pasture during the
growing season is inherent in the term "grass fed." Due, again, to
climate variations, the agency resisted calls to require year-round
free-range grazing on live pasture, noting that a separate free-range
distinction could be made for marketing purposes.' Accordingly,
the final standard requires "continuous access to pasture during the
growing season. " '
Finally, some commenters argued that the treatment of grass
fed animals with antibiotics and hormones should be prohibited.'
Without discussing the specific arguments championed by support-
ers and opponents of such a requirement, the agency acknowledged
the complexity of the issue and, rather than crafting a compromised
position, abstained from incorporating hormone and antibiotic bans
in the grass fed standards. It noted that such a distinction would be
more appropriate as a separate marketing claim-a similar result to
the free-range access to pasture debate discussed above.
Although the USDA's final decision adopted a seemingly strin-
gent 100% dietary standard, the rule fell far short in many respects,
according to the American Grassfed Association (AGA)." The AGA,
a trade association representing many raisers of grass fed livestock,'
pushed for year-round pasture access along with a prohibition of the
use of growth hormones and antibiotics.93 Failure to require these
84. Id.
85. Id.
86. Id.; Burros, supra note 49.
87. 72 Fed. Reg. at 58635.
88. Id. at 58637.
89. Id. at 58635.
90. Id.
91. Press Release, Am. Grassfed Ass'n (AGA), American Grassfed Association
Position Statement on the Newly Released USDA Grass Fed Claim (Oct. 16, 2007),
available at http://www.americangrassfed.org/pdf/Press%20release%2010-16-07%
20USDA%20claim.pdf
92. AGA, http://www.americangrassfed.org (last visitedJuly 15, 2008).
93. Burros, supra note 49.
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measures, according to the AGA, is certain to create confusion in
the marketplace as consumers' expectations of grass fed products
will not be met by the USDA process verified label. Moreover, other
producers can use a grass fed-type claim without even following the
USDA standards because the verification process is voluntary. Ac-
cordingly, the AGA announced its own industry-backed standard for
certifying grass fed meat operations. ' The AGA program is in-
tended to exceed the requirements of the USDA program by pro-
hibiting confinement, antibiotics, and added hormones."
The AGA's industry-based efforts to create a more stringent
product label to satisfy consumer expectations are not unique to the
grass fed beef market. Tension between the minimum standards of
government-backed food labels and industry demands to further
differentiate their products via specialized labeling to meet multi-
faceted consumer expectations is a trend unlikely to waiver so long
as consumers remain willing to pay for process-based attributes. For
example, the organic industry has long struggled with competing
views of what production processes should qualify for the USDA's
organic seal.' Two examples from the second half of 2007 further
illustrate this point: litigation involving the Cornucopia Institute
and several large-scale organic dairies and a revision and update of
the National Organic Program's National List of Allowed and Pro-
hibited Substances. The following section briefly discusses each of
these developments.
94. Grassfed beef producers approve new labeling standard, SUSTAINABLE FOOD NEWS,
Feb. 20, 2008, available at http://www.americangrassfed.org/pdf/articles/
Grassfedbeefapprove-newjlabel.pdf.
95. Id.
96. A. Bryan Endres, An Awkward Adolescence in the Organics Industry: Coming to
Terms with Big Organics and Other Legal Challenges for the Industy's Next Ten Years, 12
DRAKEJ. AGRIc. L. 17, 19-23 (2007) (analyzing the divide between "Big Organic"
and "Organic as Religion" in the development of organic standards from the late
1970s through the 2005 amendments to the Organic Foods Production Act
(OFPA)).
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IV. DEVELOPMENTS IN ORGANIC PRODUCTION STANDARDS
A. Organic Dairy Operations
When passed by Congress in 1990, the Organic Foods Produc-
tion Act (OFPA),97 for the most part, adopted consensus standards
based in part on the various organic production regimes at the state
level." The OFPA consolidated these standards into the National
Organic Program (NOP) and charged the United States Department
of Agriculture's (USDA) Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) with
developing implementing regulations." Unlike their organic grain
and produce counterparts, organic livestock programs were unde-
veloped in 1990. Prior to the OFPA's passage, the USDA, under the
authority of the Meat Inspection Act and the Poultry Products In-
spection Act, explicitly prohibited the use of the term "organic" with
meat and poultry products. As a result, few livestock producers had
entered the organic market and little consensus (or production ex-
pertise) existed at the time of the congressional debates as to what
should constitute "organic" meat, poultry, or milk products.
Given the lack of general agreement, Congress charged the Na-
tional Organic Standards Board (NOSB) with determining the de-
tails of organic livestock production.'" Congress's failure to specify
organic production standards for livestock in the OPFA resulted in
more than a decade of conflict within the USDA as the agency at-
tempted to craft acceptable animal welfare standards for the organic
program.)
°
Most of the controversy to date centers on the amount of pas-
ture (as opposed to feedlot confinement) required for organically
raised livestock. In 2005, the NOSB recommended an amendment
to the NOP rules that would require ruminants to graze on pasture
97. Food, Agriculture, Conservation and Trade Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-
624, § 2101, 104 Stat. 3359, 3935 (codified as amended at 7 U.S.C. §§ 6501-6522
(2006)).
98. S. Rep. No. 101-357, at 289 (1990), as reprinted in 1990 U.S.C.C.A.N. 4546,
4943.
99. Id.
100. Chad M. Kruse, The Not-So-Organic Dairy Regulations of the Organic Food Pro-
duction Act of 1990, 30 S. ILL. U.L.J. 501, 504-06 (2006) (discussing the legislative
history of the livestock provisions of the OFPA).
101. See Endres, supra note 96, at 45-48 (discussing the debate over the access to
pasture rules in the organic standards).
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during the growing season.'" Rather than finalize proposed rules
for public comment, the USDA instead decided to engage in addi-
tional fact finding on the already exhaustively vetted NOSB pro-
posal. 3
While the USDA debated the respective merits of proposed
pasture requirements, demand for organic dairy products skyrock-
eted."T To meet consumer demand (and to gain the attendant prof-
its available in the organic market), some large-scale dairy operations
sought and received organic certification. Scale efficiencies led
these producers to feedlot production systems rather than the pas-
ture-based systems envisioned by many in the organic community. °5
The Cornucopia Institute, an organic advocacy organization, filed a
series of complaints with the USDA, alleging that some of these
large-scale producers were violating not only the "spirit" of the or-
ganic standards, but the minimum legal requirements as well.'"
102. Nat'l Organic Standards Bd. (NOSB), Formal Recommendation to the National
Organic Program, March 18, 2005, available at http://www.ams.usda.gov/AMSvl.0/
getfile?dDocName=STELDEV3104502.
103. National Organic Program (NOP)-Access to Pasture (Livestock), 71 Fed.
Reg. 19131 (April 13, 2006). As this article went to press, the USDA issued pro-
posed rules for pasture access. See National Organic Program (NOP)-Access to
Pasture (Livestock), 73 Fed. Reg. 63584 (Oct. 24, 2008).
104. See CAROLYN DImrrRI & KATHRYN M. VENEZIA, ERS, RETAIL AND CONSUMER
ASPECTS OF THE ORGANIC MILK MARKET (2007), available at http://
www.ers.usda.gov/publications/LDP/2007/05May/LDPM15501/ldpml 5501.pdf
(noting that demand for organic milk increased 25% in 2005); Kim Severson, An
Organic Cash Cow, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 9, 2005, at F1 (noting that although organic
milk comprises only 3% of total milk sales, the annual growth rate for or organic
milk was 23%, while overall milk consumption fell by 8%).
105. Many comments to the NOP Final Rule (as well as the NOSB itself) recom-
mended that all ruminant production systems, specifically beef and dairy cattle, be
pasture-based and that the rules should prohibit feedlot confinement except under
certain circumstances. National Organic Program (NOP)-Access to Pasture (Live-
stock), 71 Fed. Reg. 19131 (Apr. 13, 2006).
106. See Cornucopia Inst., Complaint concerning multiple violations of the Na-
tional Organic Program's regulatory standards by the Aurora Organic Dairy Farm
(AOD), available at http://www.cornucopia.org/AuroraTexasFarm/3rdAurora
LegalComplaint_7-06_Final.pdf (on file with author); Cornucopia Inst., Complaint
concerning multiple violations of the National Organic Program's regulatory stan-
dards by the Horizon Organic Dairies, available at http://
www.cornucopia.org/HorizonComplaint8-06.pdf (on file with author). See also
MARK KASTEL, CORNUCOPIA INST., MAINTAINING THE INTEGRITY OF ORGANIC MILK,
available at http://www.ams.usda.gov/AMSvl .0/getfile?dDocName=STELPRD
3479182. Cornucopia later filed suit against the USDA under the Freedom of In-
formation Act for documents regarding the operations of several large scale or-
ganic dairies. See Cornucopia Inst., Organic Watchdog Sues USDA, http://www.
cornucopia.org/index.php/organic-watchdog-sues-usda (last visited July 15, 2008;
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On April 16, 2007, the UDSA issued a Notice of Proposed
Revocation to Aurora Organic Dairy (AOD) of Boulder, Colorado,
the owner of eight organic dairy operations.' 7 The USDA's Notice
identified fourteen violations of the NOP. °8 Alleged violations gen-
erally focused on three areas: failure to establish and maintain ac-
cess to pasture, transfer of dairy cattle between organic and non-
organic production methods, and failure to maintain and disclose
adequate records of the production operations."
AOD entered into a Consent Agreement with the UDSA on
August 23, 2007."0 Under the agreement, AOD agreed to decertify
one of its eight dairy operations."' A second operation must file an
amended organic system plan."'  Finally, AOD's Platteville facility
must remove animals not under continuous organic management,
limit grazing densities, provide access to pasture during the growing
season for both lactating and dry dairy animals, and reduce the total
number of animals at the facility in order to comply with the pasture
density requirements. '
Despite what Cornucopia and the USDA alleged were willful
violations of the OFPA, the USDA allowed AOD to remain in the
organic business and did not levy any fines against the organization.
Organic regulations authorize a civil penalty of not more than
on file with author). The court later dismissed the case as moot after the agency
released 2,500 pages of documents. See Cornucopia Inst., Organic Watchdog Obtains
Suppressed Public Documents from USDA Lawsuit, http://www.comucopia.org/
index.php/organic-watchdog-obtains-suppressed-public-documents-from-usda-
lawsuit (last visitedJuly 15, 2008; on file with the author).
107. USDA, Notice of Proposed Revocation (AOD), April 16, 2007, available at
http://www.ams.usda.gov/AMSvl .0/getfile?dDocName=STELPRDC5063457&acct
=nopgeninfo (on file with author). In addition to the agency's action against AOD,
a second operation that was the target of complaints, Vander Eyk Dairy in Califor-
nia, received notice from its organic certifier, Quality Assurance International, of
deficiencies to be corrected to avoid suspension of its certification. See Letter from
Quality Assurance Int'l to Case Vander Eyk, Jr., Feb. 22, 2007, available at
http://www.cornucopia.org/VanderEyk/LetterFromCertifier.pdf (on file with
author).
108. USDA, Notice of Proposed Revocation (AOD), supra note 107.
109. Id.
110. AMS, Consent Agreement-Aurora Organic Dairy, M-005-06 (Aug. 23, 2007),
available at http://www.ams.usda.gov/AMSvl.0/getfile?dDocName=STELPRDC
5063456&acct-nopgeninfo.
111. See id. § 7(h) (agreeing to remove AOD's Woodward facility located in
Greeley, Colorado from organic certification).
112. See id. § 10 (agreeing to submit an amended organic system plan for the
Dublin, Texas facility).
113. See id. § 7 (outlining compliance measures for the Platteville facility).
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$11,000 per violation for any operation that knowingly sells or labels
a product as organic that does not meet the OFPA's standards.'
The agency's decision not to penalize AOD was especially disap-
pointing to Cornucopia because, during the time that AOD violated
the standards, the dairy built a substantial market share and drove
down the price for other organic farmers. ' As a post-script to this
controversy, consumers in twenty-seven states have filed class action
lawsuits against AOD alleging consumer fraud, negligence, and un-
just enrichment from the sale of milk labeled as "organic." 6
B. Updating the National List
Limited sourcing of key organic ingredients remains a barrier
to obtaining market share, or at the very least, meeting the expand-
ing consumer demand for organic certified processed foods.1 '7 Ac-
cordingly, the inclusion (or, conversely, the exclusion) of particular
ingredients and production inputs on the NOP's National List18
continued to engender significant controversy in the second half of
2007.
One aspect of the National List, especially relevant to multi-
ingredient processed foods, is commercial availability. Items not
114. 7 C.F.R. § 3.91(b)(1)(xxxvii) (2007).
115. Cornucopia Inst., USDA Enforcement Action at Nation's Largest Dairy Fails to
Levy Fines or Yank Certification, http://www.cornucopia.org/index.php/usda-finds-
largest-organic-dairy-perpetrating-fraud-fails-to-levy-fines-or-yank-certification (last
visitedJuly 15, 2008).
116. Complaint, Mothershead v. Aurora Dairy Corp., No. 07CV01701, 2007 WL
3033573 (E.D. Mo. Oct. 4, 2007) (first of several class actions filed against AOD); In
re Aurora Dairy Corp. Organic Milk Mktg. & Sales Practices Litig., No.
4:08MD01907 ERW, 2008 WL1805731 (E.D. Mo. Apr. 18, 2008) (ordering the filing
of a consolidated class action complaint). See also Cornucopia Inst., Lawsuits An-
nounced Against Nation's Biggest Organic Dairy, http://www.cornucopia.org/
index.php/lawsuits-announced-against-nations-biggest-organic-dairy-2 (last visited
July 15, 2008).
117. See George C. Kalogridis, Contracting Your Way to Sourcing Success, ORGANIC
PROCESSING, Mar.-Apr. 2008, at 22, 26 (describing how sourcing of organic ingredi-
ents is different from that of conventional ingredients and the need for constant
strategy adjustment to secure the necessary supply).
118. The National List is the USDA's official listing of approved and prohibited
substances used in organic production and handling. 7 U.S.C. § 6517(a) (2006).
The list outlines synthetic substances that may be used, as well as nonsynthetic sub-
stances that may not be used in organic production and handling. 7 C.F.R. §§
205.600-.607 (2008). As a general rule, synthetic substances may not be used for
organic production or handling unless specified on the National List. Id. §
205.105(a).
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commercially available in organic form"1 9 may be used in organic
foods bearing the USDA "organic" seal, which must be at least 95%
organic.1 21 Prior to 2007, individual certifiers, on an ad hoc basis,
determined commercial availability for specific ingredients. In Har-
vey v. Veneman,'1' the court held that the agency, rather than individ-
ual certifying operations, must make the unavailability determina-
tion and must publish those unavailable products on the National
List. 122 On remand, the district court allowed the USDA until June
2007 to update the National List to reflect commercially unavailable
items."
The USDA received almost 100 petitions to add more than 600
agricultural ingredients to the list as not available commercially in
organic form. 4 The agency, after an initial review, forwarded sev-
enty-nine petitions to add fifty-two substances to the NOSB for fur-
ther evaluation under the NOP's criteria.2 1 In March 2007, the
NOSB voted to add thirty-eight ingredients.2 6 On May 15, 2007, the
USDA published a proposed rule that amended the National List to
119. See 7 C.F.R. § 205.606 (2008) (listing nonorganically produced agricultural
products allowed as ingredients in or on processed products labeled as "organic").
120. See id. § 205.301(b). The remaining 5% must be organically produced unless
they are "not commercially available in organic form" or are "nonagricultural sub-
stances or nonorganically produced agricultural products produced consistent with
the National List." Id.
121. See Harvey v. Veneman, No. Civ. 02-216-P-H, 2003 WL 22327171 (D. Me.
Oct. 10, 2003) (Magistrate Judge's report and recommendation on cross motions
for summary judgment), affid in part, rev'd in part, 297 F. Supp. 2d 334 (D. Me.
2004), affd in part, rev'd in part and remanded, 396 F.3d 28 (1st Cir. 2005), superseded
by statute, Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration and
Related Appropriations Act of 2006, Pub. L. No. 109-97, 119 Stat. 2120, as recog-
nized in Harvey v. Johanns, 462 F. Supp. 2d 69 (D. Me. 2006).
122. Id. at 36. See 7 C.F.R. § 205.606 (2008) (listing items allowed when not
commercially available in organic form).
123. Amendments to the National List of Allowed and Prohibited Substances
(Processing)-Interim Rule with Request for Comments, 72 Fed. Reg. 35137, 35137
(June 27, 2007).
124. Id. at 35138.
125. Id.
126. Id. The NOSB website posts the board's recommendations for each of the
thirty-eight items. NOSB Final Recommendations, March 2007,
http://www.ams.usda.gov (follow "National Organic Program" hyperlink, then
"National Organic Standards Board" hyperlink, then "Read Recommendations"
hyperlink; last visitedJuly 15, 2008).
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include those thirty-eight NOSB recommended ingredients1 2'7 and
issued an Interim Final Rule on June 27, 2007.
While considering the commercial availability petitions result-
ing from the Harvey litigation, the NOSB also re-evaluated 168 sub-
stances already included on the National List"n as a part of the
mandatory sunset review of all National List items." The OFPA
requires re-evaluation of each item on the National List every five
years. ' Items included on the USDA's original National List in Oc-
tober 2002 automatically expired in October 2007.12 Accordingly,
the NOSB reviewed the 168 items subject to expiration-
recommending 165 for renewal and removing three."
A lenient construction by the NOSB or the USDA's AMS of
what constitutes unavailability in the commercial context allows the
organic processed foods market to expand without fear of essential
ingredient shortages due to lack of an organic supply. On the other
hand, failure to rigidly apply unavailability standards sends a market
signal to potential suppliers of the organic counterpart to forgo in-
vestment in new product development (i.e., conversion from con-
ventional to organic production) and may lead to accusations that
the agency is lowering organic standards for the benefit of large-
scale, processed organic food companies. Similar arguments apply
to the NOSB's National List sunset review of synthetic production
or processing aids. An overly restrictive interpretation could upset
settled organic industry practices and restrict sourcing options.
Blanket renewal of National List items, however, would eviscerate
the intent behind the sunset review process-encouraging the devel-
opment of organic forms of substances and avoiding, whenever pos-
sible, the use of synthetics.
Behind the scenes struggles between large-scale organic opera-
tions and self-proclaimed watchdogs such as the Cornucopia Insti-
tute and Arthur Harvey, the plaintiff in the first legal challenge to
127. Proposed Amendments to the National List of Allowed and Prohibited Sub-
stances (Processing), 72 Fed. Reg. 27252 (May 15, 2007) (codified at 7 C.F.R. pt.
205).
128. 72 Fed. Reg. at 35138 (listing items added as not commercially available).
129. See National Organic Program, Sunset Review, 72 Fed. Reg. 58469, 58469
(Oct. 16, 2007) (codified at 7 C.F.R. pt. 205).
130. See id.
131. 7 U.S.C. § 6517(e) (2006).
132. See National Organic Program, Sunset Review, 70 Fed. Reg. 35177, 35177
(June 17, 2005) (soliciting comments for NOSB consideration).
133. See 72 Fed. Reg. at 58469.
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the organic programs implementing regulations,TM will be a contin-
ued feature of the organic industry for the foreseeable future. So
long as consumers remain confident in the product (and willing to
pay more for the special attributes conveyed by the organic label)
the legal debates between organic idealism and the profit potential
inherent in this expanding consumer market are a healthy element
in the organic debate. Should this become too contentious and the
public lose confidence, the parties risk sacrificing the organic goose
that is laying the golden egg.
V. IRRADIATION FOOD LABELING
As noted in the introduction, the Food and Drug Administra-
tion's (FDA) proposed revision of irradiated food labeling generated
substantial public interest during the second half of 2007 and war-
rants at least an introductory discussion at this time to frame the
debate. On April 4, 2007, the FDA submitted a proposal for public
comment suggesting a change in the regulation of labels for irradi-
ated food products.135 Although manufacturers irradiate only a small
portion of items on the market, the FDA has approved irradiation as
a generally safe practice for many food products.'" Currently, food
treated by irradiation must indicate such treatment by including the
radura logo and a disclosure statement on its label.17 The FDA's
proposed rule differs from the current rule in two major respects.
First, it would require labeling food as irradiated only if the treat-
ment causes a material change in the food. Second, labels of those
items requiring irradiation labeling must include specific language
describing the material change caused by the irradiation." In addi-
tion, the proposed rule authorizes, in certain limited circumstances,
substitution of the term "irradiated" with "pasteurized."'39
The FDA has statutory authority to mandate certain food labels
when the absence of a labeling statement fails to disclose material
facts to the consumer.'" Under its new irradiated food proposal, the
134. See Harvey v. Veneman, supra note 121.
135. Irradiation in the Production, Processing and Handling of Food, 72 Fed.
Reg. 16291, 16291 (Apr. 4, 2007).
136. Id. at 16294.
137. Id. at 16292 (noting that the "disclosure statement" can be as simple as
"treated with radiation").
138. Id. at 16300.
139. Id.
140. 21 U.S.C. § 343(a) (2000) (defining a food as misbranded if the label is "false
or misleading in any particular"); § 321(n) (noting that misbranding includes con-
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FDA would require irradiation disclosure only when the treatment
resulted in a material change in the food '-a nutritional, organolep-
tic,4 2 or functional alteration.' The FDA would determine material-
ity on a case-by-case basis, as the same change could be of impor-
tance to the use or consumption of some foods but not others."
For example, extending the shelf life of spices through irradiation
may be immaterial; however, extending banana shelf life might be a
material change because of its varying uses.' What qualifies as a
material change is likely to be a point of considerable controversy,
because the FDA considers the primary result of irradiation, the
control of foodborne pathogens, to be immaterial-a determination
that will eliminate a label designation for most irradiated food.'46
In many respects, the irradiation labeling proposal closely
tracks the agency's current "process versus product" labeling guid-
ance distinction for foods derived from genetically engineered
crops,'4 7 and is consistent with the agency's long-stated position that
the regulatory status of food is dependent upon the objective char-
acteristics and intended use of the food, irrespective of the process
by which the product is developed.' 8 A method of production that
does not result in an altered product characteristic is not material
sideration of the extent to which the label fails to reveal material facts or conse-
quences resulting from the use of the article).
141. 72 Fed. Reg. at 16300.
142. Id. at 16293 (defining the term "organoleptic" to mean a change in taste,
smell or texture).
143. Id.
144. Id. at 16294 (noting that material changes cannot be determined using a
blanket approach).
145. Id. (noting that bananas may be purchased for a use dependent upon quick
ripening and thus, the purpose of the product may be frustrated by extending its
shelf life).
146. 72 Fed. Reg. at 16295 (noting that controlling foodborne pathogens does
not materially change food because consumers expect food to be safe and irradia-
tion simply helps to ensure safety rather than causing an unexpected change).
147. See Statement of Policy: Food Derived from New Plant Varieties, 57 Fed.
Reg. 22984 (May 29, 1992) (establishing FDA policy requiring labeling of foods
derived from genetically engineered plants only under certain circumstances); Draft
Guidance for Industry: Voluntary Labeling Indicating Whether Foods Have or
Have Not Been Developed Using Bioengineering, 66 Fed. Reg. 4839 (Jan. 18, 2001)
(reaffirming the agency's 1992 policy regarding mandatory labeling and providing
additional guidance for voluntary label statements). For a recent discussion of
biotech food labeling rules and impacts, see LABELING GENETICALLY MODIFIED
FOOD: THE PHILOSOPHICAL AND LEGAL DEBATE (Paul Weirich ed., 2007).
148. 57 Fed. Reg. at 22984.
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information and does not require disclosure on the food label. '
Under this line of reasoning, the FDA generally does not require
labels to indicate a food derived from genetic engineering.'0
From the consumer perspective, the difference between label-
ing for the presence of genetic engineering and irradiation may rest
on consumer expectations. Consumers have grown accustomed to
the process-based labeling regime for irradiated products and are
able to make choices to reflect their consumption preference. Sub-
stituting a product-based regime will increase transaction costs for
those consumers who seek to avoid irradiated products, similar to
consumers' attempts to avoid genetically engineered products by
seeking out certified organic or natural products.''
On the other hand, the FDA's market research suggests that
consumers generally do not understand what is meant by the term
"irradiated," a fact which could lead to an unjustified fear that the
term is a government-mandated warning rather than simply infor-
mational. ' Research suggests that a brief description of the pur-
pose of the irradiation is helpful in assisting in consumer educa-
tion.' Some comments suggested that explanatory phrases such as
"irradiated to kill harmful bacteria" would be helpful,'5 but criticized
phrases such as "electronic pasteurization" as misleading.' The
1986 final rule (the current rule) allows, but does not require, the
manufacturer to include a statement on the label that explains the
149. Id. at 22991 (citing 21 U.S.C. § 321(n) which requires disclosure of material
information on food labels).
150. Products derived from genetic engineering that have a significant change in
the composition of the food would require a label. See FDA, Q&A Sheet: FDA's
Statement of Policy; Foods Derived from New Plant Varieties (1992), available at
http://www.cfsan.fda.gov/-lrd/bioqa.html; 66 Fed. Reg. at 4839 (outlining four
situations mandating labeling: (1) "[ilf a bioengineered food is significantly differ-
ent from its traditional counterpart, such that the common or usual name no
longer adequately describes the new food," (2) "[i]f an issue exists for the food or a
constituent of the food regarding how the food is used or consequences of its use,"
(3) "[i]f a bioengineered food has a significantly different nutritional property," or
(4) "[i]If a new food includes an allergen that consumers would not expect to be
present based on the name of the food").
151. See Endres, supra note 96, at 41-42 (noting that demand for organic products
is motivated, at least in part, by consumers seeking to avoid genetic engineering).
152. Irradiation in the Production, Processing and Handling of Food, 72 Fed.
Reg. 16291, 16292-93 (Apr. 4, 2007) (to be codified at 21 C.F.R. pt. 179).
153. Id. at 16292-93.
154. Id. at 16292.
155. Id. at 16292-93.
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purpose of the treatment.'" In accordance with the materiality
standard discussed above, the proposed rule will require explicit
language describing the material change in the food or its condition
of use (e.g., "irradiated to inhibit sprouting").' 7
In a further departure from the agency's previous bright-line
rule regarding labeling of irradiated food, the FDA's proposed rule
would allow the substitution of the term "pasteurized" for "irradi-
ated."' 8 Those seeking to use the term "pasteurized" would have to
notify the FDA and provide data demonstrating that the process was
"reasonably certain to achieve destruction or elimination in the food
of the most resistant micro-organisms of public health signifi-
cance."59 Upon receiving notice of the proposed label use, the
agency would have 120 days to object.'"
In sum, the FDA argues that the revised irradiation rules will
provide consumers with more information because those products
requiring labeling will also have additional information explaining
the material change. In addition, elimination of some irradiation
labels could have a positive impact on public health by altering pur-
chasing patterns of consumers who previously avoided irradiated
products due to unfounded safety concerns.'61 The agency noted
that eliminating the label on products without irradiated-inducted
material changes will allow more consumers to receive the potential
health benefits that may be derived from consuming irradiated
foods. 12 On the other hand, elimination of mandatory irradiation
labeling on all products will make it much more difficult for con-
sumers to exercise their right to purchase products not subjected to
radiation.
It bears remembering that in February 1984, the FDA proposed
significant revisions to its irradiation policy."3 One item that engen-
dered particular attention at the time was a proposal to eliminate
156. Irradiation in the Production, Processing, and Handling of Food, 51 Fed.
Reg. 13376, 13387-88 (Apr. 18, 1986) (codified at 21 C.F.R. pt. 179).
157. Id. at 16296.
158. Id. at 16293.
159. Id. (describing changes to 21 U.S.C. § 343(h)(3) required by the Farm Secu-
rity and Rural Investment Act of 2002, Pub. L. 107-171, 116 Stat. 530, that mandate
that the FDA develop new criteria for use of the term "pasteurized").
160. Id
161. 72 Fed. Reg. at 16301.
162. Id.
163. Proposed Rule: Irradiation in the Production, Processing and Handling of
Food, 49 Fed. Reg. 5714 (Feb. 14, 1984).
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irradiated food labeling requirements at the retail level.'" Of the
5,000 comments received by the agency regarding the proposed
modifications, half addressed the retail labeling issue, of which over
80% urged the agency to require labeling to prevent consumer de-
ception. '
In an era prior to genetic engineering's "process versus prod-
uct" distinction in food labeling, the agency justified mandatory ir-
radiation labeling because "[i]rradiation may not change the food
visually so that in the absence of a statement that a food has been
irradiated, the implied representation to consumers is that the food
has not been processed."'" The agency further noted that whether
such information is material under 21 U.S.C. section 321(n) "de-
pends not on the abstract worth of the information but on whether
consumers view such information as important and whether the
omission of label information may mislead a consumer."'67 The
agency considered the large number of consumer comments in op-
position to the proposed elimination of irradiation labeling to be
evidence of the significance placed on irradiation labeling.'"
The FDA acknowledges that in recent years its labeling policies
"have focused on the results of the processing of the food rather
than the processing itself."'69 Its proposed rule follows this trend.
Whether substantial consumer objection to the labeling change will
be sufficient to alter agency policy remains to be seen. If not, ob-
servers of food law and policy may question whether the agency will
revise other process-based labeling requirements that have a minor
impact on the finished product."'
164. Id. at 5718-19.
165. Irradiation in the Production, Processing and Handling of Food, 51 Fed.
Reg. 13376, 13387 (April 18, 1986).
166. Id. at 13388.
167. Id.
168. Id. The agency dismissed concerns regarding the implied "warning" impact
of irradiation labeling and noted that proper consumer education could correct any
confusion. 51 Fed. Reg. at 13389 ("Although FDA recognizes the potential for
consumer confusion, because there is no safety problem with food irradiated in
accordance with this final rule, any confusion created by the presence of a retail
label requirement can be corrected by proper consumer education programs...").
169. Irradiation in the Production, Processing and Handling of Food, 72 Fed.
Reg. 16291, 16295 (Apr. 4, 2007) (to be codified at 21 C.F.R. 179).
170. In the FDA's 1986 publication of the Final Rule retaining food irradiation
labeling, the agency discussed several process-based labels. See Irradiation in the
Production, Processing, and Handling of Food-Final Rule, 51 Fed. Reg. 13376,
13388 (Apr. 18, 1986) (codified at 21 C.F.R. pt. 179). One process-labeling example
from the 1986 document with a potential minor impact is the requirement to label
products made from previously concentrated ingredients. Id.
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VI. CONCLUSION
After devoting substantial resources reacting to a series of food
safety crises during the second half of 2006 and early 2007, govern-
ment attention shifted to food safety planning with an emphasis on
prevention. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Food Pro-
tection Plan proposes substantial changes not only in agency em-
phasis, but also in legislative authority. These proposals warrant
close attention in the future as the agency translates its plan into
action. In addition to safe food, American consumers continue to
demand an ever increasing array of food products with special at-
tributes. Debates regarding grass fed beef labeling and standards
for organic certification illustrate the difficulty of reconciling stan-
dards to simultaneously satisfy consumer expectations and industry
production concerns. The final topic in this edition of the Update-
food irradiation labeling-is yet another example of an agency at-
tempting to mediate potential conflict between consumers' expecta-
tions and the food industry. The FDA's ultimate resolution of the
irradiation labeling issue may provide insight into the agency's
"process versus product" labeling philosophy and the deference af-
forded to consumers' desires for food product information to guide
their purchasing decisions.
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Emilie H. Leibovitch *
I. INTRODUCTION
The following European Union Food Law Update will address
significant changes in European Union (EU) food law that occurred
between 2006 and early 2008. The update will be different from the
previous ones, as it will instead be organized by the subject areas
addressed by the developments. The published regulations, propos-
als, cases, and other relevant news will thus be incorporated under
their corresponding topic headings.
The European Union has faced major changes since 2006. A
number of proposals for new regulations have been published, and
all of them have a common objective: simplification and consistency
across the Member States. The areas of novel foods, feed safety,
organic farming, labeling, and nutrition claims were subject to sig-
nificant regulatory changes. Aside from legislation, the EU has also
faced important new developments since 2005. Indeed, since the
last update, the EU admitted Bulgaria and Romania on January 1,
2007, thereby bringing the number of Member States to twenty-
seven.' According to the list of rotations for Presidency of the
Council of the European Union, in 2006, Austria and then Finland
held the position. In 2007, the Presidency was held by Germany and
then Portugal. This year the Presidency went to Slovenia until June,
and in July it will be France's turn.
Furthermore, at the end of February 2008, Health Commis-
sioner Markos Kyprianou announced his resignation in order to join
the new Cypriot government as Foreign Minister. Commissioner
* Emilie H. Leibovitch is a member of the Arkansas Bar and the District of
Columbia Bar. She practices international law and US law at her law office located
in Brussels, Belgium.
1. Treaty Concerning the Accession of the Republic of Bulgaria and Romania
to the European Union, 2005 OJ. (L 157) 11.
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Kyprianou was replaced by Androulla Vassiliou, wife of former Cyp-
riot president George Vassiliou.'
II. GENETICALLY MODIFIED ORGANISMS
On September 5, 2006, the Commission published Commission
Decision 2006/601/EC (which was later amended by Commission
Decision 2006/754/EC) on emergency measures regarding the un-
authorized LL RICE 601 that had been found in rice products.'
This decision was made after the United States reported that com-
mercial long-grain rice had been contaminated with LL RICE 601, a
genetically modified organism (GMO) that is not authorized under
Community legislation. The Commission decided to require Mem-
ber States not to place on the market certain rice products coming
from the United States. On February 26, 2008, the Commission
issued a Decision again amending Decision 2006/601/EC, address-
ing conditions for placing products on the market and control and
sampling measures
On March 7, 2007 the Commission issued Commission Deci-
sion 2007/157/EC to repeal Commission Decision 2005/317/EC
on emergency measures regarding maize products containing the
unauthorized genetically modified organism BtlO.' Decision
2005/317/EC had been issued to ensure that maize products com-
ing from the United States would be placed on the EU market only
if they did not contain maize or feed produced from Btl0 maize.
Furthermore, some genetically modified foods are authorized in the
European Union under the Novel Food Regulation (EC) 258/97.6
The list is updated regularly.
On March 28, 2008, the Commission approved a Decision au-
thorizing the genetically modified maize GA21 for feed and food
use and for import and processing.7 Although the commercializa-
tion of GA21 was already authorized in the EU, this decision ex-
tends the authorization to maize grains derived from GA21. This
Decision thus allows for import from third countries that cultivate
this GA21 maize. The cultivation of GA21 remains unauthorized.
2. Press Release, European Comm'n, Nomination of Mrs. Androula Vassiliou as
successor to Mr. Markos Kyprianou (IP/08/363, Feb. 29, 2008).
3. Commission Decision 2006/601, 2006 O.J. (L 244) 27 (EC).
4. Commission Decision 2008/162, 2008 OJ. (L 52) 25 (EC).
5. Commission Decision 2007/157, 2007 O.J. (L 68) 8 (EC).
6. See Council Regulation 258/97, 1997 O.J. (L 43) 1.
7. Commission Decision 2008/280, 2008 O.J. (L 87) 19.
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Over the past months, GMOs have been the subject of many
debates. On February 12, 2008, the European Commission decided
"to require compulsory certification for the imports of Chinese rice
products that could contain the unauthorized GMO Bt63."" In 2006
and 2007, rice products coming from China and containing the un-
authorized genetically modified rice Bt63 were discovered in the
EU. Despite the measures that the Chinese authorities had taken in
2006, additional traces of Bt63 rice were found in February 2007.
Thus, the Commission adopted emergency measures that are to take
effect on April 15, 2008, which allow for the entry of only specific
consignments listed in the Annex of the Decision In addition,
these consignments must be tested by a specific laboratory or official
using a specific testing method."0
Moreover, in February 2008, the Commission asked the Euro-
pean Food Safety Authority (EFSA) to provide scientific advice on
France's decision to invoke the safeguard clause over the genetically
modified maize MON81O.' Germany had previously suspended the
authorization of MON810 on the market in April 2007 but then re-
authorized it in December 2007, after Monsanto provided an im-
plementation plan consisting of observation of the effects that the
cultivation of MON810 has on biodiversity.1
III. NOVEL FOODS
Novel foods are foods and food ingredients that have not been
used for human consumption to a significant degree within the
Community before May 15, 1997, since the initial regulation on
novel foods took effect on May 1, 2007." Regulation EC 258/97 of
January 27, 1997, of the European Parliament and the Council gov-
8. Press Release, European Comm'n, Commission requires certification for
Chinese rice products to stop unauthorised GMO from entering the EU
(IP/08/219, Feb. 12, 2008).
9. Commission Decision 2008/289, art. 1, 2008 O.J. (L 96) 29, 31.
10. Decision 2008/289, at 31.
11. EUROPEAN COMM'N DIRECTORATE-GENERAL, ENVT., ASSESSMENT OF THE
SCIENTIFIC STUDIES SUPPORTING THE SUSPENSION OF CULTIVATION OF MON810 IN
FRANCE (Feb. 27, 2008).
12. GMO Compass, German authority clears MON8JO, http://www.gmo-
compass.org/eng/news/312.germanauthority-clearsmon81O.html (last visited
July 15, 2008). The observation is to be conducted by a network of public institu-
tions, associations, and scientists, and will include the effects on the soil ecosystem,
as well as insects, birds, and wild game. Id.
13. Council Regulation 258/97, 1997 O.J. (L 43) 1.
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erns the authorization of novel foods and novel food ingredients."
Foods that were placed on the market in at least one Member State
before the entry into force of the Regulation on Novel Foods on
May 15, 1997, can be commercialized on the EU market under the
principle of mutual recognition. However, since products that can
be marketed must be safe for human consumption, novel foods have
to be submitted for a safety assessment before being placed on the
EU market in order to determine whether they meet this standard."
Thus, companies wishing to commercialize novel foods in the EU
must submit an application.'6 Nevertheless, when a national food
assessment body deems a novel food to be "substantially equivalent
to existing foods or foods ingredients," companies can follow a sim-
plified procedure whereby the company merely notifies the Com-
mission of the commercialization of the novel food.'"
Since 2006, the Commission has authorized the placing on the
market of several novel foods or novel food ingredients under Regu-
lation (EC) 258/97. On January 13, 2006, Commission Decision
2006/68/EC authorized "the placing on the market of foods and
food ingredients derived from genetically modified maize line MON
863.""8 On the same day, the Commission published Commission
Decision 2006/69/EC authorizing "the placing on the market of
foods and food ingredients produced from genetically modified
Roundup Ready maize line GA21."" On January 24, 2006, Commis-
sion Decision 2006/58/EC authorized the request from Pharmacon-
sult to place on the market "rye bread with added phytos-
terols/phytostanols." 2 On that same day, the Commission author-
ized a similar request from Karl Fazer Ltd., through Commission
Decision 2006/59/EC." On October 23, 2006, the Commission
published Commission Decision 2006/720/EC authorizing "the
placing on the market of diacylglycerol oil of plant origin," and
Commission Decision 2006/721/EC, which authorized "the placing
14. Regulation 258/97, at 1.
15. Regulation 258/97, art. 6, at 4.
16. Regulation 258/97, art. 4, at 4; Commission Recommendation 97/618, 1997
o.J. (L 253) 1 (EC).
17. Regulation 258/97, art. 3(4), 5, at 3-4.
18. Commission Decision 2006/68, 2006 O.J. (L 34) 26.
19. Commission Decision 2006/69, 2006 O.J. (L 34) 29.
20. Commission Decision 2006/58, 2006 OJ. (L 31) 18.
21. Commission Decision 2006/59, 2006 O.J. (L 31) 21.
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on the market of lycopene from Blakeslea trispora."' On October 24,
2006, the Commission published Commission Decision
2006/722/EC, which authorized "the placing on the market of
'rapeseed oil high in unsaponifiable matter,'" and Commission Deci-
sion 2006/723/EC, which allowed the "placing on the market of
'maize-germ oil high in unsaponifiable matter. '"2 On May 15, 2007,
the Commission published Commission Decision 2007/343/EC,
which authorizes "the placing on the market of oil enriched with
phytosterols/phytostanols.4  Finally, on January 10, 2008, the
Commission published Commission Decision 2008/36/EC authoriz-
ing "the placing on the market of rice drinks with added phytos-
terols/phytostanols as novel food. "'
In January 2008, the Commission adopted a proposal to revise
the Novel Foods Regulation (EC) 258/97 in order to improve the
access of innovative foods to the EU market while at the same time
ensuring food safety.6 The Proposal attempts to simplify the proce-
dure by creating a centralized authorization procedureY.2  The
Commission would receive the application for authorization, and
the EFSA would carry out the scientific assessment of the product.
2 18
The Commission will therefore determine whether to include a
novel food in the Community list of novel foods based on the
EFSA's issued opinion.2 9 The final decision to authorize the novel
food would be made by the Commission via the comitology proce-
dure.' The standard that would be used to determine whether
novel foods can be authorized would be whether the foods "present
a danger to or mislead the consumer and in the case of replacement
[are] of nutritional disadvantage[] for the consumer."' Another
significant change is the exclusion of genetically modified organisms
22. Commission Decision 2006/720, 2006 O.J. (L 296) 10; Commission Decision
2006/721, 2006 O.J. (L 296) 13. Blakeslea trispora is a fungus known for its produc-
tion of large quantities of carotenoids.
23. Commission Decision 2006/722, 2006 O.J. (L 296) 17; Commission Decision
2006/723, 2006 O.J. (L 296) 20.
24. Commission Decision 2007/343, 2007 O.J. (L 129) 63.
25. Commission Decision 2008/36, 2008 O.J. (L 8) 15.
26. Proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on novel
foods and amending Regulation (EC) No XX/XXXX, COM (2007) 872 final, available
at http://ec.europa.eu/food/food/biotechnology/novelfood/COM872_novel_
food.proposal-en.pdf [hereinafter Novel Foods Proposal].
27. Id. at 3.
28. Id. at 7.
29. Id.
30. Id.
31. Novel Foods Proposal, supra note 26, at 7.
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from the scope of the proposed regulation." Moreover, the new
regulation would provide for data protection rules to protect newly
developed foods and to encourage companies to invest in develop-
ing new and innovative food production techniques." Additional
labeling of novel foods would also be part of the regulation.' This
Proposal is now being sent to the Parliament for discussion.
IV. FEED SAFETY
In March 2008, the Commission adopted a proposal Commis-
sion's proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of
the Council on "the placing on the market and use of feed." 5 This
regulation would simplify and update the existing provisions.' Fur-
thermore, the fact that the proposal is for a regulation and not a
directive will make governance of feed materials more homogenous
within the EU. Currently, several Directives govern commercializa-
tion and use of feed. Council Directive 79/373/EEC lays down the
rules for the circulation of compound feedingstuffs. 7 Council Di-
rective 93/74/EEC establishes the standards for feedingstuffs that
are intended for particular nutritional purposes ("dietetic feeds")."
Council Directive 96/25/EC contains the general rules for the circu-
lation and use of feed materials. 9 Council Directive 82/471/EEC
lays down the marketing conditions for bio-proteins that belong to
the category of feed materials.40  Moreover, Council Directive
93/113/EC lists the rules on "the use and marketing of enzymes,
microorganisms and their preparations in animal nutrition, " 41 and
Council Directive 70/524/EEC provides provisions for additives in
feedingstuffs. 4 2 These directives are implemented by the following:
32. Id. whereas 10, at 9-11.
33. Id. art. 12, at 20.
34. Id. whereas 21, at 9, 13.
35. Proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the
placing on the market and use of feed, COM (2008) 124 final, available at
http://ec.europa.eu/food/food/animalnutrition/labelling/COMMPDFCOM_20
08_0124_FEN ACTE.pdf [hereinafter Feed Proposal].
36. Id. at 2.
37. Council Directive 79/373, 1979 O.J. (L 86) 30.
38. Council Directive 93/74, 1993 O.J. (L 237) 23.
39. Council Directive 96/25, 1996 O.J. (L 25) 35.
40. Council Directive 82/471, 1982 O.J. (L 213) 8.
41. Council Directive 93/113, 1993 O.J. (L 334) 17.
42. Council Directive 70/524, 1970 O.J. (L 270) 1 (repealed). Article 16 of
Council Directive 70/524/EEC remained in force after the repeal of Council Direc-
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Commission Directive 80/511/EEC, which authorizes the marketing
of compound feedingstuffs in unsealed packages or containers in
certain situations;3 Commission Directive 82/475/EEC, which sets
forth "the categories of ingredients which may be used for the pur-
poses of labeling compound feedingstuffs for pet animals";" Com-
mission Directive 94/39/EC, which establishes "a list of intended
uses of animal feedingstuffs for particular nutritional purposes";"
and Commission Decision 2004/217/EC, which adopts "a list of
materials whose circulation or use for animal nutrition purposes is
prohibited."' The new proposal provides for the repeal of Council
Directives 79/373/EEC, 80/511/EEC, 82/471/EEC, 93/74/EEC,
93/113/EC, and 96/25/EC.' 7 It calls for additional labeling re-
quirements 8 and also modifies the situations entitled to deroga-
tions. 9 In addition, the Commission has updated the Community
Register of Feed Additives several times since 2005."0
Furthermore, the Commission issued on August 14, 2007, a
Report on Financial Guarantees in the Feed Sector,5 1 as required by
Article 8 of the Feed Hygiene Regulation 183/2005/EC. Essen-
tially, this report presents the systems that are currently in place in
the Member States and proposes several options for a feasible and
practicable system of financial guarantees at an EU level. Among
the suggested options, the Commission seems to favor a mandatory
insurance covering only major, large-scale incidents." However, ac-
knowledging that such a system is neither supported by the feed
sector nor by the insurance sector and would be difficult to put in
place in the short term, the Commission proposes to launch a two-
tive 70/524/EEC by Council Regulation (EC) 1831/2003. See Council Regulation
1831/2003, whereas 33, 2003 O.J. (L 268) 29, 31.
43. Commission Directive 80/511, 1980 O.J. (L 126) 14.
44. Commission Directive 82/475, 1982 O.J. (L 213) 27.
45. Commission Directive 94/39, 1994 O.J. (L 207) 20.
46. Commission Decision 2004/217, 2004 O.J. (L 67) 31.
47. Feed Proposal, supra note 35, whereas 3, 4, at 10.
48. Id. art. 15, 16, at 23-24.
49. Id. art. 21, at 26-27.
50. European Commission Health & Consumer Protection Directorate-General,
Community Register of Feed Additives pursuant to Regulation (EC) No. 1831/2003,
http://ec.europa.eu/food/food/animalnutrition/feedadditives/comm-register-fe
edadditives_1831-03.pdf (last visitedJuly 15, 2008).
51. REPORT FROM THE COMMISSION TO THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE
COUNCIL ON EXISTING LEGAL PROVISIONS, SYSTEMS AND PRACTICES IN THE MEMBER
STATES AND AT COMMUNITY LEVEL RELATING TO LIABILITY IN THE FOOD AND FEED
SECTORS, COM (2007) 469 final [hereinafter REPORT].
52. Council Regulation 183/2005, art. 8, 2005 O.J. (L 35) 1, 6.
53. See REPORT, supra note 51, at 6.
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year public debate on the various options. ' Further analysis of the
cost and impact of financial guarantees should follow, after which
the Commission will finally consider the need for a legislative pro-
posal to be made.
V. TRANSMISSIBLE SPONGIFORM ENCEPHALOPATHY
In 2006 and 2007, the Commission published a number of
regulations relating to transmissible spongiform encephalopathy
(TSE), and more particularly relating to bovine spongiform encepha-
lopathy (BSE). On February 14, 2006, the Commission published
Commission Regulation 253/2006/EC, amending Regulation
999/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council with re-
gard to rapid tests and TSE eradication measures on small rumi-
nants.
On February 24, 2006, Commission Regulation 339/2006/EC
amended Annex XI to Regulation 999/2001/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council, providing "the rules for importation
of live bovine animals and products of bovine, ovine and caprine
origin." 6 It deleted Brazil, Botswana, Chile, El Salvador, Namibia,
Nicaragua, and Swaziland from the list of countries exempted from
certain TSE-related trade conditions for live bovine animals and
products of bovine, ovine and caprine origin.7
On March 31, 2006, Commission Regulation 546/2006/EC im-
plemented Regulation 999/2001/EC of the European Parliament
and of the Council with regard to national control programs for
scrapie and "additional guarantees and derogating from certain re-
quirements of Decision 2003/100/EC and repealing Regulation
1874/2003/EC." "
On April 10, 2006, Commission Regulation 657/2006/EC
amended Regulation 999/2001/EC of the European Parliament and
of the Council with regard to "the United Kingdom and repealing
Council Decision 98/256/EC and Decisions 98/351/EC and
1999/514/EC." This regulation lifted the embargo on the United
Kingdom on "live cattle and products derived from cattle slaugh-
tered in the United Kingdom" that "are liable to enter the food or
54. Id. at 2.
55. Commission Regulation 253/2006, 2006 OJ. (L 44) 9.
56. Commission Regulation 339/2006, 2006 OJ. (L 55) 5.
57. Regulation 339/2006, at 5.
58. Commission Regulation 546/2006, 2006 O.J. (L 94) 28.
59. Commission Regulation 657/2006, 2006 OJ. (L 116) 9.
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feed chain" or that are "destined for use in cosmetics or medical or
pharmaceutical products."'
On May 4, 2006, Commission Regulation 688/2006/EC
amended Annexes III and XI to Regulation (EC) 999/2001/EC of
the European Parliament and the Council with regard "to the moni-
toring of transmissible spongiform encephalopathies and specified
risk material of bovine animals in Sweden."61 On July 7, 2006, the
Commission published Commission Regulation 1041/2006/EC
amending Annex III to Regulation (EC) 999/2001/EC of the Euro-
pean Parliament and the Council "as regards monitoring of trans-
missible spongiform encephalopathies in ovine animals."' In De-
cember 2006, Regulation 1923/2006/EC of the European Parlia-
ment and the Council amended Regulation 999/2001/EC "laying
down rules for the prevention, control and eradication of certain
transmissible spongiform encephalopathies."63 The amendments
dealt with the categorization of countries, specified risk materials,
TSE surveillance, and import conditions.
In 2007, all the regulations relating to TSE so far have amended
Regulation 999/2001/EC of the European Parliament and the
Council. Regulation 999/2001 is the main legislation setting the
standards for "the prevention, control and eradication of certain
transmissible spongiform encephalopathies."' On June 25, 2007,
Commission Regulation 722/2007/EC amended Annexes II, V, VI,
VIII, IX and XI to Regulation 999/2001/EC that provide "rules for
the prevention, control and eradication of certain transmissible
spongiform encephalopathies."' On June 26, 2007, Commission
Regulation 727/2007/EC amended Annexes I, III, VII, and X to
Regulation 999/2001 by modifying the eradication measures and
monitoring for ovine and caprine animals.' On October 30, 2007,
Commission Regulation 1275/2007/EC amended Annex IX to
Regulation 999/2001 on import conditions for products of animal
origin from bovine, ovine and caprine animals. 7 Finally, on Decem-
ber 4, 2007, Commission Regulation 1428/2007/EC amended An-
nex VII to Regulation 999/2001 by allowing a possibility to delay the
60. Regulation 657/2006.
61. Commission Regulation 688/2006, 2006 O.J. (L 120) 10.
62. Commission Regulation 1041/2006, 2006 O.J. (L 187) 10.
63. Council Regulation 1923/2006, 2006 O.J. (L 404) 1.
64. Council Regulation 999/2001, 2001 O.J. (L 147) 1.
65. Commission Regulation 722/2007, 2007 O.J. (L 164) 7.
66. Commission Regulation 727/2007, 2007 O.J. (L 165) 8.
67. Commission Regulation 1275/2007, 2007 O.J. (L 284) 8.
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destruction of animals in TSE affected flocks for five breeding
years.'
VI. SALMONELLA AND FOODBORNE DISEASES
A number of measures have been taken between 2006 and 2008
concerning the monitoring, prevention, and eradication of food-
borne diseases. In order to obtain information on antimicrobial
resistance that is comparable between Member States and in time,
the Commission adopted Commission Decision 2007/407/EC of 12
June 2007 on a harmonized monitoring of antimicrobial resistance
in Salmonella in poultry and pigs.69 Moreover, two Commission De-
cisions called for financial contribution from the Community toward
two surveys to be conducted in Member States in 2008 to collect
data. One survey is to be carried out on "the prevalence and antim-
icrobial resistance of Campylobacter spp. in broiler flocks and on the
prevalence of Campylobacter spp. and Salmonella spp. in broiler car-
casses to be carried out in the Member States.""0 Another survey is
to be conducted "on the prevalence of Salmonella spp. and Methicil-
lin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus in herds of breeding pigs.
"71
On August 1, 2006, the Commission published Commission
Regulation 1177/2006/EC to implement Regulation 2160/2003/EC
of the European Parliament and Council with regard to the use of
specific control methods required as a part of the framework of the
national programs to control Salmonella in poultry.' On October
23, 2007, the Commission issued Regulation 1237/2007/EC amend-
ing Regulation (EC) 2160/2003 of the European Parliament and
Council and Commission Decision 2006/696/EC, with regard to
"the placing on the market of eggs from Salmonella infected flocks of
laying hens."71 Moreover, Commission Decision 2007/594/EC of
August 29, 2007 amended Annex IV to Council Directive
90/539/EEC "as regards model veterinary certificates for intra-
Community trade in poultry and hatching eggs to take account of
certain public health requirements."' On December 11, 2007, the
Commission published Commission Decision 2007/842/EC con-
68. Commission Regulation 1428/2007, 2007 OJ. (L 317) 61.
69. Commission Decision 2007/407, 2007 OJ. (L 153) 26.
70. Commission Decision 2007/516, 2007 O.J. (L 190) 25.
71. Commission Decision 2008/55, 2008 OJ. (L 14) 10.
72. Commission Regulation 1177/2006, 2006 O.J. (L 212) 3.
73. Commission Regulation 1237/2007, 2007 OJ. (L 280) 5.
74. Commission Decision 2007/594, 2007 O.J. (L 227) 33.
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cerning the "approval of Salmonella control programs in breeding
flocks of Gallus gallus in certain third countries, in accordance with
Regulation 2160/2003/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council and amending Decision 2006/696/EC, concerning certain
public health requirements at import of poultry and hatching
eggs."' Regarding breeding flocks of Gallus gallus, the Commission
approved almost all Member States' national programs (except for
Luxembourg and Malta) for the control of Salmonella in breeding
flocks of Gallus gallus."
As for laying hens, the Commission adopted Commission Regu-
lation 1168/2006/EC implementing Regulation 2160/2003/EC,
which concerned the Community target for the reducing the preva-
lence of some Salmonella serotypes in Gallus gallus laying hens, and
amending Regulation 1003/2005/EC." The Commission also ap-
proved practically all Member States' national programs (with the
exception of Malta) for the control of Salmonella in flocks of laying
hens of Gallus gallus.78
As far as broilers are concerned, the Commission passed Com-
mission Regulation 646/2007/EC implementing Regulation (EC)
2160/2003 of the European Parliament and Council regarding "a
Community target for the reduction of the prevalence of Salmonella
enteritidis and Salmonella typhimurium in broilers" and repealing
Regulation (EC) 1091/2005.' 9 Commission Decision 2005/6346/EC
provided for "a financial contribution by the Community towards a
baseline survey on the prevalence of Salmonella spp. in broiler flocks
of Gallus gallus to be carried out in the Member States."' The study
was conducted by the European Food Safety Authority's (EFSA)
Task Force on Zoonoses Data Collection, and the results were pub-
lished in the EFSAJournal.8'
75. Commission Decision 2007/843, 2007 O.J. (L 332) 81.
76. Commission Decision 2006/759, 2006 O.J. (L 311) 46; Commission Decision
2007/873, 2007 O.J. (L 344) 45; Commission Decision 2007/874, 2007 O.J. (L 344)
46; Commission Decision 2007/849, 2007 O.J. (L 333) 85.
77. Commission Regulation 1168/2006, 2006 O.J. (L 211)4.
78. Commission Decision 2007/848, 2007 O.J. (L 333) 83).
79. Commission Regulation 646/2007, 2007 O.J. (L 151) 21.
80. Commission Decision 2005/636, 2005 O.J. (L 228) 14.
81. Report of the Task Force on Zoonoses Data Collection on the Analysis of the baseline
survey on the prevalence of Salmonella in holdings of broiler flocks of Gallus gallus, Part A,
98 EFSA J. 1 (2007); Report of the Task Force on Zoonoses Data Collection on the Analy.
sis of the baseline survey on the prevalence of Salmonella in holdings of broiler flocks of
Gallus gallus, Part B, 101 EFSAJ. 1 (2007).
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The Commission also launched one-year studies in 2006 to es-
timate the prevalence of Salmonella spp. in flocks of turkeys and in
herds of fattening pigs across the EU.' In December 2007, the
Commission called for another one-year survey to study the preva-
lence of Salmonella spp. and Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus
aureus in herds of breeding pigs in the Member States.'
In addition, every year the Commission adopts a decision on
the Community's cofinancing of national programs for the eradica-
tion and monitoring of animal diseases, or certain TSEs, and for the
prevention of zoonoses.' Furthermore, in May 2006, six Commu-
nity Reference Laboratories were designated to coordinate the work
of the National Reference Laboratories and to assist the Commis-
sion in detecting and monitoring biological hazards in food.'
VII. ORGANIC FARMING
Council Regulation (EC) 834/2007 of June 28, 2007, "on or-
ganic production and labeling of organic products," repealed Regu-
lation (EEC) 2092/91.86 It aims at simplifying and harmonizing rules
on organic production and labeling. The regulation introduces a
new permanent import regime that allows third countries to export
to the EU market under the same or equivalent conditions as EU
producers 7 and provides for more consistent controls. It renders
the use of the EU organic logo mandatory, although national or pri-
vate logos can also accompany it.' Organic logos can be used only if
at least 95% of the ingredients are organic.89 Moreover, non-organic
products that contain organic ingredients may label such ingredients
as organic only on the ingredients list. Genetically-modified organ-
isms are still prohibited in organic foods, and the limit of 0.9% for
82. Commission Decision 2006/662, 2006 O.J. (L 272) 22; Commission Decision
2006/668, 2006 O.J. (L 275) 51.
83. Commission Decision 2008/55, 2008 O.J. (L 14) 10.
84. See, e.g., Commission Decision 2005/873, 2005 O.J. (L 322) 21; Commission
Decision 2006/875, 2006 OJ. (L 337) 46; Commission Decision 2007/872, 2007
O.J. (L 344) 44.
85. Commission Regulation 776/2006, 2006 O.J. (L 136) 3.
86. Council Regulation 834/2007, 2007 O.J. (L 189) 1.
87. Council Regulation 834/2007, art. 32, 2007 O.J. (L 189) 1, 19.
88. Regulation 834/2007, art. 25, at 17.
89. Regulation 834/2007, art. 23, at 16.
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the accidental presence of authorized GMOs is now expressed.'
The regulation does not prohibit stricter private standards."
VIII. MAXIMUM RESIDUES LIMITS
New developments occurred in the areas of contaminant resi-
due and pesticide residue legislation.
A. Contaminant Residues
Commission Regulation (EC) 1881/2006 set maximum residue
levels for certain food contaminants.' This Regulation took effect
on March 1, 2007, and replaced Commission Regulation (EC)
466/2001. The contaminants subject to maximum residues levels
are: nitrate, mycotoxins (aflatoxins, ochratoxin A, patulin, deoxyni-
valenol, zearalenone, fumonisins, T'-2 and HT-2-toxin), metals (lead,
cadmium, mercury, inorganic tin), 3-MCPD, dioxins and PCBs, and
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (benzo(a)pyrene).3
B. Pesticide Residues
The most important change in pesticide residue legislation is
the publication, on March 1, 2008, of Annexes II-IV to Regulation
396/2005.' These changes will take effect on September 1, 2008."
Annex II contains the EU maximum residue limits already estab-
lished by the directives on specific food groups. Annex III sets tem-
porary EU maximum residue limits for active substances for which
inclusion in Annex I to Council Directive 91/414/EEC has not yet
been decided. Annex IV lists the substances exempted from maxi-
mum residue limits. Until the regulation is in force, Member States
can set provisional national maximum residue limits via the current
legislation, although those limits will only remain valid until the new
legislation becomes effective. Annexes II and III can still be
amended until September 1, 2008. Substances that have not been
submitted to the Committee by March will be subject to the new
90. Regulation 834/2007, art. 9, at 8; Council Regulation 1830/2003, art. 7,
2003 O.J. (L 268) 24, 27 (EC).
91. Regulation 834/2007, art. 1, at 4.
92. Commission Regulation 1881/2006, 2008 O.J. (L 364) 5.
93. Regulation 1881/2006, at 15-22.
94. Commission Regulation 149/2008, 2008 O.J. (L 58) 1.
95. Regulation 149/2008, art. 2, at 2.
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regulation under which, when considering whether to authorize a
substance, Member States can decide whether a new maximum resi-
due level (MRL) is necessary or whether an existing MRL (detailed
in Annexes II or III) should be modified. For a routine MRL, with
the comitology procedure and the SPS notification, the process will
take approximately one year for the new MRLs to be adopted.
IX. FOOD CONTACT MATERIALS
On December 22, 2006, the European Commission published
Commission Regulation 2023/2006 laying down the rules on good
manufacturing practices (GMP) for "materials and articles intended
to come into contact with food" listed in Annex I to Regulation (EC)
1935/2004.96 Later, several specific directives were adopted. On
April 2, 2007, the Commission issued Commission Directive
2007/19/EC to amend Directive 2002/72/EC "relating to plastic
materials and articles intended to come into contact with food and
Council Directive 85/572/EEC laying down the list of simulants to
be used for testing migration of constituents of plastic materials and
articles intended to come into contact with foodstuffs."97 On that
same day, the Commission published Commission Regulation
372/2007/EC "laying down transitional migration limits for plasti-
cizers in gaskets in lids intended to come into contact with foods." "
This Regulation was to apply until Directive 2007/19/EC's entry into
force. On June 29, 2007, the Commission published Commission
Directive 2007/42/EC "relating to materials and articles made of
regenerated cellulose film intended to come into contact with food-
stuffs."" On March 6, 2008, the Commission issued Commission
Directive 2008/39/EC amending Directive No. 2002/72/EC relat-
ing to plastic materials and articles intended to come into contact
with food.'00
X. FOOD IMPROVEMENT AGENTS PACKAGE
On July 28, 2006, the Commission adopted a proposal for a
Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council establish-
96. Commission Regulation 2023/2006, art. 1, 2006 O.J. (L 384) 75.
97. Commission Directive 2007/19, 2007 O.J. (L 97) 50.
98. Commission Regulation 372/2007, 2007 O.J. (L 92) 9; Corrigendum to
Regulation 372/2007, 2007 O.J. (L 92) 3 (EC).
99. Commission Directive 2007/42, 2007 O.J. (L 172) 71.
100. Commission Directive 2008/39, 2008 O.J. (L 63) 6.
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ing a common authorization procedure for food additives, food en-
zymes and food flavorings,"' as well as separate proposals of regula-
tion of food additives, °2 food enzymes,' 3 and food flavorings and
certain food ingredients with flavoring properties for use in and on
foods.'' These proposals were meant to harmonize EU legislation is
these areas and clarify current legislation in order to simplify ap-
proval procedures for these three food groups. Before these pro-
posals, food enzymes were governed by national legislation within
Member States, whereas food additives and flavorings were already
covered by EU legislation.
The European Parliament delivered its first-reading opinion on
July 10, 2007, introducing amendments to the Commission pro-
posal. 5 On March 10, 2008, the Council issued a Common Position
on the adoption of three separate regulations of the European Par-
liament and of the Council on food additives,"° food enzymes,' 7 and
101. Proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council establish-
ing a common authorisation procedure for food additives, food enzymes and food flavour-
ings, COM (2006) 423 final (July 28, 2006), available at http://
ec.europa.eu/food/food/chemicalsafety/additives/com2006_423-en.pdf.
102. Proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on food
additives, COM (2006) 428 final (July 28, 2006), available at http://
ec.europa.eu/food/food/chemicalsafety/additives/com2006_428-en.pdf.
103. Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on food
enzymes and amending Council Directive 83/417/EEC, Council Regulation (EC) No
1493/1999, Directive 2000/13/EC, and Council Directive 2001/112/EC, COM (2006)
425 final (July 28, 2008), available at http://ec.europa.eu/food/food/
chemicalsafety/additives/com2006_425_en.pdf.
104. Proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council onflavour-
ings and certain food ingredients with flavouring properties for use in and on foods and
amending Council Regulation (EEC) No 1576/89, Council Regulation (EEC) No
1601/91, Regulation (EC) No 2232/96 and Directive 2000/13/EC, COM (2006) 427
final (July 28, 2008), available at http://ec.europa.eu/food/food/chemicalsafety/
additives/com2006 427_en.pdf.
105. Opinion of the European Parliament of July 10, 2007, 2006/0143 (COD)
(not yet published in the Official Journal).
106. Common position adopted by the Council on 10 March 2008, with a view to the
adoption of a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on food additives,
2006/145 (COD), available at http://register.consilium.europa.eu/pdf/en/07/
stl6/st16675-re02.en07.pdf.
107. Common position adopted by the Council on 10 March 2008 with a view to the
adoption of a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on food enzymes
and amending Council Directive 83/417/EEC, Council Regulation (EC) 1493/1999,
Directive 2000/13/EC, Council Directive 2001/112/EC and Regulation (EC) 258/97,
2006/0144 (COD), available at http://register.consilium.europa.eu/pdf/en/07/
stl6/st16676-re01.en07.pdf.
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food flavorings, ' and on the adoption of a regulation on a common
authorization procedure for all three."' Those are aimed at harmo-
nizing evaluation procedures in accordance with the farm to fork
concept,"' in order to provide a high level of consumer protection
while ensuring free circulation in the EU's internal market. The
proposals went back to the Parliament for a second reading, and in
July 2008, the Parliament adopted the amended text. The Council
now needs to adopt it as well, before it can be officially published.
XI. FOOD SUPPLEMENTS AND ADDITION OF VITAMINS AND MINERALS
The list of permitted vitamin or mineral preparations that can
be added for specific nutritional purposes in food supplements
found in Directive 2002/46/EC,"' which sets harmonized rules for
the labeling of food supplements and introduces specific rules on
vitamins and minerals in food supplements, was amended by Com-
mission Directive 2006/37/EC to include additional substances.
Regulation 1925/2006/EC of the European Parliament and of
the Council of December 20, 2006, on the addition of vitamins,
minerals, and certain other substances to foods, aims at "ensuring
the effective functioning of the internal market" while guaranteeing
consumer protection. "' The regulation harmonizes the various
Member States' provisions that relate to the addition of vitamins and
minerals to foods."
4
108. Common Position adopted by the Council on 10 March 2008 with a view to the
adoption of a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council onflavourings and
certain food ingredients with flavouring properties for use in and on foods and amending
Council Regulations (EEC) 1576/89 and (EEC) 1601/91, Regulation (EC) 2232/96 and
Directive 2000/13/EC, 2006/1047 (COD), available at http://register.consilium.
europa.eu/pdf/en/07/st6/st16677-re3.en7.pdf.
109. Common Position adopted by the Council on 10 March 2008 with a view to the
adoption of a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing a
common authorisation procedure for food additives, food enzymes and food flavourings,
2006/0143 (COD), available at http://register.consilium.europa.eu/pdf/en/
07/stl6/st6673-re02.en07.pdf.
110. Id. at 2.
111. Council Directive 2002/46, 2002 O.J. (L 183) 51.
112. Commission Directive 2006/37, 2006 O.J. (L 94) 32.
113. Council Regulation 1925/2006, 2006 O.J. (L 404) 26.
114. Regulation 1925/2006, at 26.
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XII. LABELING, NUTRITION, AND OBESITY
Since last update, significant changes have occurred in the area
of labeling and nutrition. The evolution of nutrition policy in the
EU in the last few years is perhaps one of the most drastic changes
in EU food law.
A. Labeling Proposal
On January 30, 2008, the European Commission adopted a
proposal on the provision of food information to consumers."5 This
proposal combines Directive 2000/13/EC of the European Parlia-
ment and of the Council on the labeling, presentation and advertis-
ing of foodstuffs and Council Directive 90/496/EC on nutrition
labeling for foodstuffs. It proposes to combine different labeling
rules in one text since it covers several issues including nutrition
labeling, country of origin labeling, and voluntary food information,
and is meant to simplify the regulatory framework.' 6 Among other
things, the proposal suggests minimum font sizes on labels, and for
mandatory declaration of specific nutrients such as the energy value,
the amount of fat energy value, the amounts of fat, saturated fatty
acids, carbohydrates with specific reference to sugars, and salt."7
Currently, under the present Directive, nutrition labeling is volun-
tary, but becomes mandatory if a nutrition claim is made on the la-
bel.118
The Commission is also working on revision of technical issues
of the EU nutrition labeling directive."9 The issues that are to be
revised concern the list of vitamins and minerals, their recom-
mended daily allowances and significant amounts, as well as the
definition of dietary fiber and tolerances for nutrient values de-
clared on labels.
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115. Proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the
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119. COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, WORKING DOCUMENT:
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B. Health and Nutrition Claims
Regulation 1924/2006/EC on nutrition and health claims made
on foods was adopted in December 2006,12' and took effect on July
1, 2007. It provides that in order for foods to bear nutrition or
health claims, the Commission should first establish nutrient pro-
files with which certain foods or certain food groups should com-
ply.'22 Therefore, the EFSA was mandated to assist the Commission
in establishing a nutrient profile system, by issuing a scientific opin-
ion on nutrient profiles and providing additional guidance on the
setting of these profiles. The regulation specifically states that the
setting of nutrient profiles should take into account the dietary role
and importance of food groups and their contributions of nutrients
to the overall diet of the population. 2 The opinion was adopted on
January 31, 2008 and gives general scientific recommendations. The
EFSA's Panel on Dietetic Products, Nutrition and Allergies recom-
mends that "the choice of nutrients to be included in nutrient pro-
files should be driven by their public health importance for EU
populations."'24 It adds that "[t]hese nutrients include saturated fatty
acids, sodium, dietary fiber and unsaturated fatty acids, intakes of
which generally do not comply with nutrient intake recommenda-
tions in many Member States."2 5 In addition to this opinion, the
EFSA is developing a representative food composition database that
will allow the testing of any proposed profiling scheme.
Previously in December 2007, the Commission's Standing
Committee on Food Chain and Animal Health adopted a guidance
document on the implementation of Regulation 1924/2006.12'6 This
document is not legally binding, and is merely meant to provide
assistance in understanding and correctly applying the regulation.
121. Corrigendum to Council Regulation 1924/2006, 2007 O.J. (L12) 3 (EC).
122. Corrigendum to Regulation 1924/2006, art. 4, at 8.
123. Corrigendum to Regulation 1924/2006, art. 4, at 8.
124. The Setting of Nutrient Profiles for Foods Bearing Nutrition and Health Claims
Pursuant to Article 4 of the Regulation (EC) No 1924/2006, Scientific Opinion of the
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C. Other Labeling Changes
1. Foods for Infants and Young Children and Foods for Special
Medical Purposes
On December 22, 2006, the Commission published Commis-
sion Directive 2006/141/EC, which establishes compositional and
labeling requirements for infant formula and follow-on formula in-
tended for use by infants in good health in the Community.27 The
Directive also provides for Member States to give effect to principles
and aims of the International Code of Marketing of Breast-milk Sub-
stitutes, which addresses marketing, information and the responsi-
bilities of health authorities. 8 Pending the transposition of Direc-
tive 2006/141/EC into national legislations, Commission Regulation
2006/1609/EC of October 27, 2006, provides for the temporary
marketing of infant formula "based on hydrolysates of whey protein
derived from cows' milk protein."'"
Furthermore, Commission Directive 2006/125/EC of Decem-
ber 5, 2006 on "processed cereal-based foods and baby foods for
infants and young children" replaced Commission Directive
96/5/EC, which had addressed the same issues.'" Directive
2006/125/EC sets the standards on the composition and labeling of
processed-cereal based foods and other baby foods, and it contains
specific rules on pesticides residues in processed cereal-based baby
foods and baby foods; it notably requires that baby foods contain
levels of pesticides no greater than 0.01 mg/kg except for certain
pesticides which have specific maximum levels provided in the An-
nex IV, and also requires that certain toxic pesticides not be used in
the production of processed cereal-based baby foods and baby
foods."'1
Commission Directive 2006/141/EC also amended Commis-
sion Directive 1999/21/EC of March 25, 1999, on dietary foods for
special medical purposes, which sets standards for the composition
and labeling of foods that are "specially processed or formulated
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2. Dietetic foods
Commission Directive 2006/34/EC amended Commission Di-
rective 2001/15/EC of February 15, 2001, "on substances that may
be added for specific nutritional purposes in foods for particular
nutritional uses,"' in order to include additional substances to the
Annex.'"
D. Obesity
Obesity has become a significant issue in the European Union,
and policy makers want to take action against the "obesity epi-
demic." After the publication of the European Commission's Green
Paper in 2005," the Commission issued a White Paper on that same
issue,"' in which the Commission recognized obesity as being an
important issue and set forth the three factors that must be taken
into consideration in drafting any nutrition policy aimed at obe-
sity.' 7 First, individuals are ultimately responsible for their lifestyles,
and those of their children, although the environment does play a
role and influences their behavior.' Second, only well-informed
consumers can make reasonable decisions.9 Finally, both the com-
plementarity and integration of the different relevant policy areas
and of the different levels of action must be promoted in order to
get the best possible response.'4 ° The Commission also outlined
four essential aspects to the actions to be taken: any action's goal
should be to "address the root causes of the health related risks";
the actions are to work at all levels of government and across gov-
ernment policy areas; private actors (including the food industry
and schools) must be involved in the action; and finally, the actions
taken need to be monitored so as to be as well-adapted as possible
to new and evolving circumstances."' Thus, the Commission rec-
133. Commission Directive 2001/15, 2001 O.J. (L 52) 19, 20.
134. Commission Directive 2006/34, 2006 O.J. (L 83) 14.
135. COMMISSION GREEN PAPER, PROMOTING HEALTHY DIETS AND PHYSICAL
AcTrrvY: A EUROPEAN DIMENSION FOR THE PREVENTION OF OVERWEIGHT, OBESITY
AND CHRONIC DISEASES, COM (2005) 637 final (Dec. 8, 2005).
136. COMMISSION WHITE PAPER, A STRATEGY FOR EUROPE ON NUTRITION,
OVERWEIGHT AND OBESITY RELATED HEALTH ISSUES, COM (2007) 279 final (May 30,
2007).
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ommended that partnerships be created at both EU and local lev-
els. 4' It also stressed the need for consistent policy across the EU
and that policy would make consumers be better informed about
what they buy and eat, and the importance of making healthy op-
tions available, encouraging physical activity, focusing primarily on
the groups the most vulnerable to obesity (children and people in
low socio-economic groups), developing scientific research to sub-
stantiate the various policies, and developing monitoring systems. '43
After the Commission's adoption of this White Paper, the Euro-
pean Parliament's Environment, Public Health and Food Safety
Committee, which must issue a non-legislative report on it, mandated
Rapporteur Adriana Poli Bortone to write a draft report on the issue.
Poli Bortone's report was published last December and the Commit-
tee will vote on it in April 2008."' Poli Bortone's Draft Report
stresses the need to focus on children as an important part of the
fight against obesity.' It notably suggests that schools take a more
active role in this area by encouraging physical activity, promoting
nutritional education, and providing healthier meal options to stu-
dents. Poli Bortone also calls for a ban on the sale, sponsorship, and
advertising of products high in sugar, salt, and fat in schools, and for
restrictions on the volume of commercials for unhealthy foods spe-
cially aimed at children and the proposed limitations on the time
slots in which these commercials could air. This report's strict pro-
posals have drawn heavy criticism on the part of the industry as well
as on the part of Members of the European Parliament.
XIII. CONCLUSION
EU Food Law is in constant evolution. By the time this article is
published, additional decisions regarding the aforementioned topics
will have been reached. Out of all these regulatory developments,
one thing is sure-EU lawmakers are striving for as much uniformity
and consistency as possible. Although this trend does not affect all
areas yet, it is shaping today's biggest EU food law issues. Further
developments in these and other areas will continue to be followed
in later updates.
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143. Id. at 5-9.
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